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EIGHT FAGES-FRICE TEN CENTS

Men

Study Committee

By County Board

Needs, Ability to Pay,

Communications Heard

Entire Tuition Problem

Against Millard Ruling

Appointment of i taxation and
achool finance study committee
was authorized at a monthly meet-

Walter Vander Haar, Holland
Township clerk and president of

-

be chosen by the executive committee.

assessments at the opening session

ed the committee consist of the
following: two members of the
Board of Education, two teachers,
one school custodian, One city
council member, city assessor,

10 Persons Seek

Building Permits

each political unit have a card
system to assure uniformity in
assessing procedures; 2. Have each

During Last

bear the expense of

preparingthis data; 3. Establish
equitable rates

on

assessmentsbe on a comparable
basis throughout the county. He
suggested these recommendations
be referred to the equalization
committeeof the board.
George Swart, city assessor of
Grand Haven and a member of the
equalization committee,suggested
a roundtable discussionof all
assessing officers in the county.
Henry Slaughter of Tallmadge
Township made a substitute motion

DonVanWynens
Study Language

Week

One new house calling for an
outlay of $10,500 accounted for
moat of the value of building permit applications filed last week
with Acting Building Inspector
Henry Looman and City Clerk
ClarenceGrevengoed.The 10 application* called for a total of

buildings,land

and personal property in order that

levies, etc.

The Board of Education will
meet with members of boards of
school sending district Tuesday,
Nov. 30, for one d their periodic
meetings.Problems of transpor. tation and tuition likely will be

regions nine and 13

day afternoon.
The three points follow: 1. Have

political unit

Respite,

qf

the Michi-

gan Education Association In

of the Board of Supervisors Mon-

one supervisor, one PTA president, two business men and one
school administrator.
Outline of study includes the
money needs of the school, the
abilityof Holland community to
City. N.7.
pay, proposalsto provide funds
tuitions, assessments equalization,

for

in

(Special)

the Ottawa county chapter of township officers, submitted a threepoint program for new county

PTC. GEORGE C. KLEIS left Wedntfdoy for Camp Illmer, N.J. alter
tpeadlag a 15-day furloughwith
bit pa rents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
W. tlels. of route 6. Pie. Ileis will
hare New Jersey next week lor
Iceland where be expects to be
stationed lor the next seren
months. He entered the Army In
July of 1953. His address In Iceland will bet He. George C. Kids,
US 55403479. Hq. Co. 3rd Bn.. 218th
NCT, APO $1. c/o Postmaster, New

art being held

But Not Teachers

Propo«aI Tabled After

ing of the Board of Education
Monday night, tie personnelto

men

investigation Tuesday after Ottawa county deputiesfound several
rifles in their car parked near the
Veneklasen Auto Parts, 11394 Lakewood Blvd., Monday night.
Walter Wilson, 45, Ocala. Fla.,
John Suggs, 47, Sparta, and Ople
Regional Confabs Set
Pruett, 43, Lexington, Tenn., were
booked on drunk and disorderly
Oct. 21 and 22
!
charges pending a check on the
Grand Rapids Civic
trio through State Police files.
Deputies said the rifles were
Students in Holland public
unloadedalthough boxes of bullets
were found next to the guns. The schools will get a vacation Oct.21
men could not give officers a and 22, but not the teachers.
satisfactoryexplanation for carryThey will attend the annual
ing the guns.
two-day educational conference of

Two-Day

Study Will Include

GRAND HAVEN

Pupils Will Get

(or Investigation

Three

Scott suggest-

i

Holland Since 1872

14. 1954

New Assessment.
Plan Considered

W.

K
Lf

^^9

~

Th§ News Has Been A
ConstructiveBooster for

Deputies Hold Three

Name

New Taxation

Supt. Walter

•

$13,525.

1

Applications follow:

Grand Rapids.
Tne program, which

incudes

speeches,group discussions, demonstrations,and exhibits, will
feature John Fischer, Canada’s
ace broadcaster and lecturer,
speaking on the topic "Cotnvebs
Are Contagious," at the Thursday
morning session.
Co-chairmen ot the conference
are Arnold Carlson, superintendent of Scottville, and Russell
Jones, teacher at Ottawa HUls
High School, Grand Rapids.
Registration begins at 8 a m. at
the Civic Auditorium.The first
general session will begin with
music by the Grand Rapids Union
High band, Theodore Fryfogle,

Arthur Dykhuis,140 West 31st director.Invocation will be given
discussed.
Supt. Scott also announced that
St.,
new house, 24 by 38 feet, $10,- by the Rev. Charles W. Scheid of
In
South Congregational Church,
plans have been made with Chris500; self, contractor.
Grand Rapids.
tian High School to invite small,
that the matter be laid on the table
Henry Banger, 200 East 16th
Work of Mr. and Mrs. Don Van
Edgar L. Grim, deputy superselect groups of interestedstudents
for 48 hours. Several communicaSt., new front steps, $50; ’ John intendentof public instruction,
from all high schools in the area Wynen of Holland in Peru was tions from other countieswere filed
Kortman, contractor.
will speak on the topic "Opporfor an afternoon conferenceon recently featured in a story in a opposingAttorney General Frank
Clara De Feyter, 34, East Sixth tunities Unlimited.”Fisher's
United Nations on Tuesday, Nov. Chicago newspaper. Van Wynen is Millard's ruling on 100 percent
SL, front porch, $250; Thomas speech will concludethe Thurs2, in connection with the appear- the son of Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
equalizationon counties that have
Straatsma, contractor.
day morning session.
ance in Civic Center that night of Van Wynen of Holland.
fractionalschool districts.
Willard Nelson, Sr., 91 East 21st
Thursday afternoon will be deTrygve Lie, first secretary-general The Van Wynens are living in the
Neal
Van
Leeuwen,
chairman
of
St., remove windows and parti- voted to group meetings of deof United Nations. A committee Amazon basin with a tribe of prim- the Ottaw* County Road Commistion*, $300; self, contractor.
itive Peru Indians, the Machiguenpartmental and professional inof teachers is working out plans.
sion, submittedthe 1955 budget
Karl Slayer, 44 West 31st St., terest.
gas.
They
are
members
of
the
sumScott also reported that parent
asking for a $200,000 appropriation,
raise house and place foundation, The second general session will
conferences are being held in the mer institute of linguistics,a group
compared with the $75,000 re$800, self, contractor.
get underway Friday, 1:30 p.m.,
schools where foreign languages studying languages of Indian tribes
quested last year. He said the
John C. Lappinga, 133 West in the Civic Auditorium.Ellen
are being taught. Such a confer- and affiliated with the University
present program of building new
13th St., remodel porches, enclose Solomonson,president of .the
ence already has been held in Lin- of Oklahoma.
roads and bridges and maintaining
front porch, cement platformon Michigan Education Association,
The
institute,
which
has
headcoln School to discuss objectives
existing roadways has not kept
rear, $250; Ed Hoffmeyer, con- will speak on "You Hold Ameriand procedures. Meetings in the quarters near the Ucayali river
pace with the deteriorationand
tractor.
ca’s Wealth in Your Hands.” The
other schools are in the planning port of Pucallpa east of the Andes,
does not meet the needs of infeather at the $9,000 mark as Us Deridder,
THE BIG RED FEATHER SIGN ont Eighth St.
Frank Pifer, 50 West 12th St. conference will conclude with
collaborates with the Peruvian
stage.
creased traffic. John Hassold,
publicitydirector at left, and Campaign
shows daily progress in CommunityChest gifts
reroof house and garage. $600; Ed Clark G. Kuebler, presidentof
The school committee is work- ministry of education.Members
Chester Township supervisor, reitBittner Roof and Home Modem! Ripon College, Wisconsin, speakare
sent
out
in
pairs
for
six
months
which
today
had
risen
to
$15,700.
Painter
Gary
Director Bernard P. Donnelly look on. This
ing out plans for informal meeterated requests for improvinga
zation Co., contractor.
ing on the theme, "Thi* We Beings of the board this year. The at a time to learn the Indian lanDe Weerd is shown here filling in the big
year's goal is $37,900. (Penna-Sasphoto)
five-mile stretch in his township.
Ralph Vander Veer, 194 West lieve About Education."
following list is under considera- guage, teach the Indians and conThe budget was referred to the
20th St., enlarge garage to 20 by
Commercial exhibits will protion: Oct. 25, “Library:Where vert them to Christianity.
20 feel, $225; self contractor.
vide teachers an opportunity to
The Van Wynens and their two- good roads committee and the
Henry J. Trooit
Shall We Put the Books?"; Nov.
ways and means committee.
August Von Ins, 11 North River study the latest developmentsin
22, "What Can the School Do for year-old daughter, Ruth, live in an
communication from Mrs,
Dies in Zeeland
Ave., remodel kitchen, InstaU educational ipaterialsand teachthe Atypical Child?"; Jan. 24, re- isolated region in a two-room house
Floyd Koopman of Holland consteel cupboard*, $300; Beckman’s ing aids.
port of professionalproblems and and communicateby radio with the
Henry J. Trooit, 87, a retired
cerning care of animals in the dog
Kitchen Store, contractor.
The thirteen counties affected
salary study committee; March institute base. A camp plane brings
farmer from route 2, died here
pound was referred to the county
John Zylman, 181 West -Ninth are Manistee, Mason, Lake,
28, board policies;April 25, re- supplies and mail once a month.
Tuesday
at
Parkview
Conofficerscommittee and the sheriff
St., reroof house, repair entrance, Osceola, Oceana, Newaygo, Mecreation; May 23, annual apprais- The Machiguenga settlement to
4 ... ....
- . valescent Home in Zeeland after
$250; Hbllarid Ready Roofing Co costa. Muskegon. Ottawa. Kent,
one Side of their cartip is made up with a request"that they report
al.
George
Van
Peursem,
stale rep- a long illnesa.
Two
more
youngsters were impliback at this session.
contractor.
Montcalm, Iona and Allegan.
of
crude
shelters
of
wild
cane
Announcementalso was made
resentativefrom Zeeland, addressHe was bom in the Netherlands cated Wednesday by police as they
that summer tax collections fronts. The Machiguengas,friendly Supervisor John Van Dyke, Jr.,
continued
their roundup of persons
and came to the United States at
amounted to $858,196.83 or 98.27 but uncivilized, live on wild game of Holland was authorized to ap- ed Holland Rotary Club on "The the age of 14 with his parents, involved in burglaries and looting Chemical Society Will
point
three
members
to
study Duties of a Legislator" at a lunchand
a
few
plants
and
dress
in
togaper cent of the levy of $873,322.92.
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Troost. of cars.
county traffic conditionsin connecBids will be opened Wednesday, like garmentswoven by the women
eon meeting Thursday noon at the The family settled in the North Seven were picked up Tuesday Hear National President
tion with a proposal of the MichiOct. 20, at 8 p.m. in Holland High from wild cotton.
Warm Friend Tavern.
Holland area and Mr. Troost liv- and admitted a half-dozenbreakins
Dr. Harry L. Fisher, presidentof
A school for the children and gan State Association of SuperSchool for the fifth new elemenand looting of at least 50 ears.
visors
for
a
new
law
to
create
Van
Peursem
said
one
of
the ed there the rest of his life. He
the American Chemical Society,
adults was established last April
tary school.
retired from active farming 12 Today police said the two new
Supt. Scott also presented en- by the ministry of education, as- county traffic safety organizations most important activities of a leg- years ago. He was a member of ones, a boy and girl, both 14, were will speak at a meeting of the
to
be
operated
by
county
funds.
Holland-GrandRapids section of
rollment figures on resident and sisted by the institute,and 22 pupils
islator ;s the constant answering of
the North Holland Reformed part of a greup that broke into the society Friday, Oct. 15, at 8
IJWSING
An all-out drive
The board was informed that stateattend.
No
Indian
could
count
past
nonresident enrollment by grades
letters. He said there is a continual Church.
several locked Swift Ice Cream Co.
to promote passage of the Korean
wide
traffic
deaths
have
increased
p.m.
in
the
Science
Building
at
in secondary schools. In Junior three before the school was opened.
Survivingare one daughter, trucks.
Bonus amendment in the general
percent in counties and de- flow of mail over his desk, with
Calvin College in Grand Rapids.
high school, out of 761 students, The women paint their faces with
Officers said the children would
Mrs. Henry G. Looman, with
election Nov. 2 has been put into
creased
3
percent
in
cities.
suggestions
and
requests—
90
per
Subject
of
the
talk
will
be
"Syn130 are non-resident. In Holland dyes from jungle roots and berries,
whom he lived for the past two smash the locks off the doors and
effect by the Michigan Veterans
High School, out of 904 students, dye their hands and wear beaded SupervisorClarence Reenders, cent of them strictlyselfish, re- years; two granddaughters,Mrs. then help themselves to ice cream. thetic Rubbers and Their Mean- of Foreign Wars.
who
voiced the board's objectionto
ing." Interestedpersons are invited
jewelry
made
from
nuts,
shells
and
510 are non-resident, for a perquestingbills that would benefit Joe Derks of Holland and Mrs. One of the boys admitted he tried
Speaking for the organization
reducing the number of conservafree of charge.
centage of non-residents students monkey teeth.
to set fire to the Keppel sheds on
Donald
Findlay
of
St.
Johns,
and
some
particular
individual
or
of
more than 75,000 veterans of
At the last meeting of the local
The Van Wynens have given the tion officers in the county, informed
in the entire secretary school of
Seventh St., near the Holland
eight great grandchildren.
overseas duty and their indies
grdup.
the
board
that
the
state
will
consection
at
Calvin
College,
the
Indians Christian names. They had
56.4 per cent.
Services will be held Friday at Co-op, but was unsuccessful.
auxiliary, Leon B. Buer, Grand
The board approved half-time addressedeach other by relation- tinue to give the present officer, Van Peursem emphasized the 2 p.m. from the Nibbelink-Notier Officers said some of the group followingofficers were elected: A. Rapids, state commander said:
Harold
Bowditch,
some
assistance
P.
Centolella,
chairman;
Enno
ship,
such
as
mother,
sister
or
transfer of Margaret Van Vyven
importanceof the Nov. 2 election Funeral Home with the Rev. also stole rowboats, took a ride in
"We have a duty and a sacred
throughout the year. Ottawa County
Wolthuls, vice chairman;Winthrop
from elementary music' to coordin- friend.The chief of the tribe has
pledge
to do all possible to get
and
discussed
the
four
constitu- EllsworthTen Clay officiating. them, before sinking the boats.
ator*of elementary practice teach- three wives and many children. has had the assistance of three tional amendments to be voted on: Burial will be in Pilgrim Home Officerssaid they were questioning Roser, secretary, and Rene Willis, this bonus for the men who fought
extra
conservation
officers
recently
treasurer.
ing, and hiring of Mrs. Gertrude The Machiguengasprefer girls, as
during the bloody Korean conthe first concerningabsentee vot- Cemetery. Friends may meet the more youngsters.
Douwstra on a half-day basis to dowry may be obtained when they during duck season.
flict, one of the costliest w'ars
ing for persons who have recently family at the funeral homeThurs
Supervisor
Van
Dyke
reminded
teach grade music classes in the marry at an early age, or they can
in our history,"
changed their residence; sales tax day from 7 to 9 p.m.
the
board
that
it
is
to
appoint
a
elementaryschools.Approval also be traded for goods.
Slightly Improved, But
Buer called for a unanimous
diversion
law;
veterans
pension
road commissionerto serve a sixwas given transfer of Joy Sicard
citizenry vote in favor of the
which would benefit about 250,000
Condition
Still Serious
year
term
during
the
current
from second grade in Washington
bonus amendment.
Korean War vets, and the Bingo
session. Richard Ossewaarde.route
to fourth grade in Van Raalte and
Provisionsin the amendment
Bill. Van Peursem, in discussing
Kill
The conditionof Janice Mokma.
1,
Coopersville,
was
appointed
Jan.
Fiances Douma transferred from
would give Korean veteransthe
the latter, expressed his feeling
17-year-old daughter of Mr. and
1
to
fill the unexpiredterm of
fourth grade at Van Raalte to
same bonus which was paid to
Mrs. Dean Mokma, who was serPeter Vanden Bosch, who resigned. that passing of the Bingo Bill would
second grade at Washington.
Two campers braved the rain at World War II veterans which was
bring about not only legalized
iously injured in a two-car crash
The
board
also
must
appoint
a
The buildings and grounds combingo, but would open the door to
Friday night, was reported today Ottawa Beach last weekend to $15 per month for overseas duty
county canvassing board for a twomittee submitted several recomlegalized
gambling
of
all
sorts.
slightly improved at Blodgett bring the total number of camping and $10 lor domestic duty for
year term.
mendations which the board apALLEGAN (Special) Offi- as
State Sen. Clyde Geerlings introHospital
in Grand Rapids where permits issued this year to’ 3,446. 60 or more days of service up to
A. widening projecton Lakewood
R. T. White of Grand Rapids,
cials at the Swan Creek Wildproved. These included purchase
she is under treatment for a frac- Claire Board. Park Manager, said a maximum payment of $500
Blvd. at a cost of $26,400 is included representing the Michigan Resort duced the speaker. Robert Kouw,
life Station today said that huntof an electric range, refrigerator,
The provision was voted favortoday.
tured vertebra.
in the proposed 1955 budget and Tourist Association, requestedan president,introduced Mrs. Catherters were getting a larger kill
table and four chairs from KarsBroad, who is working with a ably in the state Senate and
program of the Ottawa County appropriation.He said competition ine Wood of Michigan Children's of geese this year than in the Her condition, however, is still
ten and Zwiers, stage curtains and
House of Representatives almost
listed as serious and no visitors are limited crew this fall, said that
Road Commission which was pre- is keen and the associationexpects Aid Society, who spoke brieflycon- last two seasons.
draperies for Van Raalte School
allowed. Her physician, a special- work will continue during the unanimously, with only two
sented to the Board of Supervisors to do more advertisingthis year in "ceming activities of that organizaConsenation men said 118
gymnasium from Edwin Raphael
winter on an extension of the House members voting against
this week. The proposedimprove- view of the fact that business is 10 tion.
geese have been knocked down ist, informed the family that he lighting on the new road put in the proposal.
for $1,545; purchase of files from
George Heeringa introduced visconsiders
her
out
of
immediate
ment covers 2.2 miles from Old to 15 percent less than last year.
so far this season. The largest
Worden Manufacturing Co. The US-31 to 152nd Ave.
The VFW has already put a
last summer.
iting Rotarians and guests and
bag of the season was reported danger. Janice was one of six
The committee also anounced that
coordinated
plan into effect to
In
December,
state-owned
equipRandall Bosch introduced visiting
Also included in the 21-point
with 36 of the big honk- young people injured in the crash ment will be sent from the Upper promote passage of the Korean
no rental space was available at
Junior Rotarians,Bruce Van Sunday
which
Claimed
the life of Warren
program of 1955 construction is
ers killed.
Bradford Paper Co. for possible
Peninsula to remove sand between Bonus. Final plans will be afLeuwen of Holland Junior High and
Nykamp, 17.
a grading and graveling improveOfficials are looking forward to
new quarters of the school mafected when the VFW holds its
the two drives.
Fred Schuurman of Holland Chrisment on 120th Ave. from Adams
Another
victim.
Ruth
Bareman,
an increase in the kill. They said
annual Mid-Fall
Wow in
chine shop.
Most
of
the
winter
will
be
spent
tian
High.
to Mason Sts., and a bridge over
the large migrations of birds from is improving in Holland Hospital
The board also decided that an
Jackson Oct. 9 - 10.
in
painting
and
repairing
park
Black River at 96th Ave. near
Canada haven’t started yet and where she is under treatment for equipment. Tables, rest rooms and
Michigan’s
has also
open house should be held in the
Zeeland. The 120th Ave. improvethe birds taken so far are local five broken ribs and lacerations.
Peter
H.
Douma,
79,
Die*
pledged itself to “get out the
new addition at Van Raalte school
water
will
be
available
to
visitors
The other four young people were
ment lists an estimatedcost of
during American EducationWeek
The first district 4-H turkey At Home in North Holland native nesters.
until the latest possible date al- vote" campaign and many posts
$15,000 for a half mile, and the
Meanwhile,
Conservation
Offi- discharged after treatment.
Nov. 8 to 13 with arrangementsin
show
will
be
held
in
the
exhibithrough most of the playground in individualcommunitiesare inibridge will cost $25,000.
cer Harold Bowditch reports that
tiating campaigns of publicity,
charge of the PTA.
tion room of Civic Center Nov.
equipment
has been taken in.
Peter
H.
Douma,
79.
died
at
The road commissionhas rethe best duck hunting in Ottawa
Announcementwas made that
Broad said that the park had no taxi service to the polls, and baby ,
quested a county allocation of 11, sponsored by the Community his home, route 2, this morning County is at the Grand Haven
two pictures have been obtained
Service committee of the Cham- after an extended illness. He was
drownings this year and no serious sitting while parents are voting,
of
$200,000 this year. Total of the
State Game Area which is open
as a Carolyn Hawes memorial in
ber of Commerce.
born in North Holland and had
automobile accidents. He added including the Henry Walters post
proposed
budget
is $1,143,000, Jhe
to the public. The game area,
Washingtonschool. More than
The
event
will attract entries spent the last 56 years in' the
that he would like to thank all in Holland.
bulk of which comes from motor
comprises about 100 acres of
$400 had been collected for the
from
nine
counties,
with
160 same house. His wife, Henrietta
of
the townspeople who helped
vehicle funds.
marshland in Bruce’s Bayou n
purpose. Some changes will be
projects
representating
4,000 Ten Have Douma, died Feb. 14,
him
with beach patrol,livesaving Driver Issued Ticket
The proposed program lists six
Crockery Township.
made in showcases and the matter
|turkeys. The birds will be brought 1953.
and beach cleanup during the
items umjer prime and seal, 10
Bowditch
says
there
have
been
was referred to the buildings and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)) spring and summer.
to Holland alive, then taken to
Follewing Collision
Mr. Douma was a member of
grounds committee to proceed. items under, grading, graveling and the same processing ‘plant for the North_ Holland Reformed several hunters at the area dur- Mrs. Sarah Manning, 97, resident
Two cars were damaged In an
The board also decided that drainage, two 'widening projects dressing after which they will be Church. Served as an elder, Sun- ing weekends but weekday hunt- of Newton, 111., died this morning
accident at 6:40 a.m. today on
hereafter the monthly meetings and three bridges,for a grand total frozen. The frozen birds will be day School teacher and as super- ing pressure i* "relativelylight.” in MunicipalHospital following a New Street Lights
of $431,000.
Gordon St. near US-31 but the
will start at 7:30 p.m. instead of
long illness. She had been visiting Go Up on West Eighth
judged and displayed in refrig- ntendent of the Sunday School.
driver of the third car, which was
at 7 p.m. Claims for the month
in
the
Nunica
area
since
June
17
erated cases in Civic Center.
Surviving are five brothers, Lions Cub Members
totaled $50,962.92.
and was taken ill while at thel Portions of Wesct Eighth St. undamaged, received a ticket.
$15,000 Sought
Entering displays will be 4-H’ers William, John and Wietse Douma,
Ottawa County deputies said a
President Lester J. Kuyper prehome of her daughter, Mrs. Minnie will be getting new lights within
from Ottawa. Kent, Ionia, Barry, all of Holland,Frank Douma of Tour Telephone Co.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
car driven by Earl Brower, 31, of
sided at the meeting which ad- Suit has been filed in Ottawa Allegan, Newaygo, Muskegon, Fremont and Andrew Douma of
the next few days.
Holland Lions Club met Tues- Fritz in' Nunica.
journed at 9:55 p.m. Supt. Scott Circuit Court by Margaret Hoog- Mecosta and Oceana. The 4-H Ripon, Calif.; two sisters. Mrs. day noon for luncheon at the
Besides Mrs. Fritz she is surNew poles already have been x6_13 East Lincoln Ave., pulled out
gave the invocation.Trustees land of ... Zeeland against Best display is under the general direc- Albert Knoll and Mrs. Charles Warm Friend Tavern and then vived by another daughter,Mrs. erected along part of West to pass a car operatedby Peter
Wendell Miles and Ernest Hart- Foods, Inc., of Detroit, In which tion of Michigan State College.
Risselada, both of Holland.
were taken on a tour of Michi- Rinnia Ross of Newton; several Eighth St. from River to Wash- Bruins, 33. route 3. .

Peru Jungle

A

Rotarians Hear

Police Question

Rep.VanPeursem

Two Youngsters

.

VFW Urges Tes’

On Korean Bonus
-

!

.

j

2 More

Road Budget Lists

Goose

3 Local Projects

At

Up

Campers

Swell Year’s Total

Swan Creek

—

Pow

VFW

Nunica

Mother

Woman Succumbs

_

'

-

—

man were absent

A public auction , will climax
she Is seeking $15,000 damages
Funeral services will be held
plus costs. The suit is the re- the day-long show. The Chamber Saturday at 2 p.m. at North Holsult of first and second degree will entertain 4-H club members land Reformed Church with the
Sixth Church Adult
bums on both hands and wrists and judges at a turkey luncheon Rev. Ellsworth Ten Clay officiatallegedly received by plaintiff in Civic Center that noon.
ing. Relatives will meet in the
Class Has Potluch
through the use bf a tint and dye
The Community service com- church chapel at 1:45 p.m, Burial
e
About 50 member* and friends product purchased from a Zeeland mittee is working with Ottawa will be in North Holland' Cemeof the Adult Bible Class of Sixth drug store about July 3. 1952, County Agent Richard Machiele tery. Friends may call *at the
Reformed Church gathered in which is a product of defendant and John Wyngarden of Zeeland Nibbelink-NotierFuneral Chapel
the basement Wednesday evening company. She alleges her hands in staging the show, the only one Friday from 3:30 to 5 and 7 to
for a social meeting.
art permanentlyscarred.
of it* kind in Michigan.
9 p.m.

•

Y

*

gan

Bell Telephone Co.

Tom

Malewitz conducted the
tour, assistedby personnel of the
company, and explained the complete Bell system to the 45 Lions
Club members.
. ,
Luncheon guests were Dale Vos,
Avery Baker, John DuMez and
Emil Vander Vate.
Bernard Shashaguay, new pre*ident, conductedthe meeting.
.

-

grandchildren and great grand- ington Aves. by the Board of
children.
Public Works. The old lights
A prayer service will be held at along the street will be removed
Kammeraad Funeral Home at 8 as soon as the new ones have
tonight with the Rev. N. K. Gre- been hooked up.
frath of St Luke’s Lutheran BPW SuperintendentGeorge H.
Church of Nunica in charge. The Rendleman said the new lights
body will be taken to the Reese will illuminate a larger area, putFuneral Home in Newton for ser- ting out 10,000 lumens against
vices and burial in Newton Ceme- 6.000 lurtena \ tor Mi* present
tery.
f

Lamar Grisham, 24, of 355
Douglas Ave., heading east, drove
off the road to avoid a headon
collision.The car skidded and shot
back across the wet pavement,
striking the .Bruins car.
Brower was issued a ticket for
improper passing.Damage to ~ *
ham’s ’36 mode! car was
at $100 and the
car at $300,

l___
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Canvassing
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Ful Swing

“veterans” banquet, sponsored by the puilders
Class of First Methodist Church,

Currently Making Calls

To Raise 1954 Funds
Canvassing for Holland’s 1954
Community Chest drive is current-

Pearson who will be 84 on Sunday for the oldest man present,
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Miles
whose combined ages equaled the
greatest number of years.
A family style chicken dinner
was served with members of the
Philathea class as waitresses. Invocations were conducted by the
Rev. John Hagans. Women guests
wore corsages and the men,

ly in full swing with the hope that

completedin the
according to
Campaign Manager Bernard P.

all calls will be

next few days,

Donnelly. Goal this year is $37,900.
Donnelly’s immediate staff includes Edwin Raphael, Co-chairman; Lester Deridder, publicity,
and the Rev. John Hains, minister
W. Division chairmen are Joe
Farrah, non-SSP industrial;Dale
Fris and H. Ramsey, business and
professional; Harry Harrington
non-localbusiness; Ed Donivan
and E. E. Brand, schools and col-

Most

of the

Way

final score was 39-7.

For three quarters, Holland
High played rugged football.By
far the game was the best the
Dutch played this year, but the
lack of depth ruined Holland.

Having no manpower beyond

the first string, after the Holland
starters tired or were taken out
with bumps, the reserves couldn’t
maintainthe pace. Local fans left
the park surprised at Holland’s^
boutonnieres.
A program included the wel- showing and complimentaryabout*
come by Mrs. Van Raalte; de- the spirit displayed by the Dutch.
sign written on the Dutch
votions by Dick Overway whose
theme was ‘Take Everything to locker room wall told the same
the Lord in Prayer.” Accordian story. "Good fight fellows,we’re
and comet duets, Rosalee Taylor still proud of you”— Coaches.
It took two touchdowns for the
and Arlene Bronson; violin duet,
Mrs. Frank Cherven and Mrs. Holland spirit and fight to come
Howard Schipper with Elaine Den out. The Cougars scored three
Bleyker at the piano; vocal solo minutes after the startingwhistle
by Mrs. Don Van Ry accompanied with a 21-yard off tackle smash
by Mrs. Hagans; reading by Mrs. by Frank Huizenga. The touch-

A

leges; Ray Reidsma and John
Fonger, public employes; Mrs.
John Tlesenga and Mrs. Dale
Shearer, individualgifts for city

Wilbur Cobb, Bert Gebben, John
Weller, Howard Van Egmond.

OnEvenTenns

was held Wednesday evening.
Members of the church 65 years
and over were guests. Special Holland High ran into a state
guests were Miss Mae Bender ranked football team Friday night
at Riverview Park. The Dutch
and Mrs. Ruby Nibbelink.
were whipped, soundly too, but
Mrs. John Van Raalte. presinot before the winners,Grand
dent, presented gifts from the
Rapids CatholicCentral, knew
class to Mrs. Anna Jackson,86,
oldest woman present; Paul they were In a ball game. The

Hundreds of Volunteers

Mrs. Rudolph Eriksen and Mrs

Banquet

The annual

For Cbest Drive

Paul Jones are assistingthe latter
as general chairmen.
The Inter-ClubCouncil is di
reeling the business and professional work. The Kiwanis club
with Rhine Vander Meulen is team
ore. Workers are Milton Johnston

W4

Methodist Group Dutchmen Battle

Now

Stages
In

14,

RETURNING TO HOLLAND

—

Heavyweight

champion Rocky Marciano (left)

will

visit

Holland this weekend as guest of P. T. Cheff,
president of Holland Furnace Co. Rocky, who
trained in Holland for his return bout with
Jersey Joe Walcott last year, will make this a
pleasure trip. Currentlyon a refereeing tour,
the champion will appear in Youngstown,Ohio,
Thursday night. He will fly from there to

Holland Friday morning, weather permitting.
is shown with manager Al Weill,
eating chicken during a brief stop at the
Chicago restaurant of John C. Kluczynski
(standing). Rocky will be accompaniedby
"Soldier" Farr and perhaps another member of

The champ

the touring party. Weill will not

ruda

the trip

to Holland.

selectionsby Carl Rogers.
In closing a friendship circle
was made around the dining
room while all sang “God Be
With You Till We Meet Again.”

'(United Press Telephoto)

Lester Walker and Howard
Brumm.
The Rotary club with Robert
Raymond Holwerda, Mrs.
Kouw as captain comprisesteam

GertWilliam

make

Lee Fletcher; saxophone solo, down came after Catholic had
Roger Mulder, accompaniedby taken th? kickoff and marched for
Carl Rogers; cornet solo by Jim four first downs to the Holland
Looman, accompaniedby Mr. 21. The extra point kick was good.
Rogers; duet by Roger Mulder
Denny Cook dashed 47 yards
and Jim Looman. and vibraharp for the second Catholic score. He

Morcia Posma and Peter de Moya

Leading Roles Assigned

broke through the middle and cut
for the sidelines. The touchdown
came with two minutes left in the
first quarter.
Then Holland started to really
battle. A pass play in the first
Hope College Palette and Masminute of the second quarter que, dramatic society, will profrom Ron Van Dyke, Holland left duce the sparklingcomedy fanhalfback, to Gerald Boeve. right tasy, "Mrs. McThing," by Mary
end, covered 23 yards with Boeve Chase, as its 1954 Homecoming
snatchingthe ball in the rear of play Oct. 22, 23, 25 and 26.
the end zone. The play climaxed
Miss Elva Van Haitsma direca drive that started on the Dutch tor of dramatics, announced that
33. Later in the quarter Holland Marcia M. Pasma, junior from
got to the Cougar 23 and 30 but Muskegon, and Peter de Moya,
lost the ball on downs and a sophomore from North Swanzey,
N.H., have been chosen to play
The Cougars longest advance in leading roles in the comedy,
the second quarter was to the written
the author of
Holland 38.
“Harvey.” Palette and Masque
Catholic started the second half staged "Harvey” two years ago.
with a touchdown,one minute and
The play will be given in the
three-quarters after the kickoff. college Little Theatre, located on
Walt Stein went 18 yards around the fourth floor of the Science
end to culminate a drive that Building.
started on the Catholic 44. Leroy
Miss Pasma. daughter of Mr.

For Hope College Play

'

Lievense, Mrs.
Committees in charge were
2. Workers are William Beebe, A.
Mulder, Mrs. E. Vos, Mrs. Bud
Mrs. Marvin Rotman, invitations;
W. Hertel, L. W. Lamb, Sr., WilWesterhof,Mrs. John Bouwman,
Mrs. Budd Eastman, program;
liam J. Bradford, Sr., A. E. HildeMrs. John Kruid and Mrs. Egbrand. James W. Obenschain, Mrs. Joe Rosendahl, Mrs. Harvey ••••••••••••••
Barkel, Mrs. George Lumsden,
bert Israel,decorating and printSidney S. Tlesenga, Kenneth De
Mrs. John Sterenberg, Mrs.
By Randy Vande Water
ing programs; Mrs. John Slagh
Free, Frank Kleinheksel and
Following the traditionfor outUlvsses Poppema, Jr.
and Mrs. Roger Brunsell, in
Robert Wolbrink.
charge of typing; Mrs. Charles
Members of Junior Welfare
The Lions club with Bernard Mrs. G. Smith, Mrs. William H. standing halftime performances,
Scott, chairman, Mrs. Lee
League will purchase a second exShashaguay as captain comprises Boer, Mrs. Paul Taber, Mrs. J. F. the Holland High band, under
The Zeeland Girl Scout fall orplosion-proof type incubator for
team 4. Workers are Harvey Van Alsburg, Mrs. Dick Japinga, Arthur C. Hills, presented a story ganization meeting was held at Fletcher, Mrs. William Lindsay
Mrs. Donald Vink, Mrs. Earle Van of television. Included in the seMrs. J. Knuton, Mrs. Eastman
Holland Hospital.
Barkel, Ernest Bear, Stanley
Zeeland city hall Monday, Oct. 5,
Action on the project was taken
Bcven, Robert Cooper, Adrian Eenenaam, Mrs. W. L. Dunk, Mrs. quences were a boxing ring, com- in charge of Mrs. Jay Van Dorple. Mrs. Rotman and Mrs. Nell
Joseph Moran, Mrs. A. W. Hilde- plete with two battling youngsters,
Taylor, kitchen committee, and
at a regular meeting Tuesday
Klaasen, A1 Knipe, Herman MiedPlans were formulated for the Mrs. Gus Nynas and Mrs. John
evening at the Woman’s Literary
ema, Henry Plaggemeyers, Edward brand, Mrs. J. Obenchain, Mrs. named Bowman and Becker, a
candelabrafor Liberace and the annual observance of Scout Week Slagh, in charge of gifts.
Ward
Wheaton,
Mrs.
Norman
club house.
Tuma and Delbert Vaupell.
from Oct. 31 to Nov. 7.
The incubator is the type used
The Exchange club with Rev. Wangen, Mrs. Earle Wright, Mrs. playing of his theme “I'll Be Seemg iou, ioiiowuu uy u.c ua..u3 The followingleaders were
in the delivery room for all babies
John Hagans as captain comprises D. C. Ruch, Mrs. Donald Van ing You,” followed by the band’s
formation of a horse and the Lone I setlected:Mrs. Marian Voorhorst.
immediately after birth. Junior
team 5. Workers are Clarence Huls, Mrs. Roy Wymore, Mrs.
John
Keuning,
Mrs.
Simon
Piers- Ranger theme. The musicians con- Mrs. Hazel Vugteveen and Mrs.
League purchased the first such
Klaasen, A. E. Van Lente, Wilcluded with a numbers 714 in large Betty Meppleink, 3rd grade; Mrs.
incubator more than a year ago.
hara Brower, James Crozier, Wil- ma and Mrs. D. J. Thomas.
badge for Dragnet and Dup, De Rose Van Koevering, 4th grade;
Ward 6
The increasing number of babies
liam C De Roo, Ward Hansen,
Richard
Machlcle
Mrs. Grace'Geerlings, 5th grade;
Captains, Mrs. Will J. Scott and Dum Dum.
Fogerty, Holland sub center, and Mrs. William Pasma of born at the hospital has necesGeorge Heeringa,Arnold Hertel,
County Agricultural Agent
Mrs. Dorothy Van Home and Miss
stymied a Catholic threat shortly Muskegon, recently of Phila- sitated the second one. Cost is
Russell A. Klassen and George A. Mrs. Milford Hale; workers, Mrs.
Henry
G.
Guerink
of
Allendale
Alice
Warburton.
6th
grade;
Mrs.
Six buses brought the Catholic
Ralph Dokter, Mrs. Marvin Prins,
after recovering a fumble on the delphia. attended Germantown more than S200.
Pelgrim.
Eleanor Post and Mrs. Grace has almost completed a beautiful
Mrs. Bill Venhuizen,president,The Optimist club with Andrew Mrs. Dale Fris, Mrs. Charles team, the band and fans. About
High School in Philadelphiabebasement laminated rafter barn Holland 22.
Kranz. 7th grade.
750
Catholic
fans
attended
the
Cooper,
Mrs.
Gordon
Pippel,
Mrs.
Stein opened the fourth quarter fore coming to Hope. A German conducted the business meeting,
Smeenge comprises team No. 6.
erected
in
place
of
the
one
that
Girls interested in scouting or
with a 56-yard touchdown run and and English major, she is active which was combined with work
Workers are Andrew Smeenge,W. Adrian Bort, Mrs. Tony Bouwman,
additional leaders should contact was burned last summer. The
on league projects, including the
from then on it was the Cougar’s in many college organizations.
Van Dokkumburg, Harvey Tinholt, Mrs. R. E. Barber, Mrs. Stephen
rafters were built of native grown
The Catholic Cougars rolled up Mrs. Van Dorple.
coming Country Fair.
game. The last two scores came on
Ralph Maass, Alvin Dyk, Dr. L. E. Scott, Mrs. E. N. Lindgren, Mrs.
De
Moya,
who
was
graduated
The Women's Missionary Union lumber. ‘We have barn and other
Cook’s 32 yard run and a five yard with honors from Keene. N.H.,
Schmidt, Clayton E. Ter Haar, J. Scott, Mrs. Lawrence Sandall, more yardage than any team the
of Classis Zeeland of the Christian farm building plans of all deAlvin Brouwer, John K. Vander Mrs. J. Hoeksema, Mrs. N. Nichol- Dutch have played against this Reformed Church will be held at scriptionsat the Extension Office tackle smash by Tom Hanna. Two High school, is a history major
year. They amassed 544 yards on
son,
Mrs.
Charles
Midle,
Mrs.
of the extra point attempts were at Hope. He is the son of Mr. District Scout Heads
Broek, Ernie Phillips and Ken
the ground and 38 through the air. the First Christian Reformed for anyone interested.Drop a
Loren
Howard,
Mrs.
C.
Butler,
good.
Zuverink.
and Mrs. Edwin de Moya of Meet at Third Church
Church on Thursday,Oct. 14. The card if you need some help.
Both teams received many North Swanzey.
City volunteers in the home Mrs. Delwyn Van Tongeren.
afternoon
session
begins
at
2
Ron
Van
Dyke
and
Paul
Northuis
Mrs. Arthur Wyman, Mrs. Jack
bumps and bruises in the rough
Seventy-onedistrict leaders recanvass follow;
The Western Michigan Guernsey
Daniels, Mrs. Roy Moeller, Mrs. turned in some good punting for o’clock and the evening session at
tilt. The Cougars were penalized
presenting
Cub Scouts, Boy
Ward 1
sale held at Marne last Saturday
Holland. The duo punted four 7:30 p.m.
130 yards and Holland 95. Van
Scouts and Explorer Scouts met
Mrs. Ed Nyland and Mrs. J. C. Thomas Hebert, Mrs. Watson
was
a
success
according
to
the
The
Rev.
F.
M.
Huizenga
of
Alat Third Reformed Church Scout
Petter, captains; workers, Mrs. Lundie, Mrs. John Brinkman, Mrs. times for 178 yards and an average lendale will conduct devotions in officersof the association.Prices Dyke, Gerald Boeve, Carl Ver
of 44.5 a punt. The longest boot
Mrs. Ted Walwoord and Mrs. rooms Tuesday evenng for the
Beek, Chuck Goulooze, Henry VisDcnn Lindeman,Mrs Edward Boer John Sas, Mrs. Bert Oosterbaan,
the afternoon and speakers at this were not high but good. ConsignMrs. Myron Van Oort, Mrs. Ernie Mrs. Herman Bekker. Mrs. Matt was Van Dyke’s 54 yard kick in meeting include Miss Elizabeth ments for the sale came from a scher, Carl Kemme, Ed Shidler Ben Micdema were joint host- monthly Scout Roundtable.Parthe first quarter.
Kemme,
Mrs.
Raymond
Brondyke.
and Bruce Brink, Holland players, esses at a pre-nuptial shower, re- ents of Scouts and Explorers of
Phillips, Mrs. E. Rowder, Mrs. J.
Hecrema of Lahore, Pakistan and number of Ottawa County farall sat out part of the game with cently in the home of Mrs. Wal- Troop 7, under leadership of AlPeters, Mrs. L De Weerd, Mrs. Mrs. Tom Buter, Mrs. Milford
The Cougars were the third the Rev. Bernard Haven. Miss mers. Consignors from Ottawa hurts.
wood of Pearline, honoring Miss bert, Walters and James Bennett,
Herb Kammeraad, Mrs. Ed C. Hale. Mrs. Louis Altena, Mrs.
County
were
Henry
Moddcrman
straight team not to punt against Ileerema is a former missionaryBrink,
sub
guard,
is the only Lois Ann Potgeter. Miss Potgeter were official hosts for the evenNyland, Mrs. Don Gilcrest, Mrs. Richard Plaggemars. Mr^ H. A.
Holland. Grand Rapids Union and nurse in China and because of of Marne, Roe Cusick of Coopers- player who probablywon't prac- is the bride-electof Virgil Glass
ing.
Walter Milewski,Mrs. Clarence Campau. Mrs. Al Braye, Mrs.
Muskegon Heights were the other Communist forces was unable to ville, Harold Jenison & Sons of tice Monday. H<? received a dis- of Borculo and plans to marry
Herman
Slayer
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Ivan De Neff conducted a sesBoeve, Mrs. J. C. Petter, Mrs.
continueher work there and so Jenison and Henry Van Farovve
two clubs.
placed cartilagein the right knee. Oct. 19. Guests were Mrs. John sion for Den Mothers and CubDelwyn Van Tongeren,Mrs. Wil- Taylor.
started work in the independent of Boaverdam. There were some
A Holland penalty midway in Horlings, Mrs. David Potgeter, masters on the November Cub
liam Wessels, Mrs. Dale Van Dort,
The Catholic Central band salut- mission in Lahore. Rev. Haven was excellent club calves sold.
the third quarter was the local's Mrs. Joyce Langoland,Mrs. theme, "Adventures in History.”
Mrs. Fred Diekema and Miss Irene October Bride-Elect
ed Holland with a block H and graduated from Calvin Seminary
Viola Sail, Mrs. Della Molyneux. Plans were made for participatBoer.
Erosion is certainly showing up tuning point, Coach Dale Shearer
then saluted the Catholic rooters in June and plans to do missionary
said
after
the
game.
He
was
re- Mrs. Madelyn Schrotenboer. Mrs. ing in the CouncilwideCubbers
Honored at Shower
Ward t
with a block C, playing the res- work with the Zuni Indians in after the heavy rains on Sunday. ferring to a five yard offside pen- Marilyn Gelder, Mrs. Marlene Pow Wow at Godwin School in
Captains, Mrs. Howard Phillips
I notice many gullies appearing
pective school songs, which turned New Mexico.
Geurink, Miss Ruth Kraker, Miss Grand Rapids Nov. 6.
OVERISEL
(Special)
Miss
and Mrs. Vernon Klomparens;
At the evening session, the Rev. on slopes in wheat fields. Folks alty assessed Holland following a
out to be the same tune “Go You
Phyllis Dyke, Miss Vera Schalma,
Scoutmastersand Troop Comcompleted
pass
to
the
Catholic
workers, Mrs. Clarence Hopkina Mary Ann Van Eden who will be
Peter Dekkar, of Wukari, Nigeria, who have used good conservation
Northwestern.”
two yard line. The play startedon Miss Ruth Scholma, Miss Rosie mitteemen met under leadership
Mrs. Lucien Raven, Mrs. Andrew married Oct. 21 to Sgt. Gene V.
Africa will be the principalspeak- practices such as across the slope
Gemmen, Miss Mary Jane Potge- of Otto Dressel, district comHyma, Mrs. Raymond Sly, Miss
the Catholic 25.
Immink, was guest of honor at a
George Luradsen, public address er. After his address glides will be cultivation and across the slope
ter and the honored guest.
missioner. The November tyeme,
The
crowd
was
estimated
at
3,Ethelyn Metz, Mrs. Robert Parks,
planting have retained more top
announcer, had his hands full with shown by Raymond Grisscn, on
Others who entertained for Miss "Go By Map," was discussed and
Mrs. Pat Nordhoff, Mrs. Ralph surprise miscellaneous shower Fri800.
soil
in
their
fields.
Soil
lost
by
several of the Catholic Central the work iq Nigeria. He is an inPotgeter were Mrs. John Horlings. plans were outlined for the comLineups:
Woldring, Mrs. Neal Houtman, day evening at the home of Mrs.
erosion takes years to replace. A
players. Some of the tongue twis- dustrial worker in that field.
aunt of the bride-elect,with
Gerald
Immink
at
Overisel.
Hosting Advanced ScoutmasterstrainHolland
Mrs. George Good, Mrs. Elmer
good
soil conservationplan for
A
ladies
chorus
from
Hudsonters included Dobrygowski.PrzyEnds—
Boeve, G., Bronson, Kad- miscellaneousshower, Mrs. Dale ing course scheduled Wednesday,
Burwitz. Mrs. Denise Haiker. Mrs. esses were Mrs. Gordon Top, Mrs.
bysz, Feutz, Paskeiewiez and Tom- ville Immanuel Church will pro- your farm will pay off.
well, Northuis, Polich, Van Wier- Potgeter of 318 Valley Ave. Oct. 20.
Carl Tidd. Mrs. William Neff, Mrs. Dennis Top, Mrs. Julius Kleinhekvide music. This chorus is directed
ajezyk.
Grand Rapids with a pot and pan
Representative Explorers from
sel
and
Mrs.
Immink.
H. Rennick, Mrs. Lawrence Wade,
_
Two
of
our
4-H
club
members
by Miss Marva Musch. Mrs.
shower and Mrs. John Gemmen, each unit and their leaders met
Games were played and a two
Tackles—
Arenas,
Bos,
Brumm,
Mrs. Ralph Jones, Mrs. John Ver
Joseph Meyer of Hudsonville. will are feeding swine for the West
Mrs. John Dyke, Mrs. Herman with Ben Mulder and Richard
Hulst^Mrs. LaVem Rudolph, Mrs. course lunch was served.
Michigan Fat Stock Show to be Francomb, Shidler and Thomas.
serve as organist and pianist.
Beek.
Bertha
Top,
James
Seinen,
Invitedwere the Mesdames GerGuards—
Buis, Kemme. Hofmey- Vonk and Mrs. Bert Kraker who Wilson to make plans for DisRobert Wolbrink, Mrs. C. Mooi.
Mrs. John Guichelaar. president held in Grand Rapids, on Dec 7,
er, Scott. Ver Beek, Zimmerman entertained with a miscellaneous trict Explorer activitiesfor the
Mrs. John Bekken, Mrs. Minnie tie Top, George Van Eden, Frank Harvey Klein, Jay Nienhuis, Ches- of the Union for the fourth year, 8 and 9.
ter
Top,
George
Nyenbrink.
Ben
De
Boer.
William
Koster,
Clifford
Centers— Goulooze, Fogerty, Ot- shower in the latter’s home with coming year. Preliminaryplans
Griep, Mrs. Russell Reidsma.
will be in charge. The Union will
38 neighbors as guests.
for the December Polar Bear
Tanis, James Lampen, Gerald Ter Haa^ Victor Kleinheksel,
Ward 8
Hog mange caused by mites
.. ,
sponsor a Children’smeeting to be
Mrs. Grace Horlings attended Camp were announced.
Backs— Boeve, J., Den Uyl,
Captains, Mrs. Arthur C. Yost Broekhuis,Marvin Bolhuis, John Merle Top and the Misses Virginia held at Third Chrinstian Reformed boring into the ihde of hogs causa Cousins’ get-togetherTuesday at
Special liberty bell awards for
and Mrs. Francis Drake; workers. Van Dusen, Gerald De Boer, Theo- Top, Connie Haakma and Eleanor Church on Friday, Oct. 22 at 2 ing a rough and scabby skin is Greenwood.Klomparens.Van
the home of Mrs. John Altena of achievements in quality progam,
Geerlings.
dore
De
Boer,
Eugene
De
Boer,
Dyke,
Visscher,
Witteveen
and
Mrs. Nick Pieper, Mrs. Kenneth
cutting down the growth in hogs.
p.m.
functioning manpower and inHolland.
De Pree, Mrs. Wilbur Brondyke. Henry Ter Beek, Andrew De
The senior club of Zeeland High Controlling mange will definitely Thompson.
Mrs. Dick Kerkstra accompani- ceased membershipwent to the
Washington
has
more
taxicabs
Vroen,
Gerrit
Ter
Beek.
George
Catholic
Mrs. Elmer Plaggemars,Mrs. Ted
Economic group chose the follow- pay. Hog mange can be controled by her two daughters and following units: Troop 7, Third
Du Mez, Mrs. P. W. Pollock, Mrs. Glupker, Peter Koster, Ralph Ver than any other United States city. ing officers: Eloise Elenbaas, oled by using Lindane-T2 levels Ends— Paskiewicz, Milan. Mcchildren of Hudsonville were Reformed Chureh; Troop 41, Pine
Kinney.
Sowle,
Marger,
Barcheski.
Alfred Kietzmann, Miss Marion
president;Frances Rynsburgcr, tablespoons to three gals of
guests of Mrs. Elsie Brander- Creek PTA; Troop 6 and Post
Tackles
Eggleston.
Rubleski,
Kammeraad, Mrs. Jack Beverwyk,
secretary and Kay Wiggers,trea- water of 25 percent wetable
2006, First Reformed Church;
horst Wednesday.
Wittkowski,
Sieracki,
Hanrahan,
Miss Jean Van Dyke, Mrs. Herbert
powder.
Be
sure
every
hog
is
surer. The Junior club chose Joyce
Pack 3001, Van Raalte^ PTA;
Hop, Mrs. Andrew Klomparens,
Tomajczyk.
V redeveld,president;Pauline Cen- thoroughly covered.
Troop 2, Fennville Oddfellows;
Guards— Bums, Ciucci. Wybran- Fennville, Bangor
Mrs. Ruth Nonhof, Mrs. Herbert
ema, vice-president;Gloria BoerigTroop 46. Jamestown Boostei
Wybenga, Mrs. Lloyd Maatman,
You Qan get good results by owski, Wittkowski, Plachecki,
ter secretary and Mary Meeuwsen
Club;
Ship 5028, Saugatuck
Play
to
7-7
Tie
Mrs. Alvin Hamelink, Mrs. LamTreasurer, Miss Alice Warburton applying nitrogen in the late fall Tietema.
Rotary Hub; Pack 3040, Federal
Centers
_
Hickey,
Kailunas,
bert Lubbers, Mrs. William C.
BANGOR
(Special)
Fennas
in
the
spring
on
fall
sown
sponsoresboth groups.
School PTA; Troop 33, Hamilton
Mokma. Jr, Mrs. Marvin Baas,
ville and Bangor battled to a 7-7
The following officers were grains. This especiallyis true on Wilks, Manni.
Backs— Dobrygowski, Przybysz, tie here Friday night. The Black- Reformed Church, and Pack 3045,
Mrs. Willis Haight, Mrs. Frank
chosen at a recent meeting of the crops growing on heavy clay
Ganges Methodist Church
Feutz,
Dreuke, Feutz, D., Gfin- hawks tallied in the first quarter
Payne, Mrs. Carolyn Scholten,
Future Teachers’ Club of Zeeland soiles. Usually this season is too
Mrs. Lester Johnson, Mrs. ClarHigh School: Julia De Wilte, pres- far advanced in the spring before newald. Morton, Augustyn. Boon- on Bill Root’s quarterbacksneak
ence Tubergen,Jr., Mrs. A. Moes.
iront; Brenda Lowers, vice-presi- you can safely get on the wet stra, Cook, Hanna, Schmitz, from the one yard line. The play Hit by Car
Stein, Huizenga, Parente, Boyylen. was set up when Fennville tackl. Ward 4
dent; Milton Essenburg, secretary- soggy fields.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Captains, Mrs. Seth Kalkman
Statistics:
ed a Bangor punter on his own Leon Miller, 68, of Grand Rapids,
treasurer, Robert Brower, music
CC one.
and Mra. Clarence Van Liere;
was injured Thursday at 4:45 p.m.
director is sponsor. Monthly meetFederal PT A Hears
9 18 Freestone scored the Bangor when hit by a car on US-16 In
workers, Mrs. Nelson Dyke, Mrs.
First downs
ings are held on the first Thurs91 544 touchdown on a 72 yard end run Polkton township. Driver of the
Janet Hietbrink, Mrs. L. Brower,
Yards rushing
day night of each month.
Austin Buchanan
17
Mrs. Allen Teall, Mrs. H. MomingYards Attempted
in the third quarter. With 12 sec- car was Robert Thomas, 36,
The following members of the
star, Mrs. S. Paauwe, Mrs. Ray
onds to go in the contest, the Grand Rapids. State police said
Future Farmers of America of First meeting of the Federal Completed
Souter, Mrs. L. Kammeraad, Mrs.
Blackhawks scored again but the Miller had a flat tire on his car
Zeeland High School attended the School Parent Teachers Association Intercepted
H. Mooi, Mrs. M. Jappinga, Mrs.
touchdown was called back be- and apparently walked out beannual districtmeeting at Bost- was held Thursday evening, when Yards passing
I* Vande Bunte, Mrs. J. Miller,
cause of a penalty. The game end- tween several cars into Thomas’
wick Lake last Thursday, Oct. 7: members had a potluck supper.
Punts .
ITT 0 ed with Fennville on the Bangor path. He received a broken left
Mrs. E. Andringa, Mrs. C. Hill,
Melvin Nagelkirk, Irwin BoerseYards punt
During the businesssession,
95 130 two yard line.
Mrs. George Stevens, Mrs. John
leg and is being treated at
ma, Pierson Roon, Chester Leets- selling program was adopted to Yards penalized
4
Keen, Mrs. Don Rypma, Mrs. A.
Jesse Silas ran the Fennville Burton Heights. Osteopathic
ma, Bill Henderson, John De Witt, raise money for an automatic cof- Fumbles
3 extra point and Blunt kicked the Hospital, Gifnd Rapids. No ticket
Lucas, Mrs. F. Wlerda, Mrs. David
Harold Assink, Charles Klynstra, fee maker for the school kitchen. Recovered
Bangor try for the point. Fenn- was issued.
Boyd, Mrs. M. Boersema, Mrs
Ken Jacobson, Ken Zeerit and Speaker for the evening was
their Instructor H. De Kleine.
ville now has two wins, one loss
John
Mrs. WilAustin Buchanan, assistant princiMarriage Licenses
liam Broker, Mrs. Forrest
and one tie.
pal of HoUand High School, who
Ottawa County
Berber, Mrs. Henry Hulsebos, Mrs.
spoke on "Family Living 1954." He
New Group Is Added
Howard J. Van Oss, 22, route 1,
Harvey Buter, Mrs. Don Lievense,
gave an interestingand awakening
I Hov* boon woododoHf Uomd hi
Holland, and Joan Mae De Maat, Rebekah Lodge Honors
Mrs. Ken Etterbeek, Mrs. Ray
To Hospital Guilds
account of parent and teacher remlorod to octiv* W* oftor Mug crippUd
20, Holland;Louis Stroven, 19,
lieffers, Mrs. Seymour Kroll, Mrs.
sponsibilitiesto parents and
11 Past Noble Grands .
to Marty wy foto? to body
•tth
route 2, Coopers ville, and Norma
At a meeting of the Holland teachers.
Dean Gumser, Mrs. Don Sundin,
muuular totonou Irtm hood to too*. I
Eleven
Past
Noble
Grands
were
Bolkema, 20, Jenison.
Hospital Auxiliary board Monday
Mrs. Clayton Forry, Mrs. Fred
hod Rh*v«otoid Arthritic and othor ham
Gene Vernon Immink, 23, route guests of honor at a meeting ot al tS*«n*otiM",bomb dotomoi aarf mf
afternoonin the dining room at
Bulford, Miss Dorothy Mannis,
the
Erutha
Rebekah
Lodge
Friday
5, Overisel, and Mary Ann Van
Holland Hospital,it was announc- Gilts Continue
Mrs. C. Van Here.
onkto* w#f« lot.
Limitedtpoco pfotoWhtofllng yow mom
ed that a new guild, South Shore A total of J600.30 has been col- Eden, 19, Zeeland; Clarence Junior evening. The prize was won by
Ward B
Mrs. Ted Range and lunch wa» kora If you will writ# m*. I wffl mftf
Guild, has joined the organization. lected to date for the NaUvity Wolters, 23, route 6, Holland, and
Captains, Mrs. James Lacey and
Scene project, sponsoredby the Della Bosch, 21, route 3, Holland; served by Noble Grand Lucille Ol onto end toll yoo bow I Noofcod Ml
The new group has 14 members.
Mrs. Norman Gibson; workers,
her committee wondofful roM.
Holland
Junior Chamber of Com- Robert J. Van, Zanten, 30, and Me Bride and
Announcementalso was made
T. Huizenga, Mrs. B. Vander
KCEIVE AWARDS — Richard Dirk* (UH) and Darld Platman (cnatar).
___ _ Ellen
_____
_______
^
__
Twenty-one
members
and guests
Mary
Fredrickson,
31,
both
of the annual conventionof the merce. The goal Is $1,500.
Mrs. Ula 5.
Mrs. Walter Finninger, Mrs.
both at Zooland, rocolvod plaquot at tho Ifkhiflan Hatcborf Conloronco hat
of Holland; Russell E. Marcusse, I attended the meeting.
Michigan
Association
of
Hospital
(, Mrs. DoraRusscher,
wook at Michigan Stato Collogo hr oatatandlng/lock HrablUfy awards.
2S05
Arbor
HilW Drivo, P. O. •« *ff
___
J
A pound of figs contains 1,500 20. Grand Rapids, and Bernice! The next meeting wiU feature a
Auxiliarieswhich will be held
Gtorgo I. Scott,oi tho NSC Aouitry lapioromoni Association, mado tho
Adrian Ver Sluii, Mrs. W.
SQCUfiQ*
•
Halloween
party
on
Oct
22.
Nuism<£,
17, Ferrysburg.
calories.
,
Nov.
16,
in
Detroit.
Mn. Hector Munro,
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Dutch Show

Holland Christian
Senior

Is

Power

Knocking Scots

In

Vktim;

14, 1954

Off Unbeaten List

Six Others Injured

"A team that won't be beaten,
can’t be beaten.”
It's an old haying but it applied

Cart Come Together
At Beeline Road,

Saturday afternoonat Riverview

Park. Hope

College, without a
victory in three starts, trounced
previouslyunbeatenAlma College,
20-7, stopping what was currently

US-31 Intersection

A

17-year-oldHolland youth
killed and six companions
hospitalized as the result of a
two-car crash at 10:50 p.m. Fri
day at the intersection of new
US-31 and the Beeline road about
three miles north of the junction
of US-31 and M-21.
Killed instantly in the crash
was Warren Gene Nykamp, 17year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Nykamp of 38 West 21st
St. He was a passenger in a car
driven by John Mulder, 17, of 71
West 20th St. The seven young
people in the Mulder car, all 17
years old, had attendeda freshman reception at Christian High
School that evening and had left
the school about 10:30 p.m,

was

Driver of the other car was
John Allan Geurin, 39. a Detroiter
who is in the process of moving
his family to 958 South Shore
Dr., Holland. Geurin was travel
ing north on the highway and
Mulder was travelingnortheast
on the Beeline road. Geurin escaped injuries but was severely
shaken up.
Of the six others injured, most
seriouslyhurt was Janice Mokma,
17. of 74 East 18th St., who received a severe neck injury. She
was transferred to Blodgett
Hospitalin Grand Rapids Saturday. Her condition was described as fair.
Remaining in Holland Hospital

the longest winning streak in
Michigan college football. The
Scots had won eight straight,in-

A 17-YEAR-OLDYOUTH WAS KILLED and

six

Nykamp, who was a

passenger in a car driven

others injured when this 1953 model car collid-

by a classmate, John Mulder. Driver of the other

ed with another car at the intersectionof US-31

car was John Allan Geurin, 39, a Detroiter who

and the Beeline Road about three miles north
of Holland Friday night. Killed instantly was
Warren Nykamp, son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond

is in

the process of moving his family

to

Holland.
(Sentinel photo)

Dog Notes
By Peter Boggs
One Dog's Memory
I am going to tell you a story
of a dog's miraculous memory.
I have written of various proofs
that dogs don’t forget easily,

cluding three this season.
The win avenged the loss Hope
absorbedat Alma last year. The
Scots were the only MI A A team
to defeat the 1953 Dutchmen. The
win made Hope’s MIAA crown defense look better. Hope now has a
one and one conference mark.
Only twice in the 60 minutes did
the Scots enter Hope territory—
once on an intercepted pass with
15 seconds remainingin the first
half and in the last seven minutes
when the Hope lineup was filled
with second and third stringers.
The Alma first half advance into Hope territory got to the 19
yard line. A last second pass by
Alma was intercepted and the
rally was squelched.
The second timp produced an
Alma touchdown.Damon Culburt,
sub halfback, scored on an off
tackle play, going 36 yards. The
Alma drive started on the Scots'

KEEPING ACCURATE R E C O R D S
Holland Community Blood Bank is an

for the
import-

ant functionin the volunteer program. Here,

two members of the Moose

fill

out

the

necessary blanks with two historians.Left to
right

are Irving Kangas,

Elinore Ryan, Joe

Bolte and Mrs. Howard Douwstra. Donor clinics
are held regularly at Red Cross headquarters
every other week, and sometimes special clinics
are held. Persons contributing to the Single
SolicitationPlan also contribute to the support
of the blood program. (Ptnno-Sasphoto)

it it +

41.

A

to the Hope practice
week could sec the

visitor

session last

Dutch were really pointing for
Alma. The spirit was obvious at

each session. Co-captain Don Vaneven though some scientists der Toll said prior to Monday's
practice,"We’ll beat Alma," and
claim they do. I have not veri- that stntement was echoed all

Moose Provides Donors
For Blood Bank Clinic

Hatcherpen Pick
Officers at

Confab

Fred Brummer of Holland has
Thirty-eightpersons, most of
been elected vice president of tht
fied this story; but I believe it. week. Coach A1 Vanderbush added them members of the Loyal Order
was Ruth Bareman, route 2,
Michigan State Poultry ImproveHolland,whose home' Is located
because I know of at least two an optimisticnote about midweek, of the Moose, donated blood at a
ment Association. Ejection of ofabout a mile northeast of the
proven instances which equal it. reporting the team looked sharp, regular donor clinic last week ot
ficers came at the Michigan Hatchagressive and was “up.”
scene of the crash. She received
the Holland Community Blood
Mrs. D. J. writes me from Caliery
Conferenceat Michigan State
On
Hope’s
first
time
with
the
five broken ribs and lacerations
College last week.
fornia:
ball, the Dutch pushed from the Bank.
of the scalp and chin. Her condiGets
Arnell Vander Kolk of Holland
All activity at donor clinicsis
"I raised a collie puppy from Alma 47 to the Alma 15 in five
tion was described as good.
Will bis birth till he was nearly two plays but lost the ball on a fum- volunteer effort with all arrange- Dwight Alan Kraal, Route 2. was elected presidentof the MichTreated for general bruises Let’s Plant
igan Turkey Improvement Asyears old. Then I had to move ble. Seconds later, Vander Toll. ments made by the Red Cross
were the driver John Mulder; ArHolland, has been awarded a $400
sociation and Marvin DeWitt of
away for a time for my health. Hope guard, recoveredan Alma which also hears the expenses on
lene Branderhorst of 486 Lakescholarship
In
metallurgy
for
the
of
supplies and refreshments.ReZeeland was elected vice president
Roy. the little dog, left my fumble on the Scots’ 16.
wood Blvd., Yvonne Tubergen of
second consecutiveyear. Die scholof the same group.
ranch the day after I went away
The ball was moved to the eight cently, the Red Cross has had
210 East 13th St., and Jacqueline
arship
is
sponsored
by
the
Dick Smallenburg,Park Supcr- its spectacular clusters of orange loiter, a triend told me she saw and Del Grissen, freshman quar- accasion to schedule some special
Albert Janssen of Zeeland was
Ortman, route 6. They were disAmerican Society for Metals Founcharged after treatment. The in- intendeot, will sow Merion blue red berries. This is one of the Roy killed by a car, many miles terback, hit Ron Wetherbee with clinics for needed supplies of dation for Education and Research. one of the three elected to serve,
on the li-man board of directors
jured were taken to Holland grass for the Civic Center lawn broad leaf evergreens which does distant from home. At least a pass. The ball was caught out of blood at Holland Hospital.
A regular donor clinic was held Kraal received his ASM scholar- of the Michigan State Poultry Im-‘
Hospital by ambulance and in and everyone will have a chance well in a neutral soil. It needs a she was almost certain it was the end zone and called back.
ship through the University of
protected sunny location.It may Roy.
provement association.
Alma punted to its own 42. Rjve Sept. 27 at Red Cross headquartwo sheriff’scars.
to watch its performance. It has be grown as a busli or trained to
Michigan, where he Is a junior In
"Ten
years
later.
I
was
winAmong those continuing to serve
Hope running plays and a 15 yard ters with most of the 38 donors
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water been in use long long enough now
metallurgicalengineering this
on the board are Brummer, of
said Nykamp died of multiple for its superiority to have been grow against a brick wall or dow shopping in a city street penalty put the ball across with provided by the Moose. Some
chimney. As it is thorny and of A dog came up to me, sniffing and John Adams, left halfback, driv- extra donors reported to Holland term.
Holland, Jacob Geerlings and
skull fractures.
demonstratedand those who sow- dense growth habit it may also be
The scholarship won by the Hol- Dave Van Ommen, both of Zeeland.
staring into my face. Then he ing over tackle from the one. Den Hospital, and 14 4-0 donors reGeurin told Deputies Leonard ed it several seasons ago are enplanted to block any undesired leaped up. patting me with his Van Hoeven’s extra point attempt l)oi ted to a special clinic last Mon- land High School graduate is one
Ver Schure and Ken De'Jonge thusiasticabout it.
of 50 awarded this year by the
runway.
forepaws and showing every sign was good.
that he was traveling about 45
day.
Through Merion blue grass seed
American Society for Metals FounThe leaves of Pyracantha are of crazy joy. I looked closer at
Donors
Sept. 28, were Bert Gillmiies an hour at the time of the
Hope
drove
to
the
Alma
22
for
is more expensivethan other, it smooth and waxy, turning bronze
dation. Both United States and
him:
and
^aid
in
astonishment
crest,
Richard
Van
Dyke,
Norma
crash. He said he had just passthe most penetrating drive in the
uses only one fourth as much.
Canadian schools are participatPfc. Robert Akers of the U.S.
ed another car and then noticed Smallenburg will use only one in winter. An advantageouslylo- 'Roy, this can't be you!’
second period but lost possession Van Den Berg, James Klinge,
cated, well grown plant is definiteing.
Marine Corps left Thursday tor
"At the sound of his name on downs.
Lloyd C. Slagh, Jacob Ten Brink,
a car from the left coming at a pound per 1,000 square feet. One
Donald L. Katz, head of the Camp Pendleton, Calif, after «
high rate of speed. He said he does not fully appreciate the ex- ly one of the most strikingfruited he went wild with excitement
Dick Cantos, Hope freshman Irving Kangas. Joe De Weerd,
Departmentof Metallurgy at Mich- furloughwith relativeshere and
plants to bo found at this season. He jumped in the car and came
knew the other car would not be
guard, gobbled up an Alma fum- Evert De Weerd. J. Lindsay Miller,
cellence of this grass until the When you see one you will want
home with me. He is lying on ble on the 20, in the third quarter Henry Veltkamp, Herman Van igan, places great value on these Allegan.
able to stop and swerved to the
second or third year, as each plant to find a place for one or more
scholarships.
Mr. and Mrs. Ami Miller and
right in an effort to avoid a
sends out several underground in your own yard. Be sure to get our front porch now as 1 write to set up the second Hope touch- Kampen, Walter Hudzik. Peter ‘T believe”,he said, "that schol- their guest, Mrs. Corothy Parrish,
this. There can be no mistake down. Wetherbee,freshman right Cramer, Phyllis Vander Kolk.
crash.
stolnlsfrom which new plants grow
Mulder told officers he was The stand of grass keeps growing Pyracanthe coccinea as only this lie knows his name and all Roy’s halfback, moved to the 13 and Raymond Schurman, Edward arships of this type holp to stimu- spent the weekend in Grand
one of the half dozen species is old tricks and every inch of our
traveling about 50 miles an hour
then Del Grissen stmek Boh i Wheaton, Joseph Brunellc, Gerrit late interest in metallurgicalengin- Rapids with relatives.
thicker and crowds out weeds.
hardy here. It will normallygrow ranch.
but previously had been going
Hoeksma in the end zone with a I Kienstra, Joe R. Bolte, Jay Van eering and tend to increase the, Mrs. Joseph Doody was a guest
Merion thrives in full sun and twice as wide as its height. Al"Where had he been, all those pass. Warren De Witt’s kick was ! i)rn Berg. Muriel Van Voorst, number which choose this branch last week in the homes of Chifaster. He said he did not see the
resists drought well, but it should
cago relatives.
stop sign until one of the girls not be cut shorter than one and a low five to six feet for each plant. fen years? Wherever it was, he good.
Ixmetta Kimber. Donald Hulst, of profession.”
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kelrman
recognizedmet he instant we
yelled at him.
Offensively it was Dave Kuyer’s Arlene Kangas, Marvin Dyke, Mrs.
half inches.Some suggest that an
and the latter’s brother, Orrin
The impact bounced the Mulder
met again.”
day. The^K) pound Zeeland sopho- Harold Mulder, Julius Hulst, Donideal time for using this grass
Kngsbury, were Sunday dinner
‘53 model into the air and flipped
-amje ^/pearheaded every Hope ald R. Lokker. ClarenceB. Buurseed on an established lawn is
Cafl to
guests in the home of Mr. and
"Onr Dog Is Best''
it over knocking down a stop
drive.
He
gained
116
yards
in
19
ma,
Dale
Kuipers,
Howard
HosOct. H-State Board Show and
during February thaws when the
Mrs. Jack Hedglin in Saugatuck.
There is an old saying: "If fries, all through the middle, for kins, Chester D. Wilterdink, Bill
sign 88 feet from the center of
soil is spongy and receptive.
Sale. M.S.C.
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
one
is good, two are better.” It an average of more than six yards Venhuizen, G. Edward Nyland,
the intersection and coming to
A 19 foot wide curb has been Oct. 11-14— National FFA Conven- is not always true. And with
Floyd Kieman and family of Fort
rest 148 feet from the point of
a try.
Mrs. Olin Walker. June Van Ins
left for landscaping on the south tion, Kansas City. Mo.
Wayne, Ind., and Mr. and Mrs.
dog-ownershipit practicallynever
impact. Geurin’s 1951 model
Not to be overlpoked was the and Clyde Johnson.
Oct. 12— National Farm and Garand east sides of the Civic Cen
Max Kiernon and family of Hoi-,
is true. One dog is best. The cave- play of Del Grissen, Holland freshwhich was damaged on the left
Physicians
on
duty
were
Dr.
H.
The Rev. John A. Do Kruyter
ter’s large parking area. The steep den meeting. Union. M.S.C.
front landed 119 feet from point
men used to keep packs of dogs man. Enteringthe game two min- Tenpas and Dr. C. Van Appledom. of Fourth Christian Reformed land.
Oct. 13— Broiler Day. Michigan
slope of this curb at Ninth and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Flora of
loafing
around
their
door
yards—
of impact.
utes after the start Grissen hand- Nurses were Mrs. H. J. Thomas. Church of Roseland, 111 , has acPine presents a problem but State College, Kellogg Center.
Kalamazoo spent Saturday here
Mulder clung to the wheel but
if they had door yards. They kept led the club the rest of the af- Jr., Mrs. A. Bonzelaar,Mrs. J.
cepted a call to the local Maple with the latter’s parents, Mr. and
Oct. 14-15 — National FFA LiveSmallenburg is devising ways of
them for hunting and perhaps for ternoon.His ball handling was Voss and Mrs. R. Ilobeck.
all other passengers were thrown
Avenue Christian Reformed Mrs. Albert Nye.
preventing erosion. Some stone stock Juding, Kansas City. Mo.
out of the car. Nykamp’s body
food.
good and showed only minor flaws,
Nurses aides were Mrs. A. Church, it was announced Thurswill be used to build level pockets
Oct. 18-19— Michigan Association
Mrs. Milo Vesper has been in
was found 33 feet from the
It seems to hove been an ances- but his passing brought raves. Christenson,Mrs. Harold Niles,
day.
of Farmer Cooperatives, M.S.C.
Ann Arbor for medical treatment
Mulder car. A car door was found in which to set plants behind the
tral trait handed down to thou- Not a long passer, Grissen com- and Mrs. Joe Roerink. Gray ladies
' The local church has been
Oct. 19 — Grand Rapids District
and observation.
sands of us moderns — that crav- pleted eight out of 16 passes.
Saturday 50 feet east of the stone. A good deal of ground cover
were Mrs. A. W. Tahaney, Mrs. vacant since the first part of
will be needed to hold the soil Home DemonstrationRally, ComA baby daughter was born
ing tor more than one dog at a
place where the body was found,
John Holmlund, Hope distance Floyd Ketchum and Mrs. Melvin September when the pastor, the
with roots and low spreading munity Building in Fremont.
Sept. 21 to Mr. and Mrs. George
time, the wish to surround one's passer,started but was shaken up
or more than 200 feet from the
Essenburg.
Rev. Gareth Kok, accepted a call
growth. A great variety of shrubs
Oct. 21-22 — Michigan Feed ConEnders of Franklin Park, 111.
self with more dogs than one and Grissen was called up. Duane
point of impact.
In charge of the canteen were to Edgerton, Minn. It was the
in this extensive border will give ference. Kellog Center. M.S.C.
She has been named Lois Ann.
Guerin said he immediately
needs.
Grissen,
freshman
and
twin
brothMrs.
E.
Smith,
Mrs.
L.
Rummler,
Maple
Avenue
Church’s
first
call.
blossom all through the season, Oct. 22— Michigan Association of
She is the granddaughterof Mrs.
That was all very well in pion- er looked good jn his own right. Mrs. E. De Weerd, Mrs. F. Van
halted another motorist and disLocal church officials said that
forsythias,lilacs,deutzia,weigeh, Farm Managers and Rural Apeer days. It is even excusable in An ex-guard convertedinto full- Slootcn and Mrs. G. Den.Uyl. His- Rev. De Kruyter,his wife and Bertha Plummer.
patched him for ambulances and
beauty bush, flowering quince, and praisers, M.S.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green
regions where dog packs are still back, Duane carried the ball seven torians were Mrs. Howard Doustra
police, and then turned to aid
three children expect to move to
others. The soil removed from the
Oct. 25-28 — Michian Cooperative
spent the weekend in Grand Rapused for coursing game. But among times, six in succesion,and picked and Elinore Ryan.
the* injured. \
Holland about the middle of Novids with relatives.
Both cars ended up in a field tulip lanes will fill this embank- Extension Service Conference. most of us. the whole thing is a up 43 yards.
Donors reporting to Holland ember.
ment.
M.S.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Colby,
which is about six feet below the
mistake.
But the real glory Saturday Hospital were Joseph Lipchik and
Hard maples, spaced 50 feet Oct. 30-Junior Farm Bureau anSr., of Chicago spent the weekYou are far better off with one went to the Hope forward wall. John Vanden Elst.
level of the two roads. Officers
apart, will furnish shade and en- nual meetin. M.S.C.
end here with Mr. and Mrs.
dog than with two or more dogs. They charged from the start and
estimated 300 to 400 persons conSpecial4-0 donors reporting Oct. Edwin Ladd, 89, Dies
Nov. 14— 4-H AchievementDay.
Arthur Colby, Jr.
verged on the scene and deputies during beauty in all the curbs
Your one dog will have to rely on never let down. The starting line 4 were Seth Kalkman, Elmer
At Grand Haven Hospital
Nov. 15— 15th annual Dairy Man- you for comradeship, for eduMr. and Mrs. Nels Halseth have
resortedto strong words and around the Civic Center block
Flowering and ornamental trees ufacturers'Conference, Kellogg cation; in fact lor everythingin read. Lynn Post, John Hollander Hirdes, Paul W. Jekcl, Mrs. Henry
been enjoying a trip through.
threats of arrest to keep the onVander Toll, Ron De Graw, Don Dokter. John C. Fisher, I-arry
GRAND HAVEN (Special) will be placed between them where Center, M.S.C.
his life. Thus he will become Van Hoeven and Hoeksema, with Hymn, Lena Boer, Henry A. Bol, Edwin H. Ladd, 89, of 111 South Northern Michigan and also a
lookers from swarming the scene.
it is appropriate.
Nov.
28-Decembcr
5—
Internationwiser and more "humanized” able assistance from Warren Dc Al\in Dirkse, William W. Hopps, Hopkins St., died in Municipal visit with relatives In Lansing and
‘
Ruth Bareman, one of the inOne of the shrubs you will no- al Livestock Exposition,Chicago.
‘ ( Jured, was a sister-in-lawof Roger
and a far better chum to you Witt, Gantos and Paul Wiegerink. David C. Boyd, Jerome Deters, Hospital Thursday night. He had Jackson.
tice next autumn at the south of
Nov.
29-Decembor
3
—
National
A number of women of the
and
to your family than if there
Nienhuis who was fatally injured
The Dutch line was especially The physician on duty was Dr. been in ill health the last three community spent Wednesday
in a two-car crash less than a the entrance of the. Civic Center Club Congress, Chicago.
were other dogs in your house- keyed to stop A 11-MI A A halfback Earl Boeve, and Robert L. Hamm. months.
Dec. 7-9— Michigan Turkey Festi- hold.
afternoon with Miss Grace Woodyear ago on US-31 near Benton main entrance will by Pyracantha,
Marv Raab and Bob Hill. Each William Rottschaeferand nurses
He was born Jan. 6, 1865, In worth who has been visiting in
or Scarlet Firethom, because of val, Jackson.
If you have more dogs than had scored four times this season.
Harbor.
were Mrs. John Van Dam and Clayton, Mich. Ho came to Grand the home of her sister. Mrs.
one, either they will quarrel The Dutch held Raab to a net
Gertrude Steketee. Nurses aides Haven in 1945 with his son-in-law
or they may teach each other gain of four yards and Hill to a were Mrs. A. Van I,opik and Jean- and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. R. V Walter Mayers. The afternoon
Women of the Moose
was spent socially. Refreshments
bad habits, such as. running net gain of eight yards.
ette Poest and gray Ladies were Terrill. He was formerly employed were served by their hostess.
away
together
on
hunting
trips
Plan Fall Festival
Lineups;
Mrs. Floyd Ketchum and Mrs. as a barber in Pittsford lor 3C
Miss Doris Wightman of Cedar
and the like. Or they will do
Hope
Fred Galien. Mrs. Peter Borchers years and retired in 1932.
Springs spent the weekend here
Final plan* for the fall festival
pend more on one another for
Ends— Post Hoeksema. Spring- and Mrs. Paul Wojohn were in
In 1895 he married Bertha Wil- to the home of her parents, Mr.
of the Women of the Moose to
companionship and for even.' in- steem, Menning, Wiegerink,Hilcharge of the canteen and Lena son, w ho died in 1931. He was a and Mrs. Chester Wightman.
be held Oct. 22. in the culbhouse
terest than upon the humans mert
past noble grand of the Odd Fel
Brummei served as historian.
A number of members of the
basement were made at a meetof the home.
Tackles— Van Hoeven. Hollandlows Lodge and a life member of Ganges Community Grange ating of Chapter/1010 Wednesday
er, Pyle, Wyngarden, Schulz,
the F and AM at Osseo, Mich., and tended the Allegan County
evening at Moose hall.
The Question Box
Women Golfers Have
De Witt Doele.
was past president of the village Pomona Grange at the Leighton
* Featuring the business was
Question:What sort of diet
Guards— Vander Toll, Heydom, Dinner Party at Tara
council of Pittsford.
Grange Sept. 23.
formal initiation of two member*.
should a dog prone to nmning Oudekirk, Cantos, Faber, E. De
Survivors are the daughter, wife
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hatch,
Mrs. Gladys Thomas and Mrs.
fits
-»-M. A.
Witt.
Women
of the Thursday Golf of the city manager of Grand former Ganges residents, were
VirginiaRaffenaud. Mrs. Marie
Answer: Place the dog on a
Centers — De Graw, Beckering, League at Saugatuck Golf Course Haven; four grandchildrenand dinner guests recently in the
Botsis, senior regent, presided.
fresh meat and milk diet.
Timmer, Harris.
held a dinner party Thursday four great grandchildren.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
A letter from Zola Kenney,
Backs — Holmlund. Wetherbee, night. Forty-two women attendGreen.
grand recorder at Moosehart,was
Adams, Kuyers, Grissen, Grissen. ed the dinner and canape party
Mr. and Mrs. James Lamb have
read. It stated that the chapter
100 Women Attend
Howard, Teed, De Freese, De at the Tara.
purchased a home in Holland and
has qualified for an Award of
Fouw.
In a business meeting after Trinity Luncheon
are moving there this week.
Achievement Certificate for the
Admitted to Holland Hospital
dinner, final reports were given
Alma
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Clark acpast year with enough honors enThursday were Mrs. Libbie GroenMore than 100 persons attend companlel their son-in-lawand
Ends
Shrum, Halcomb, Me and officers were elected for next
abling Mrs. Florine Berkey and
eveld, 23, South State, Zeeland; Intosh, Elowsky.
year. President • is Mrs. Hazel ed the annual fall luncheon of daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Mrs. Ruth Rulnmler to, join'the
Clarence Johnson,route 3, West
Tackles
Laskarides.Rubel, Eriksen; vice president, Mrs. the Women’s Missionary society Buckberry,on a trip to South
College of Regents. This is the
Oylive; Florence Wassink, 253 Cook, Pekml, Domitrovish,Ar- Carol Van Raalte; secretary- of Trinity Church held In Ter- Paris, Me., where they will visit
first such honor in the local chapNorth River; Nancy Boer, 33 East rick, Kaselau.
treasurer, Mrs. Lorraine Broker. Keurst auditorium Thursday. in the home of Mrs. Clarks’ sister.
16th St.; David Fairbanks, 141
Mrs. John Hains gave the ter, Mrs. Jack Campbell and
Winning scores for the season
Guards— J. Hahn, Wood, Kring,
Mrs. Jean Kuhlm&n, chairman
East 39th St.
were
announced,
with
Mrs.
Ber- prayer and introduced Mrs. Ed- other relatives.
L. Tahn Stobhen, Health.
of Moosehart committee,had arDischargedThursday were Mrs.
nice Fogerty winning low gross ward Van Eck, who led devotions. World-Wide Communion was
Centers— Carleton, Tuttle.
ranged a decorated Christmas
Willis Kamphuis and baby, route
Backs—
Stolz, Hill, Raab, Brick, honors with 39, and Mrs. Lano Mrs. Jack Leenhouts accompani- observedin the various churches
tree under which gifts for the
2, Holland; Mrs. RRussell Lange- Terwilllger, Colburt, Parks, Ay- Dyke, low net with 29. Fancy ed Miss Mildred Shuppert who of the community Sunday, Oct 3.
children at Moosehart were placland. 27 West 16th St.; Shirley ling, Johnson, Evina, Gellash.
dress winner was Mrs. Carol sang “Oh Wondero uslight ”
ed.
An Inspiring talk on her exVereekfc, route 2. Zeeland; Mrs.
Fetter.
A
H
.Mrs. Kuhlman and her comBerlin Bosman, route 2.
18
6
Winners in the Scotch four- periences in India was given by Take flOFro m School
First downs
inittee also were in charge of
Ottawa County deputies today
Hospital births include a daugh- Yards rushing
some, held earlier in the day, Miss Mary Geegh, introduced by
251 114
lunch served 4o 36 members atcontinued their investigation of
ter, Lu Ann. born Thursday to Mr. Yards passing
35
were
Mrs.
Fogerty
and
Mrs. Mrs. J. Vander Poel.
75
tending.
and Mrs. Elmer Van De Wege, Passes attempted
Helen De Groot with low gross Mrs. William Koop used magen- a theft of $10 from
18
16
HOLLAND WORKHORSE — Rob Vob Dyko. Holland's top runningbock, is
of 29 and Mrs. Beryl Harris and ta and white dahlias in her table School. The money
138 j West 20th St.; a daughter, Completed
9
5
about to bo ttoppod by Grand Haplda Catholic Central't Bonny Cook.
sometime Thursday
Marriage Licenses
Mrs. Dorothy Klomparens, low decorations for the affair.
Beverly Ann, bom Thursday to Intercepted
4
3
kaUback. ettor ntbring throughtbo Catholic lino into Iht Mcondory. Cooteacher’s desk
4
6
net 31.
Ottawa County
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Bccksvoort, Fumbles
ing up to assist in tbo tacklo is Frank Hultonga.baUback. All threo asAlthough It Is an inland city,
route 6; a daughter bom Thursday Recovered
5
William Holman, Jr., 20., and
snood dilloront posts daring tbo trtning,Huisenga and Cook ran for
to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Streur, Punts
92-3 152-6
Liberia has an area of 43,000 Chicago handles more w
Jeanine Jolman, 18, both of Grand
Catholic touchdowns,and Van Dyko was on tbo throwingend ot the Holtraffic than the Panama
land touchdown pass to GtraJd
(Sentinelp«oto)
Penalties
75 70
square miles. N
*
route L
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Sunday School

Guest Artists Interpret

Lesson

Music

October 17, 1954

The Home of the
Holland City Newa

Plans to

Admit Looting 50

Wed

Cars, Burglaries

In

•

“Echoes in Music from Saint
Germain.” the two guest artists
presented the story of famous
French composers, Claude De-

FIVE

NEW NURSES, just out of training,have

been added to the staff at Holland Hospital in
the last month. They are a few of the

graduate nurses

this

many

year who are helping

to

alleviatethe shortage in that profession being

emphasized currently during observance of
National Nurses Week. The new girls, pictured
with Miss Narine Swanson, sebted, a St. Mary's

and Miss Beatrice Koetsier, at right, staff
member for three years, arc, left to right,
Norma Ladewig, Amy Beltman, Beatrice Van
Loo, Mrs. Leonard Lemmen and Mrs. Donald
Brandt. Miss Ladewig and Miss Beltman were
graduated from Evanston HospitalSchool of
Nursing, the others .from Blodgett Hospital,

by his father-and marveled that

from this humble

Hospital graduate, on tht local staff two years,

beginning

whose music
comers of the

artist

has echoed to

all

world.

it.

admitted committing a half
dozen burglaries and looting at

cars.

,

50
The group of six boys and one
girl range in age from 12 to

least

he wrote as

living quarters above the shop run

of tireless investigation

sion of seven local youngsters who

Throughoutthe scene, .which
was set in Debussy’s own study in
Paris four years after his death
in 1918, the two pianists played
Debussy compositions,including
the famous “Gair de lune," selections from ’The Children’sCorner’’
and some of his ’'24 Preludes.”
Miss Ruth LorroineVollmer
The Richardsons, both accomp- Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig W. Vollished pianists, were well qualified
mer, route 2, Grand Haven, ar>
to give the intimatepicture of
nounce the engagement of their
Debussy. They recently spent a
daughter, Ruth Lorraine, to Paul
year in Europe, pursuing their Smeenge, son of Mr. and Mrs.
musical studies and actually visitMarinus Smeenge, 29-1 West 21st
ing the famous composer'shomes
Street.
and his haunts.
They visited the modest home
where he was born in 1862— tiny

emerged an

Grand Rapids.

Under 14 Years,

Weeks

why

Girl,

paid off for Holland detectives
late Monday with the apprehen-

dramatic scene involving a
young American pianist and the
daughter of a close friend of Debussy gave the audience an insight
into the popular composer’s moods,
his personality,his loves and his
life, with the result of a deeper
understanding of his music and an
dnderstanding of
he did.

One

Implicated in Thefts

A

'

Six Boys,
All

bussy.

PublishedEvery Thurs- place, but it is very deceptive un-

Jdav by the Sentinel less it is accompanied with the
Printing Co. Office 54-56
West Eighth Street, Hol- wisdom that comes down from above. The wisdom of most fathers
land, Michigan.
Entered as second class matter at is better than we give them credit
the post office at Holland. Mich, for possessing. The counsel of a
under the Act of Congress.March 3.
good father stands next to the
1879.
wisdom of God.
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and Publisher
We admire the prayer of SolTelephone — News Items 3193
omon. If he had remained true to
Advertisingand Subscriptions 3191 its spirits he would have left the
The publishershall not be liable world a different and better record
for any error or errors In printing than the one we have of him. But
any advertising unless a proof of let us think highly of him for it.
•uch advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned An undegstandinding heart is far
by him In time for corrections with superior to the wisdom of men. If
auch errors or corrections noted the heart is not naturally underplainlythereon;and In such case If
any error so noted Is not corrected, standing it can be made so
publishersliabilityshall not exceed through sincere and earnest
such a proportion of the entire spare prayer. Many of our failureswill
occupied by the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such adver- be excused if it can be said of
tisement.
us that our chart was right.
To live prudently is to live
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year, J3.00; six months, $2.00; wisely, carefully, cautiouslyand
three months. $1.00: single copy, 10c. sensibly.We have but one life to
Subscriptions payable In advance and
live. If we waste or ruin it. we
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
have no other chance and this life
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by is our very own. We save it or
reporting promptly any Irregularity lose it. It is and ought to be the
In delivery.Write or Phone 3191^
most precious thing in the world
to us. It is more than silver and
A DEFIMT10V OF “MUD”
gold. It is more than anything
When the leaders of both parties else we can conceive. To use it
engaged in the present national wisely is to make' the most out of
contest signed and sealed an agree-

Claude Debussy

of

John and FlorenceRichardson,
pianistswith a dramaticflair, entertainedthe Women’s Literary
Club ' Tuesday afternoon at its
second meeting of the season.
their program entitled

The Way of Wisdom
Proverbs3:1-6; 4:10-19
By Henry Geerllng*
The best counsel a father can
ever give his son is that which
pertains to heavenly wisdom. To
advise him how to be careful,how
to make money, how to get along
well in this world, is good in its

Seven Youngsters

Overisel
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)

The Women’s Missionary Society and the Mission circle of the

Reformed Church

held

a

joint

I

14. Police said more are believed
to be involved and they were sure
further questioning would clear up
additionalbreakins and thefts.
Four of the boys admitted
entering the Holland Co-op, 88
East Seventh St., on three different occasions. The first time

on Sept. 19 quantitiesof bb’s.
candy, gum and cigarettes were
taken.

On

Sept.

26

and Oct.

10,

similar items were taken plus several boxes of high powered rifle
and pistol shells and at least a
dozen jackknives.
Police said one of the boys accompanied by the girl broke into
a sealed railroad 'box car on Sept.
5 and stole a case of beer. The
two threw each bottle against a
brick wall.
Apparently to show his gratitude for her help, police said the
boy next stole a simulated
diamond ring from a dime store
and presented it to the girl. Police
recovered the ring.
Two w-eeks ago several of the
group scaled the fence at Riverview Park and did an estimated

.

<

Debussy lived in a world of
There is npthing of greater imstewardship meeting last week
dreams and fancies,reflected in
portance to any individual than
Wednesdayevening. After separthey failed to spell out a definition that of making choices wisely.
his music which interprets"all the
ate business meetings the, group
sounds
and
scents
that
linger
in
of that little word.
There are two courses open to us.
gathered in the basement auditorthe air. . . .legends,stories,picWhen the head of the Democratic The one is right and the other is
ium, with Mrs. Earl Gunnrman $50 damage to the ladies rest
tures. Spanish guitars and moonlit
national committee calls the vice wrong. The one is high . and the
the Mission Circle stewardship room. Officers said a 2 by 6 plank
terraces.”
president of the United States a other is low. We must take the
Slate
representativeserving as chair- was used to smash the windowDebussy’s"inspiration was
“liar,” is that proof that there is one or the other. The choice is
Hope college announced a 20- France herself." and his music man. Mrs. Gerald Immink of the panes and window frames.
political mud on his hands? When definitelybefore us. We ought to
This is National Nurse Week,
game basketball schedule today. “brings to life all the joy of Women's Missionarysociety had Police said the boys also adhis Republicanopposite charges learn to choose thoughtfully and and all the agencies, public and
charge of the devotions.An accor- mitted stealing anything reThe Dutchmen will open play Nov. France."
that certain Democrats are hitting carefullyand wisely. No other act
dion solo, "Rock of Ages,” was movable from the glove compart27 against Central College of
Mrs. Bruce van Leuwen, club
below the belt, is that a case of in life can be greater than ‘this. federal, concerned with nursing
played by Eileen Busscher. A solo ments of at least 50 cars parked .
Pella. Iowa, here. It will mark the
are
particularly emphasizing the
president, introduced the guests
mud-slinging?
We would not want to build a
“Help Somebody Today," was sung on streets or in used car lots. *
first
time
in
Hope
history
the
two
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
and announced a Public Affairs
The average American voter in house that would soon fall to shortageexisting in that profesby Mae Kolkema, She was accom- After additional questioning
teams
have
met.
sion.
The emergency polio drive has
dessert meeting will be held next
either party would probably sav pieces.That is bad business. We
panied by Mrs. W'illis Brink. A the youngsters will be turned over
A
full
MI
A
A
slate
is
scheduled
In Holland, a Holland Hospital come to a close in Olive townTuesday at 1 p.m.
“No’'— that is, it would be ••No” should not build a life that will
playlet,
“Aunt Margaret 'Tenth” to Probate Court for further
plus games with Lake Forest.
Auxiliary workshop committee,
in reference to the epithetsused by not stand the test of time. What we
ship. The drive not only went Beloit, and Michigan Normal.
was
given
by six members of the action.
the spell-bindersin his own party. should like to be ten or twenty concerned with promoting nursing
Girl’s
League.
Those taking part
"over
the
top”
but
nearly
doublHope is coached by John Visser.
as a career, is making its own
* If he is at all fanatical he may feel years from now. we should begin
were Virginia Top, Dorothy BeltThe
Hope
schedule: Nov. 27
plans
for
the
week’s
observance.
ed
its
quota.
The
amount
collectthat the somewhat impolite terms to be today. Permanent values
man, Evelyn Dykhuis,# Leona
Displays will be set up this ed yas $354.98 while the quota for Central, here; Dec. 4 Adrian, here;
used by the speakers of the other come into life when we live
Street
Harmsen, Mary Kleinheksel, and
Dec. 7 at Hillsdale;Dec. 11 Olivet,
week
at
Holland
Christian
High
long enough with them. It is the
party constitutereal mud.
the township was $182.50.
Joyce
Gunneman.
Gifts
for
the
here;
Dec.
13
at
Michigan
Normal:
But a month from now the mem- things that endure that should School and Holland High, showing
Mrs. Carrie Rozema, Mrs. Dec. 16 at Central, Iowa: Dec. 29
Christmas box were also brought
the advantages of the honored probers of both parties will agree that mean most to us.
to this meeting. Those on the Is
Lake
Forest,
here;
Dec.
30
Beloit,
Sarah
Hassevoort,
Gladys
and
such charges and counter-charges Life is made of choices.We fession and giving information
Christmasbox committee were
Shirley were" visitors at the home here; Jan. 3 Michigan Normal
Fred
Sivens,
technical
advisor
of
about
training.
'The
displays
will
are not actually “mud.” It may must decide each day some imporof Mr. and Mrs. Fred Menken in here; Jan. 8 at Albion; Jan. 13 the Socony Vacuum Oil Co. of Mrs. Oscar Oldebekking,Mrs. Ed
The Holland Planning Comnot be polite to call a vice presi- tant issue. We may not think at the feature miniature doll nOrses, a
Holland Monday evening.
Calvin, here; Jan. 15 Alma, here; Detroit, addressed the Holland Ex- Harmsen and Mrs. Justin I.ampen mission at its regular meeting
small
nursery
section
and
posters
time
it
amounts
to
much,
but
wfoat
dent a “liar”; in any private relaMr. and Mrs. Howard Weener Jan. 29 at Kalamazoo;Feb. 5, change Club Monday noon at the for Mission Circle and Mrs. Ed Thursday night reCommeded
tionship It would be truly “mud- we choose at any time may change and pamphlets concerning the
have moved into their newly Hillsdale,here; Feh. 8 at Olivet; Warm Friend Tavern. He discussed Kookier and Mrs. Harry Nyhuis making 16th St. a through street,
dy”; in a political campaign it the future for us. That life is nursing profession.
Feb. 12 Albion here; Feb. 15 at fuels and lubricantsfor tomorrow's for the Women’s Missionary-socie- retaining the stop at River Ave.
In charge of the displays is n completed home in Crisp.
enjoys a big discount by reason of rich which makes a good choice
ty. Mrs. Henry Folkert offered the and recommending improvement
the atmosphere in which it is each day. That may not be easy committee appointed by Mrs. Fred Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Lente Alma; Feb. 18 at Calvin; Feb. 22 automobiles.
closing prayer.
from
St. Joseph and Mrs. Dick Kalamazoo here; Feb. 26 at
Sivens
observed
that
although
in the curve at Montello park.
Davis,
workshop
chairman.
She
at
first,
but
in
a
nttle
while
it
spoken.
The Mission Guild of the Chris- The subject was referred to the
Van
Lente
of
Holland
visited
Adrian.
engines
today
are
smaller
and
named Mrs. Glenn Van Noord.
The American people are old will become natural. .
more compact, they have increased tian Reformed Church met last planning commission by City j
Perhaps never did a man enter chairman, assisted by Mrs. J. T. their sister, Mrs. Mary Lugers
hands at such things, and they
Friday.
in horsepower;thus, each engine week Tuesday evening. The Rev. Council Wednesday
'
Hcogstra.
Mrs.
Judson
Davis
and
know perfectly well that political upon a public career under auThe Home Economics club met Beechwood Girls League
The commission also recompart is under greater stress, neces- J. C. Medendorp had charge of the
epithetsmust not be taken at face spices more favorable than those herself.
sitating changes in lubricants and opening devotions and Bible Study. mended early action by council
Nursing, one of the most Wednesday evening at the home Has Opening Meeting value, regardless of which party that attendedSolomon. ' He was
AnArticle was read by Mrs. Henry on developing Ninth, 12th and
of
Mrs.
Jack
Nieboer.
The
roll
fuels.
young
gifted with high natural endow- honored professions
uses them.
First fall meeting of th«J BeechRusscher. The social hostesses 22nd Sts. as through streets from
call was answered by giving a
He
said
today's
lubricants
aid
in
woman
effn
choose,
is
steadily
inments-a
good
mind
in
a
strong
There are other types of "mud”
household hint. The lesson on wood Reformed Church Girls keeping all parts of the engine were Mrs. Jerrold Veen, Mrs. Ottawa Ave. to State St or River
that do not enjoy such a discount body, and a soul that loved the creasing in popularity, hut the
"Modern
care for modern fabrics" League lor Service was held Mon- clean, in decreasing engine noises, Stanley Broekhuis and Mrs. Al- Ave.
and that legitimatelycome under Lord. To begin with, he had a good need is still great. A recent specwas presented by Mrs. John W. day evening in the society room and detergents are added to pre- bert Broekhuis.
The group also discussed a
ial
study
completed
in
Michigan
father.
David,
in
spite
of
serious
the terms of the agreement^ signed
Dorothy lumpen and Earl more effective trafficcontrol at
Nienhuis and Mrs. Jack Nieboer. in the new church addition.
vent
deposits of carbon or other
by the leaders of both parties. The lapses, was, in thp main, a man by the Cunningham Drug ComDevotions were in charge of
Kleinhekselwere leaders in the the 24th St. railroadcrossing near
Refreshments were served bysaggestion.or rather unspokenim- after God’s own heart. Solomon pany Foundationof Detroit, aided
Miss Lavina Brown and Mrs. solids in the cylinders.
Mrs.
Myron
Vcldheer
and
Mrs.
Gasoline today will deliver more Christian Endeavor meeting in the Lincoln Ave. where three Fennplication, that a presidentialdirec- acknowledgedhis debt of gratitude by the federal Public Health SerMorris Buhrer, new sponsor of
Lester Veldhoer.
energy
than five years ago— about Reformed Church. They discussed ville women were killed recently.
tive involving golfer Bobby Jones to his parents. Solomon added vice. points up the problem in the
Mrs.
Sarah
Hasseboort
was
an the group. Special music was pro- 50 percent more, he said. Present the topic "Facing Uncertainty.’
Gate and flasher signals were
state.
was motivated by considerationsof certain wise things his father
vided by Mr. and Mrs. Marvin De
The Ladies Aid of the Christian suggested,but no action was
Entitled"For Better Nursing all day visitor at the home of Bidder who sang "It Took a refining methods have greatly infinancial gain is an example of taught him.
Solomon was a diligentstudent. in Michigan.”the report states Mrs. Peter Woltcrs in Harlem Miracle." Pianist was Miss Barb- creased the amount of gasoline Reformed Church met last week taken.
somethingthat at least comes perThursday.
The zoning ordinance which
obtained from each barrel of crude Wednesday afternoon. Opening
ilously near to being “mud” in the Not only was he deeply interested there is presently a need for 2.813
devotions and the Bible study were has been reviewed by a sub-corn- \ »|
Junior Brower, son of Mr. and ara Roeser.
oil. Chemicals have been added to
in the wisdom of his day. He professional nurses in all fields
true sense.
Speakers were Mrs. Arnold
Mrs. John Brower was injured
in charge of Rev. J. C. Medendorp mittee is now ready for unoffiBut there has been very little of achieved high scholarship in the Non-professionalnurses, aides, by a large branch while cutting Vander Meulcn and Miss Norma improve engine performance:Tet- Others taking part were Mrs. Ed
cial public hearing, and the planraethyl
lead
to
reduce
engine
that sort of thing in the present natural sciences especially zoo- etc . also are needed.
down trees at the home of Mrs. Esther of the Haven of Rest knock, compounds to keep spark Schreur and Mrs. Henry Lampen. ning commission planned an inlogy
and
botany.
He
was
wiser
The
greatest
need
was
shown
campaign. On the whole* the party
Sena Redder, with his chain saw Rescue Mission in Grand Rapids. plugs from misfiring,to keep de- Mrs. Schrcur also offered the formal hearing with City Council
leaders have lived up to their than the Hebrew scholars of the to be in mental hospitals, but
closing prayer. Refreshmentswere
Wednesday. He was taken to the They told of their experiences
pledge about as well as could day, several of whom are men- there is also a shortage in tuber- hospital in Zeeland where several with skid-row men. women and posits from forming on cylinder served by Mrs. Gen it J. Lampen. Oct. 27. Study will be continued
on the zoning ordinance with
walls,
and
others
to
prevent
engine
humanly be expected in a contest tioned by name. He spake three culosis hospitals,general hospitals stitches were taken in his neck young people. Gifts were presentMr. and Mrs. Lester Gunneman specific groups such as bankers,
stalling.
and
public
health
renters.
thousand
proverbs,
and
his
songs
that raises party temperaturesto
and arm. returningto his home ed to the speakers for use in their
Nationally,the picture is no betSivens said mileage obtained and Mr. and Mrs. James A. Klein- realtors and builders.
were a thousand and five. And
fever heat.
work.
the same day.
Attending the meeting were
from
a gallon of gasoline depends heksel left last week for Iowa to
Gertrude Stein’s famous “a rose he spoke of trees, from the cedar ter. In 1947. the President'sComDuring the business session,
visit Mr. and Mrs. Martin Albers. Mayor Harry Harrington.Jacob
more
on
the
driver
than
on
the
tree
that
is
In
Lebanon
even
unto
mission
on
Higher
Education
preis a rose is a rose” may be paraplans were made for this year's
Mr. and Mrs. Gunneman returned Zuidema, Robert Visscher, Mrs
phrased by some party members the hyssop that springeth out of dicted that more than 500.000 Marriage Licenses
projects. Many new members brand of gasoline.Best mileage is
home Friday while Mr. and Mrs. William G. Winter, Willard C.
obtained
by
regular
speeds
and
the
wall.
He
spoke
also
of
beasts.
active
nurses
would
ho
needed
by
as “mud is mud is mud." But the
Ottawa County
were welcomed to the group.
Kleinheksel and Mr. and Mrs. Wichers, Ward Hansen. R. E.
avoiding
sudden
stops
or
starts.
fact is that political campaign mud *nd of fowl and of creeping things I960. Estimated number of gradJesus Lopez, 34. and Mara Belt- Hostesses were Mrs. Ray BusAlbers weivt to California to visit Barber, Stuart Boyd and Waltei
Russell
Boeve
was
in
charge
of
and
of
fishes.
ual
nurse
now
active
in
the
U.S.
ran.
33,
both
of
Holland;
Robert
has somewhat different connotascher, Audrey Newhouse and
Vander Haar.
the program. President John O. relatives.
At the beginning of his reign he is about 390,000.
Lee Grit. 25. Hudsonville, and Barbara Roeser.
tions from those the word bears in
The Rev. and Mrs. August Tellwent to Gibeon to worship. There
the dictionary.
Marilyn Louise Koetje, 20. Grand
The November meeting will Hagans presided.
inghuisen were called to Silver
he prayed the Lord to give him an
If you have a large set of sterl- Rapids; Jacob L. Westra, 35. and feature a "Visit With the KemCouples Club Hears
Creek,
Minn., last week because
understandingheart to judge the ing. rotate the pieces so that they Nancy Ann Strong, 21, both of pers," missionaries supported by
Police Arrest Trio
of
the
serious illnessand death Dr. Calvin Andre
Dr. Rottschaefer Talks
people that he might discern be- acquire an even patina.
Grand Haven.
Beechwood Church.
of Mrs. Tellinghuisen’s brother,
tween the good and the bad. That
For Stealing Battery
On Children’s Ailments
Henry Schut.
Dr. Calvin Andre was guest
his prayer was answered is eviPolice Tuesday said they will ask
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis speaker at the first fall meeting
dent
from
the
wise
judgments
that
Monday evening at Washington
Probate Court to waive jurisdiction
were Thursday evening visitorsin of the Couples Club of Trinity ReSchool the Community Lecture followed. With his decision in the
over a 16-year-oldboy who talked
the Earl Nienhuis home in Hol- formed Church Tuesday night. »
case
of
two
women
who
both
Series continued with an interesttwo other minors into stealing a land
Dr. Andre spoke on "The Atom
ing lecture-discussionled by Dr. claimed the same baby and the
car battery Monday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hoffman and its Relationship to God." Clifwise answers to the Queen of
William Rottschaefer.
Officers said the boys removed a of Jamesburg, N. J., visited rela ford Marcus conducted the busiDr. Rottschaefer chose for his Sheba, we are all familiar.
new battery from a car on the R. lives and friends here Sunday and ness meeting. Devotions were conHis teachingson wisdom and
topic, "Stomach Ache and the
E. Barber used car lot and hid it attended services in the Reformed ducted by Mr. and Mrs. William
Child ” He pointed out the many righteousness, which he did not
under a truck Saturday or Sunday
Cliurch. They werfe dinner guests Jacobs.
causes of abdominalpain in young- separate, are found in the Rook
night. The boys came back Monday
The Rev. Hains sang a solo acin Mrs. AlfCe Voorhorst’shome
of
Proverbs.
Scores
of
sayings
sters. After considering the many
night and picked up the battery.
and
supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. companied by Mrs. William Zonnecauses of some of the symptoms to giving high moral instruction
They drove off in a car owned Julius Pomp.
belt.
observe, he made some warnings from his pen are preserved. During
by the 16-year-old and switched
)i0 SMOKING) fGerrit J. Lampen, Overisel Refreshments were served by
his
early
reign
he
followed
them.
concerningcare and treatmentof
batteries.They were arrested by township supervisor, is attending Mr. and Mrs. C. Spyker, Mr. and
He was a shining light and inspirathe condition.
police who caught them returning the fall session of supervisors in Mrs. F. Stcketee and Mr. and
The audience had opportunity fo tion to all the people.
an old battery to the car pn the Allegan this week.
Mrs. G. Ritterby.
He built the temple and dedij
ask specific questions at the end
lot.
I
of the talk, and Dr. Rottschaefer caed it to the Ix>rd. He was a dePolice said a half-dozen siphon
>1 hoses were also found in the trunk Three Charged After
Mrs. De Jong Speaks
answered informally to provide as vout worshipperof the Lord. No
clear a picture as possible for all sage ever taught the pitfalls and
of the car. The two other youths,
To Mission Society
Car Racing Accident
ruin of the evil way more clearconcerned.
14 and 16, are also being held for
The public is invitedto this free ly than did Solomon.His proverbs
further questioning.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
MrS. G. E. De Jong was guest
lecture-discussionseries every bristlewith warnings against goStatp police Issued three sum- speaker at the October. meeting of S
ing
in
the
way
that
leads
to
death.
Monday evening at Washington
monses as the result of an acci- First Reformed Church Women’i
Reorganization Begins
And yet Solomon, with all his wisSchool.
dent on US-16 in Walker Town- MissionarySociety Thursday
Next week, Dr. William Westrate, dom went astray.
aliip at 11:10 p.m. Tuesday.
For Winter 4-H Clubs afternoonat the church.
The latter part of his life is a
Jr., will speak on "Allergyand
State police were running down
Mrs. De Jong, who recently
i.fA.
sordid
commentary
to
prove
the
ALLEGAN (Special)— Reorgan- two cars which were racing on the arrived home on furlough from
You.” The series is sponsoredby
ization of winter 4-H Club projects highway when another car pulled the Arabian mission field, discussthe local Medical Association and truth of his teaching about walkhas been started at Allegan and it out of a driveway and was hit by
the Holland Public Schools as an ing in the evil way. He taxed
ed "My Little Old Ladies in
oppressively his people with the
Is expected that this year’s enroll- one of the racers.
educational community aervice.
Arabia.” She presented a vivid
result that at his death they rement will outnumber last years’ Two Grand Rapids youths who contrast between the lives of
belled.He imitated the heathen
which was 1,100 boys and girls. were racing were both charged American women and Arab woThree Cars Pile Up
monarchs in building up a vast
Jack L. Parker is Allegan county with reckless driving. One was men. She said “you’ll find no
GRAND HAVEN (Special t
harem. He loved many strange
#4-H club agent
Gordon Ver Wort, 17, and the happy old women in Arabia, exThree cars were damaged in a women. He built temples for them
Handicraft, clothing, electrical, other a 16-year-old Juvenile who cept those in Christianity.”
collision north of the swing bridge and joined their idolatrousworship.
hot lunch, health and safety are will be cited to Kent County proMrs. D. Boter, president, conon US-31 at 4:40 p.m. Tuesday.
among the projects being offered bate court.
ducted the meeting and Mrs.
Drivers were Charles Scott, 27,
When making fruit pies, make
to the youth. Enrollments for The third car which pulled out Otto Van Til led devotions. Mrs.
route 2, CoopersvilleLeslie Taylor, the slits in the top crust near the
winter clubs must be completed by of the driveway was driven by Collins Weeber, accompanied by
27, route 1, Nunica, and Arthur center to keep the juice from runthe middle of November thus Robert Groothuis, 20, Grand Ra- Mrs. E. Ruisard sang “Now I
Berson, 42, Fruitport.Berson, third ning out into the oven. Berry pies
allowing plenty of time for com- pids. He was charged with driving Belong to Jesus."
in line, was charged by state police are done when the juice which
A NEW ELECTRIC STOVE, a flift to the local
Leonard Rummler of the canteen corps operated
pletion of projects.Any inquiries with an expired operator’s license.
Hostesses were Mrs! M. Nykerk
rtth defective brakes. Damage to bubbles out these slits is the conRed Cross from The Sentinel Printing Co., is
by Women of the Moose. At right is Miss
about 4-H club work should be ad- JacquelineCrysler,19, Grand) Mrs. J. Nykerk. Mrs. H. Labotz
t’a 1949 model was listed at sistency of thick syrup.
proving to be a boon to the canteen corps
dressed to the Extension Office Rapids, was treated by her family and Mrs E. Wilterdink.
Maxine Boone, local dietitianwho is in charge
Taylor's 1947 car J250.
Court House, Allegan.
physician for cuts and bruises.
which
serves refreshmentsto blood donors ot
of
training
canteen
workers.
Miss
Boone
also
v/
»’» car was slightly damaged.
Make scrapbags out of wideVer Wort’s car, a 1946 model,
To avoid stretchingsweaters <1
clinics every other week. Here Clarence Buurma,
is in charge of mass feeding in case of a
mesh material, so you can locate
Texas embraces more than one received about $150 damage and during washing, rinse them in a
second local man to receive a gold gallon
than 900,000 species of scraps you want without emptying
disaster in this area.
twelfth of the total area of the Groothuis’s car, £ 1950 model, was colander, squeezing out the excess
now known, the bag.
donor pin, ^ served a bowl of soup by Mrs.
(Penna-Sas photo)
conti^tal United States.
damaged to the extent of $350.
water gently.
ment

to refrainfrom slingingmud,

Nurse Week Points Up
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Hope Basketball
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Holy

Gun Chib Elects

Registration Set

Name Me* Mttt

Add Dming Space

At St Francis Church

Thirty-two members of the Holy
of St. Francis De Sales
Church held their second meeting
Thursday in the church hall. WilWilliam Becksfort of Lake- liam Fabiano, president, presided The Hub Restaurant at 154 East
town was elected president of the and conducted business following Main St., Zeeland, one of the most
At
popular restaurants in this section
Laketown
Gun Club Friday even- prayer.
Camp Fire activities started
A. Van Houdt reported on a re- of the state, is undergoingextening
at
a
directors
meeting
followwith a meeting of all leaders of
Next week will mark the open
cent Boy Scout outing, which was
sive remodeling which will result
"Jean-Teen’*-groups at the home ing the 25th annual meeting of
successfuldespite rain.
mg of a new term in the Holland
of Mrs. John Plewes. Program club members. The event was
in- the addition of extra dining
R. Notier, A member of the HolCommunity
School
plans for the year were discussed.
held at Laketown Town Hall.
land Visiting Nurse committee, space to accommodate groups for
These will be 'taken back to the
George Lumsden, directorof adult
special parties.
Henry Van Kampen was elect- spoke on financialaid the visiting
girls for their suggestionsand
The remodelingprogram is exeducation for the Holland Public
ed vice president and James nurse obtains from the Community pected to be completed by the
*
Schools points out that there are
Chest and gave a concise pictureof
Longefellow Fly-Up was held Boyce was re-elected secretary- the purpose and duties of a visiting middle of November. Two rooms,
23 classes offered for adults in
one to accommodate approximately
Monday, Sept. 27, in the Long- treasurer.
nurse, whose servicesare available
the Holland area.
About 50 members of the club,
fellow gym. More than 30 Blue
100 people and the other which will
to all.
He emphasized that the program
Birds graduated from Blue Bird meeting earlier in the evening, B. Donnelly spoke briefly on the hold up to 30, are being renovated
to Camp Fire from the "Sunny," re-elected ai directors for two
is open to all adults in the area
Community Chest drive. Joe Car- on the second floor of the restaur"Helpful"
and
‘‘Flying’’ Blue years Henry F. Bouwman and
ant.
rado, assistant Scoutmaster,was
and not restrictedto residents of
Birds. Miss Nan Plewes led the Arthur Zoerman of Fillmore
The Hub, famous for its family
introduced.
Holland. In past years many peogirls in a song session. The lead- tounshlp and Fred Voss and WilAn excitingmovie of the Detroit style dinners, provides a homey
ple have come from Zeeland,
ers were introduced
Mrs. liam Becksfortof Laketown
Red Wings winning the 1954 Stanley atmosphere with its well-lighted
Andries Steketee. They are: Blue township.
Saugatuck and Hamilton, and they
Cup was shown. Refreshmentsrooms and air conditioningfor its
Other directors, whose terms
Bird
groups.
Mrs.
John
Sprick,
patrons’ convenience.
are again invited.
were served.
Mrs. Harold Wise, Mrs. H.J. did not expire, are Henry Van Attending were E. Balkey, H. It has gained a name that has
A full schedule of classes apThomas, Mrs. John Van Dyke, Kampen. John C. Knoll, James
pears in tonight'sSentinel.RegisBoudreau and son, R. Byrne, A. spread far and wide ns a place
Mrs. Baker, Mrs. Franklin Van Boyce and Ray’ Wienma, all of
trations will be accepted all this
Camevale, D. Clark, J. Carrado where the public can more than
Alsburg; Camp Fire groups. Mrs. Laketown.
week. Classes will begin next
B. Donnelly, P. Fabiano, J. Fabi- satisfyits demands. Dining at the
In other action, the group decidRone
Willis. Mrs. • A.R. Eggors.
week.
ano, W. Fabiano, J. Farrah, L. Hub is an eating experience which
Mrs. Orville Munkwitz, Mrs. ed to replenish the enforcementHohmann, T. Jungblut,Sr., T. will not be forgotten.There’s no
New classes to be offered .this
Robert Lee and Mrs. Robert Wise. fund; order patroling of the area; Jungblut, Jr.. G. Klopfenstein,
substitutefor rich creamery butyear include Auto Mechanics
The
following sponsors were also planned two socials—a potluck
ter, fresh whole milk and eggs. To
which will be taught by Orville
LaBarge,
M.
LaCombe,
L. Marcinintroduced: Mrs.
Barber, supper Oct. 28 and annual banthe many fine services Mr. and
Haan. formerly a teacher of auto
kus,
E.
J.
Maurina,
E.
Miller,
F.
Sept. 30. Feddick retired from the Coatt Guard alter
Mrs. George Spcet, Mrs. Adrian quet in February; and renewed
Mrs. Paul Van Raalte, owners,
ENGINEMAN FIRST CLASS EDWIN FEDDICK
shop in Grand Rapids and Muske
Miller,
H.
Munfo,
R.
Nedeau,
rules that guests must leave cars
more than 25 yean ot service,most ol them spent in the
Buys and Mrs. Ray Brondyke.
a shotgun from th# men at the Holland Lifeboat Station
have "heaped" even finer catering
gon. The class will be on funda
Schoen,
O.
Toyne,
A.
Unruh,
A.
(Sentinel photo)
Holland area.
during retirement ceremoniesheld tor him on Thursday,
New Blue Birds were then wel- in the yard of the person whose Van Houdt, >V. Van Loo, S. Was thoughtfulnessfor dining pleasure.
mentals of mechanics and will be
Dinners are served until 8 p.m.
comed; blue bows were pinned on card they arc using.
a study and workshop on engines.
The club is a Williamston Plan werwitz, J. Walker and J. Zeyman. nightly except Sunday. The reswith' "Prom Trouble"by James L. them by the fourth grade Blue
The class will meet each Monday
Summers, which is characterized Birds who were led last year by organizationcontrolling hunting
taurant opens at 7 a.m.
evening for a short classroom sesby humor, sharp writing and a Mrs. Franklin Van Alsburg and privileges on several thousand October Bride-Elect
sion and will then move to the
acres of land In Laketown and
The great auk became extinct
light though satisfyingplot. Makes Linda McBride. The 'Wekatanda"
VandenBerg garage where facilithe western part of Fillmore Honored at Shower
in the United States about 1840.
adults
chuckle,
too.
Camp
Fire
group
presented
a
ties have been arranged for actual
Other popuular books are: "Not skit 'The Case of the Softened township.
shop practice.
Miss Marjorie Taylor, October
as a Stranger" by Morton Thomp- Heart" They were directed by
Another class will be Corsage
bride-elect of Raymond A. Brower,
son; "Love is Eternal’" by Irving Miss Nan Plewes who was their
Making to be taught by Mrs. C.
was honored at a miscellaneous
After more than 25 years with
Stone; “Sweet Thursday” by John leader last year; she will also asLamoreaux. She has given numshower last Tuesday evening given
Steinbeck; "The Royal Box" by sist their leaders for the coming
erous lecturesand demonstrations the Coast Guard, Engineman First
by her sister,Miss Rosalie TayFrances Parkinson Keyes; "The year. The "Aowokiya” Camp Fire
on the art of making corsages and Class Ed Feddick has retired.
lor. Decorations included a festive
Dollmaker” by Harriette Arrow, group, who were led last year
other items of floral art. She ofarchway with wedding bells and
On Thursday,Sept. 30. the day
Many people have been asking "A Fable" by William Faulkner. by Mrs. T. Van Zanden, Mrs. Harfers this course as the result of
The marriage of Miss Delores pink and white streamers which
of
his
retirement,
he
and
the
other
What are the new books?" "Who
Non fiction: "But We Were old Wise and Mrs. Donald Vink Lanham and Howard Dale Schutt led to s miniature going away car.
many requests to provide more intensive instruction in this and Coast Guardsmen at the Holland are their authors?" "What are Bom Free" by Elmer Davis: “The presented a skit tellingsome of was solemnized Friday evening, A two-course lunch was served,
they about?” and today we hope Mind Alive" by H. and B. Over the things they had enjoyed in Oct. 1, in the chapel .of First
floral arrangement.
station were in full dress uniform
the buffet table featuring a miniato answer these questions,at least street; "The Epigrams of Oscar Camp Fire the previous year.
Miss Velma Lloyd, instructor in
Methodist Church. The Rev. John ture wedding cake. Games were
for a short ceremony that released
in
part.
Wilde", an anthology by Alvin
The graduatingBlue Birds re- O. Hagans performed the double played and prizes awarded to Miss
commercial subjectsat Zeeland
Once a week the local library Redman; “The Roosevelts of Sag- ceived their certificates and Nat- ring candelight ceremony before Elaine Elzinga. Mrs. Douglas Du
High School joins the Adult pro- him from the job he began in 1929.
gram staff to teach bookkeeping Edwin 0. Feddick joined the staff will give flash reports on amore Hill" by Herman C. Hage- ional Blue Bird graduation an altar decoratedwith bouquets Mond, Mrs. Dan Van Dyke, Mrs.
This will be a basic course in re- Coast Guard when he was 23 years what is new on library shelves, dom; Understanding Your Son's honors, after which their mothers of white mums and gladioli.
Bernard De Wys and the honored
cord keeping and will be of in- old. He was born in Port Hope, in and little gossip notes about the Adolescence" by James Roswell put Camp Fire ties and slides on
Miss Lanham is the daughter guest.
world
of
books,
both
old
and
new.
Gallagher;
"I>etters
to
My
Daughthem. The Fly-Up was ended of Mrs. David Gordon, 359 River • Attending were the Mesdames A.
terest to the people who for the
Michigan's ‘'thumb." During his
The World Council of Churches ter’ by DagobyrtD. Runes.
with more songs led by Miss Nan Ave., and M. F. Ijinham of 177
last two years have requested such
Brower, D. Van Dyke, B. De Wys,
a course. With the additionof years in service,especiallyduring Assembly has given an impetus to
Plewes.
West 26th St. The groom's parents R. Botsis, C. Santora, J. Santora,
A unique honor has hern ac
St. Francis school held their are Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Schutt, H. De Free, J. Jansen, F. Talor, D.
bookkeeping the evening school the war, he traveled to many dif- books on religion and the Christian life and the local library corded to L. Quincy Mumford Fly-Up Wednesday, Sept. 29 at
now offers a fairly full schedule ferent stationsin the country.
12445 124th St.
Du Mond, G. Vander Kooy, E.
gets many requests for them. Two since 1950 Director of the Cleve their school imirlediately after
of commercialsubjects with more
Special music includeda solo Cook. S. Pikaart, M. Klomparens
It was because of his four chilbooks which should prove of in- land Public Library. He has been school. Barbara Duffy, acting as "Precious Lord Take Their Hand,"
planned for second
,
and the Misses Juella Cook, Elaine
FREE ESTIMATES
Citizenshiptraining, formerly ! dren that he later stayed in Hoi- terests to the layman are ‘Ten awarded the Presidency of the _____
____
mistress
of ceremonies,opended sung by the groom's mother. His Elzinga,Mary Ann Knooihuizen,
offered in the winter term has land, refusing any promotion in Words That Can Change Your American Library Association and j by reading the Lord’s Prayer. sister, Arlene, played piano selec- Marion Van Dtyke and the honored
been moved up into the fall term order to do so. Mrs. Feddick died Life” by Dr. Ervin Seale, and the directorshipof the Library of The "Fairy Blue Birds" whose tions and Miss Sharon Ryzenga guest.
because ci the many people who 10 years ago. and Ed decided that "Smoke on the Mountain" by Joy Congress. He has had experience leader is Mrs. Norman Gibson played accordion numbers.
in Duke University Library. New sang a song and repeated the
would like such training prior to his children. Edward. James, Lona Davidson.
Attending the couple were Mrs. It was the swaying to and fro
their application for citizenshipand Terry should have a permanBoth deal with the Ten Com- York Public Library, the Library Blue Bird wish. A skit called "I Tom De Vries as matron of honor of a chandelierin a cathedral
before the first of the new year. ent home, and that Holland was a mandments, and present vivid and of Congress, and Cleveland public Wonder” was presentedby th? and Raymon Schutt, the groom's
that suggestedthe application of
People who have friends or rela- good place for them to grow up in. widely diversified modem inter- library,and has included an un- FriendlyBlue Birds; Mrs. Rene brother, best man.
Phene 3126
pendulum to Golileo, the Ital- 2t K 6tb St.
usually
broad
range
of
library
acBouillon and Mrs. Nick Vukin are
tives interested in becoming U.S.
The retirement ceremonieswere pretationsof them. Dr. Seale deals
The bride wore a dusty roae ian astronomerand Inventor.
leaders. Theresa Skutnik played
citizens should encourage these held after a turkey dinner for all with them from a deeply spiritual tivities.
suit with navy accessories and a
New Americans to attend this the men at the station. At the cere- and a wide-rangestandpoint. His
an accordionsolo followed by a pink and white carnation corsage.
"The longer I live the more tap dance presented by Mary
class and the course in English monies Feddick was commended views are unorthodox,but strike
Mrs. De Vries wore an orchid
for New Americans offered by for his outstanding record while in a note of great sincerity. Hf sug- keenly I feel that whatever was Ellen Mrok and Mary Marcotte. suit with navy accessories and a
Scrappy *oy»:
good
enough
for
our
fathers
is
Paula Matchinsky,Bonita Jarogo- pink and white carnation corsage.
Marion Shackson.
gests that the Commandments
the service.
Other courses in art, music, Attendingfrom other life boat were never meant to be a series not good enough for us."— Oscar sky, Kay Nash and Lupe Castan- Both mothers wore navy dresses
L/P operates an extensive wholesale
crafts, business and vocational stations besides the Holland men of prohibitions and punishments, Wilde.
et a sang the Camp Fire law.
with red and white carnation corand brokerage volume for shipment
subjects will be offered as in for- under Chief Francis Kelly, were but a true guide to the good life.
Mary Ann Heuvelhorstplayed a sages.
to mill and foundry.
mer years. Persons desiring full Bosun F. D. DuBrucq, Group Com- He likens them to an open hook David Jon Shard a
piano solo. These girls were all
About 50 guest attended the reinformation on the adult program mander from Grand Haven, who —one half representing the law
members of the "Fra-De-Sa" ception.A three course dinner was
are invited to call the Office of read the dischargeorders; Ray- and the other the FTiphets. The Honored at Party
Camp Fire group whose leaders served by the Fahocha Sunday
Adult Education, 6-6676.
were Mrs. Ed Heuvelhorst. Mrs.
mond G. Chapman, BMC, South first d«als with duty towards God.
always buying
materials
David Jon Shaida was guest of John Mrok and Mrs. Max Mar- School class of which Mrs. Schutt
Haven; Leslie M. Furst. BMC, and the second Duty toward the
is a member. Table decorations
honor at a party celebrating his cotte.
Flamingos protect themselves Muskegon; Arthur H. Cushing. neighbor.
included airangementsof gold and
in a hurricane by taking to dry BMC, Grand Haven, and George
Mary Ellen Clark explained the bronze dahlias and gladioli.
Joy Davidson writes more crisp- sixth birthday Saturday. The party
was given by his mother, Mrs. Woodgatherers Rank and Irene
land and forming themselvesinto Maier. BMC. Muskegon.
ly. pointing out that Christ himAmong the guests were Mr. and
Holland, Mich.
a V-shaped wedge, with the point Feddick, who plans to do a lot of self re-interpreted the Law and Melvin Sharda. assisted by Mrs. Heiniger gave a baton twirling Mrs. Buel P. Austin, the bride’s
120 (Uvev Ave.
Richard
Sharda.
demonstration.The 'Tekavvitha" 85-year-oldgrandparents, and Mrs.
facing the wind.
hunting and fishing, and "get used the Prophets, but that we have
A tiered cake decorated in west- Camp Fire group led by Mrs. Joe
to the new life*" was presented become dulled in our minds and
ern rodeo style was served and Fabiano sang and Mary Ann Seif Robert Doak, a great aunt, all of
with a shotgun, tool box and cart- conscience by constant repetition.
Joliet, III.
favors given to each guest.
explainedthe Firemakers Rank.
ridges by the men.
She too has some refreshinglynew
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Schutt
Games
were
played
and
prizes This was followed by an acangles on the Commandments for
were master and mistress of cereawarded
to
Dougie
Mass.
Jackie cordion duet
Roseamond monies and Mrs. Harold Van Dyke
while she agrees that the fifth
Forest Grove
OFFERS
has been forgotten in these mod Brieve. Delwyn Door and Glenn Jarogosky and Mary Ann Fab- gave a reading at the reception.
Dirkse.
iano. Mrs. Andries Steketee preern
dayls,
she
points
out
that
St
The newlywedshave returned
453 W. 22nd S». Phona 6-8042 Succumbs at
Guests at the party were Steven sented certificatesto graduating
Paul added the suggestion that
Cook, Bobby Sikkel. Bobby Nien- Blue Birds. They also received from a wedding trip to Canada,
ZEELAND (Special) -Henry Yn- parents should not “move their huis, Billy and Bobby Venhuizen,
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING
New York and North Carolina and
the National Blue Bird honor. The
tema,
73, of Forest Grove (route 2, children to wrath" and she connow reside at 1876 Lakewood Blvd.
FINE FURNITURE
Gary
Hovenga.
Glenn
Dirkse, older girls then gave them their
Hudsonville), died at his home siders that 'many sins— mainly of
The bride is employed by Hart and
Larry
Smith.
Gary
Smith,
Jackie
ties and slides. Barbara Duffy was
LAMPS
In Addition to LOW C0ST1
early Sunday morning. He had ommissionare committed today by
Coolev and Mr. Schutt. a contracBrieve. Delwyn Door, Earl Hem- presented
National
CARPETS
parents. In the final analysis,
been ill for some time.
tor. is employed with his brother,
meke, Leslie Hulst, Danny Telgen- Memory Book Award '’for contriBIN VAN LINTI, Agent
The son of the late Sjoerd Ynte- both authors agree that love is the
PICTURES
hof, Dougie Mass, the guest of buting her Fire Makers memory Edwin.
Phone 7133
ma, he was born in Zeeland town- whole of the I -aw. Love of God.
177
College
Avenue
honor and Vic and Bobbie Sharda book to the National field staff
FURNITURE REFINISHING
ship and had lived in the vicinity of life and therefore of mankind.
who
is three years old today.
Refreshmenls were served.
Herman Schepel Diet
of Forest Grove all his life. He These books are more than
Lincoln school Fly-Up was held
had been in the concrete block and thought-provoking; they are conMonday, Oct. 4. af 4 p m. The At South Haven at 48
science pricking.
gravel business.
Van Raalte 4-H Club
girls of 'the “Ishpeming" Camp
This
being
Newspaper
Week,
Surviving are the wife. Grace;
Herman Schepel, 48, died unexFire group led by Mrs. William
one daughter, Mrs. Harold South people's interest and curiosity Resumes Meetings
pectedly Saturday morning of a
Pluim. Jr , showed the graduating
of Goodridge,Minn.; a son. Wil- have been aroused as to how their
The 4-H clothing project at Van Blue Birds their Camp Fire honor heart attack at South Haven Hosliam Roberts, of Grand Rapids; daily newspaper comes into beRaalte School on East 16th St. was beads and each girl told how she pital. He was bom in Holland to
four grandchildren and four great- ing. We have two books on the
AT HOME AND AT
resumed last Tuesday evening with had earned one of the seven color- the late Mr. and Mrs. Harm Schegrandchildren, and one brother, shelves which will help to satisfy
pel and had made his home In
ed beads. Graduating certificates
THE
that curiosity. They are "Your a meeting in the school.
John, of Zeeland.
The girls elected Darlene Bouws, and National honors were pre- South Haven for the past 34 years.
Daily Paper" by J. Floherty. and
was employed by Michigan
president;Karen Naber, vice pres- sented to the "Happy" Blue Birds
"Newspaper Writing and Editing"
Canners at Benton Harbor.
ident;
Elsa
Vanden
Berge,
secPuff*
after which they were given Camp
Hdpe-lves Elect
by W. Bleye. The first Is a quick
Surviving are a brother, Paul, of
retary; Man a Geerlings. treasur- Fire ties and slides by the "Ish
survey of a day in the life of a er; Joyce MichmerhuizcnasHolland and three sisters, Mrs.
Eclair* \
New Officers at Meet
peming" group; they were put on
newspaper illustrated by excelsistant secretaryand treasurer; the girls by their mothers. Mrs. Arie De Visser, Mrs. Carl Johnson
A new treasurer and an athletic lent photographs, and the second Lois Roelofs and Bonita De Neff, Andries Steketee welcomed the and Mrs. Andrew Van Wieren all
Plo*
captain were elected at a meet- is a comprehensiveguide to all recreationalleaders and Lois Heiof Holland.
girls
int^
Camp
Fire.
The
new
ing of the Hope-Ives, an or- who wish to make the newspaper dema, reporter.
YOUR HOSTS:
Blue Birds were welcomed and
ganization of Hope students' world their career. We hope you
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTE wives, Tuesday in the Sigma all saw the interesting and com- Leaders are Mrs. L. Michmerhui- blue hair hows were put on them William E. La Gfave
zen, Mrs. Louis 'Hoeksema. and by the older Blue Birds who in
Sigjna sorority room of the col prehensive display arranged by the Mrs. Marvin Geerlings.
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICt
turn received their blue bows Diet at Saugatuck
Holland
Evening
Sentinel
in
the
lege. Mrs. Harry Nancearelli was
During the business meeting the from the girls who had just gradZEELAND
named treasurer and Mrs. Lloyd Libra r>‘.
SAUGATUCK (Special)- Wilclub decided to name the club uated into Camp Fire.
There is a feast of new fiction
Arnoldink, athletic captain.
liam Edmund La Grave, of 816
"Vigorous Raiment Stitchers"
PHONE 2677
' The following leaders were in384 CENTRAL AVE.
CLOSED SUNDAYS
The group decided to hold its for all tastes. Just out is "Soldier
State St., died Saturday noon at
troduced;Blue Birds; Mrs. H.A.
annual pot luck dinner on Nov. 0. of Fortune" by Ernest Gann, the
Douglas Hospital. He was 86.
Vander Wilt, assisted and sponThe next Hope-Ives meeting will the author of the best seller "The
A retired adjustor for the Pullsored by Mrs. Henry Dokter, Mrs,
be held Oct. 19 in the club room. High and the Mighty". This is
man Co. of Chicago, he was bom
Raymond
Helder,
assisted
by
Mrs.
Speaker will be Daryl Franken. quite as thrilling and full of exA. Kleis, Jr.; and Mrs. Joe Jan. 19, 1868 in Kalamazoo and
student at Western Theological citement. The scecne is laid in
had lived in Saugatuck for 10
Brower. Cam pFire: Mrs. W. F.
Seminary, who w-ill show slides Hong Kong, of which the author
years. He was the son of the late
Young.
Mrs.
Andrew
Dalman
and
and tell of his experiences while says in his preface "Hong Kong is
Mrs. William Pluim. Jr. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence La Grave.
a pore on the body of Asia.
working in East Harlem.
George Piers, secretary of the His wife died in March of 1953.
All Hope students’ wives are Through this minute vent the im
Surviving are several cousins.
Leader’s Associationand a
Soeg sheets FREE with eocb
mense carcass of China still
invited.
Lincoln
school
mother
was
also
order ot Wedding Stationery.
breathes feebly of the non-Compresent.
munist world”. That piece of dear
The afternoon activities were
cut writing vividly presents the
Special
closed by singing of camp songs.
scene and the pace at which his

New Officers

For Adult School

AtHin

Name Men

Zeeland

Holland High

Evening

approval.

by

W

RE.

M

hr

*

+ +

+

+

Veteran at Holland Coast Guard
Station Retires After 25 Years

Rites Performed

NEW LIBRARY BOOKS

ROOFING

At Local Church

Dependable
Roofers

semester. .

Geo. Mooi
ROOFING CO.

s

SCRAP

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.

WlacaimucL

FURNITURE SHOP

STATE FARM MUTUAL

by

Man
Home

CAREFUL DRIVERS
Many Advantages

with

TWO GOOD PLACES

OUR REFRIGERATED CASE

TO EAT

Goranten

Freshness!

He

HUB

Whipped Croam

Two

Cream

CAKES and FILLED ROLLS

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP
tr

Engagement Told

Wedding

Electric

WATCH

Arrangt that apaclal buafc
neaa appointment at The
Blar Helper. Air-conditioned
with only nationallyadvertised beveragee. upen tor
your convenience from noon
until

midnight

for

&
Of

t/i«'V|

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

WALKER

exciting book is written. It is a
tale of adventure, a fine love
story, and an eyewitness account
of life in the Far East today. It
has suspense, pace and depth.
Read it and see if you can tell who
is "The Soldier of Fortune".
For the history lover, there is
that rare treasurue, the authentic
historicalnovel "Katherine"by
Anya Seton. This is about John of
Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster in the
14th century, and his little-known
love for Katherine Swynford. Even
Miss Joan Marie Krooi
their
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Kraal.
true names, 'and four years of research went into this story. The FairviewRd.. Zeeland, announce
scholarlinessof the writing is the engagement of their daughter,
cloaked in the moving and en- Joan Marie, to Warren J. Kievit,
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Kievit,
thralling
• i
Teenagers should be delighted Lakewood Blvd., Holland.

The Ming dynasty of China fell
In the 17th century,giving way
to the Manchu.

SERVICE

COMPLETE SERVICE
All

job

m

PRINTING
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Commercial

Wheeler

- eod
Wagner
Dealer

Rewinding & Repairing
Motors

Printing
let us do

all yo«r printing! Quality presswork,

Industrial & Commercial

Authorised __

service^ prompt delivery • • • satisfactionguaran

Wiring

STEKETEE

-

VAN HUIS

Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer

Haan Motor Saloo
25 W. 9th

dependant

Makes

the minor charactershave

story.
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Motor
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Holland Coed To Reign As Queen

Herman Brower

Homecoming Chairman
Named at Hope College

Succumbs at 91;

Dick Ortquist, Hope College
from Muskegon, has been
named chairman of Hope Home-

THIS GROUP OF VOLUNTEER WORKERS is
spearheadingthe Community Chest campaign
which officially opened Monday in Holland and

coming

will

junior

Several Trials

festivities Oct. 22,

23 and

24.

Announcementof his appointment was made today by Samuel

Are Scheduled

Hoffman, of Lydon, Wash., president of Hope’s Student Council.
Ortquistis picturedwith two
In Circuit
of his subcommittee chairmen,
Barbara Grasman, left, junior
GRAND HAVEN (Special
from Coopersville,and Wilma
Several cases were processed in
Beets, Grand Rapids junior.
Circuit Court Monday, the first
Ortquist, who was graduated
day of the October session.
from Muskegon High School in
Trial of Ronald V. Kennedy.
1952, is a history and political
43-yeflx-old dismissedstate highscience major at Hope. He is a
way land buyer of Grand Rapids
member of Palette and Masque,
was scheduled Oct. 27 and 28.
YMCA, Omicron Kappa Epsilon
Kennedy was charged with confraternity, and active in spirts.
spiracy to defraud the state of
He has named to serve on his
$600 in connection with a land
executive committee:Miss Beets,
sale near Hudsonville. His former
Jerry Kruy of Chicago. Don Van
boss. G. Palmer Seeley of Grand
Etten of Orange City, Iowa; Jane
Rapids, is listed as a co-conspiraJarvis of East Norwich, Long Istor in the case. Seeley is currentland, N.Y., Mary Jane Adams of
ly serving a prison term in conEast Lansing, CarletonFailor of
nection with another land sale
Oostburg, Wis., Marjorie Addis of
irregularityin Muskegon.
Glen Head. N.Y., Miss Grasman.
Trial of Russell Van Koevering
Ted Redding of Newago, Robert
of Grand Rapids, charged with
Bedingfield of Bronx, N. Y., Jack
gross indecency,has been scheduDe Free of Zeeland and Doris
led for Oct 25. The alleged ofStoffrogenof Brooklyn.All are
fense occurred in Holland July
juniors except Redding,a sopho-

Court

—

continue through Oct. 24. Goal

this year

is $37,900. Seated' left to right, are Mrs. John
Tiesenga who heads the individual gifts division; Mrs. J. Vender Werf, office secretary,and
Mrs. Dale Schearer, co-chairman for individual
gifts. Standing are Bernard P. Donnelly,
campaign director;Lester De Ridder, publicity;

Ed Donivan, schools; Riemer Van Til, last year's
chairman; Edwin Raphael, campaign co-chairman; Dale Fris, business and professional,and
Clarence Jalving, president of the chest board.
Three more 100 percenters were added today
to SSP which covers Community Chest agencies
as well os the Red Cross and polio. They are

Holland Ladder

and ManufacturingCo.,

Charles R. Sligh Co. and City Sign Co.
(Penna-Sasphoto)

•«•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••**************

Grandstanding...

Soil

Sampling

Test Time
By Randy Yande Water
Hunting season and the TV
g^me of the week were probably
the main reasons for the surprisingly small crowd at the AlniaHope game Saturday afternoon.
About 2,000 attended the contest

Trio Entertains

Near

From the middle of October
through the middle of Novem-

Born

in Fillmore

Herman Brower

died Monday at

the home of Mr. and Mrs. George

Schutmant, 24 East 14th St.,
where he had lived lor the past
year. He was 91.

The la.'.tof the family of Gerrit
Jan Brouwer and Maria Boers, he
was born in a log cabin in Fillmore Township June 25, 1863.
Most of his married life was spent
in Hamilton except the time he
served as County Clerk in Allegan
from 1905 to 1911. He hal lived in
Holland since 1933 and was
member of Trinity Reformed
Church.
In 1892 he married Alice Klom
parens, who died eight years ago.

Miss Glorio Hungerink

The new queen, studying to be
Second Holland girl in two
years to reign as Homecoming an elementary teacher, is a fivefoot-six-inch blond She will be
Queen at Western Michigan Col- crowned at the annual "Sock Hop"
lege Homecoming is Miss Gloria in the men's gym Friday evenHungerink, junior at WMC. Miss ing.
She will head the homecoming
Hungerink is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J.M. Hungerink. 20 parade Saturday afternoon and
East 17th St. She is a graduate reign over the footballgame with
the University of Toledo.
of Holland High School.

Dinner Meeting Begins

ber has been set aside as "Soil
He was a charter member of
Sampling Month" by the Ottawa First Reformed Church, MQskegon
and also of the American Reformed
County Agricultural Council.
Church, Hamilton.
was
All
farmers
are
urged
to
have
Holland Band and Orchestra
member of the greater Consistory,
The Hope College band, under Club mtjmbers were entertained their soil testing done during this
having served in the Presbyterian Mrs. William Schrier,22 West
the direction of Morette Rider, by a trumpet trio Monday even- period for fields to be cropped
Church, Allegan and the American 25th St., opened her home Monday
added several "hit" tunes to its ing at their meeting at Junior
next year. It is necessaryin Reformed Church in Hamilton.
night for the opening dinner and
list of selections. The band played High School. Members of the
He served as supervisorof Heath meeting of BW chapter, PEO. Mrs.
order to receive an ASC payduring time outs.
trio are Harold Wise, Jim Vande
ment for lime that the farmer Township for many years and held James White was co-h o s t e s s.
Vusse and Andries Steketee. Paul
have a soil test that shows the many civic responsibilities.He Assisting with the dinner were
The Alma College Kiltie Band, Lucas is their accompanist.
operateda general store and the Mesdames George Pelgrim, Gerald
need for it.
at
A report was given on a dinner
led by Robert Ruthener, presented
The price for soil testing is Hope Roller Mills in Hamilton, Bolhuis,J. D. French, John Hagans
31.
the halftime festivities. Entitled meeting of the school board and 50 cents per sample.
served as cashier of H. Brower and A. G. Buys.
Rich Linguist, 26, Ludington, more.
KALAMAZOO - Gloria Hunger"Romance in Toyland,"the band a Band Boosters committeeat
‘This is quite a modest price for and Co. and operated a real estate Mrs. A. E. Hildebrand conducted
pleaded not guilty to a charge of
which
more
school
space
for
the
made
figures depicting a dell,
ink.
a junior at Western Michigan
and
insurance
business
in
Holland
determining the amount and
issuing a check without suffithe business meeting when plans
jack-in-the-boxand toy soldier. music department was consider- analysis of fertilizerthat should previous to his retirement.
cient funds, and his trial was set
were
made
to accept a dinner invi- College from Holland, will reign as
The story’ was told through a nar- ed. Work is beng done toward be put on per acre," said Dick
Surviving are one son, Gerald tation from Chapter BN, Kalama- queen of the 1954 homecoming Oct.
Nov. 3. The offense involveda
ration over the public address sys- solving the space problem.
Marvin, of Santa Monica. Calif.; zoo, Oct.
Machiele, county agent.
check for $11330 drawn on Lud16.
John Emmick, chairman of the
tem.
Fertilizerdealers in some areas three daughters, Mrs. Schutmaat
ington State Bank given to
A letter from Mrs. Gerald White
Globe Trotters project, named
Miss Hungerink, daughter of Mr.
are giving discounts on fertilizer and Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl, both of of Grand Rapids, new state PEO
George J. Moeke of the Black
ushers, ticket takers and other
Overheard on the Alma bench.
ordered this fall for next spring. Holland, and Mrs. M. A. Hoffs of president,revealed the appoint- and Mrs. J. M. Hungerink, 20 East
River Lumber Co.
workers for the event. The
Trial of Charles Westra, 19,
Ken Vanden Brink won the Marv Raab, Alma left halfback, famous Harlem Globe Trotters With a soil test the farmer knows Lake Odessa; 13 grandchildren ment of Mrs. George Cannon of 17th St., is the second successive
Grand Rapids, who earlier Mon- Tulip City Rod and Gun club was complaining to Head coach will appear at the Civic Center just how much and what analysis and nine great-grandchildren.
Battle Creek as state second vice WMC queen from Holland. Myra
to order and the dealer is able to
day pleaded not guilty in a Trap championship last Satur- Loyd Eaton about the lack of
president. The state board has
Oct. 26.
Brieve, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
place his orders far enough in
negligent homicide case, was set day. He broke 23 out of 25 birds holes in the Hope forward wall
contributed $25 to the PEO-owned
Roth reported the need for sev"11
you
can
do
any
better,
we’ll
advance
so
no
one
will
be
shortNov. 4.
Cottey Junior College in Nevada. Frank Brieve, reigned at homecomand was presented with tne 1954
put you at guard next week, eral new uniforms for the smaller ed in the spring.
The case of Nicholas Hoffman engraved trophy.
Mo., as a memorial to the late ing festivities last
children in Junior High band. The
Samples may be taken by farof Holland, charged with selling
Others participatingin the Eaton answered.
Mrs. M. H. McCormick of Flint
graduate of Holland High
club will order the uniforms, the
oleomargarine without displaying Championshipshoot with the
mers and should be sent to the
who died in June while serving as Sc hool, the new queen is now studycommittee in charge headed by
notice in his restaurant, was put number of bird* knocked down
John Hollander. Hope's 6'7", Mrs. Anthony Bouwman. assisted laboratory in Hudsonville or. they
Holland Christian Endeavor state president of PEO. Mrs. ing to be an elementaryteacher.
over until the next term.
include: \yhitey Van Wieren, 19; 240 pound tackle got a crowd by Mrs. Henry Nyhof and Mrs. may call or write the county ASC,
Leonard Swartz was named Cottey
Arthur Blair, 67, route 4, plead- Ralph Van Voorst, 19; Roy laugh when he reached up and
Federal Building. Grand Haven, Union, at a meeting Monday eve- College chairman of the local The five-foot-six-inch blond coed
Wilis Oosterhof.
noing
at
the
home
of
Chuck
was chosen queen from an original
telephone 1410. A representative
ed not guilty to a charge of gross Strengholt, 19; Earl Cranmer, 19; slapped down an Alma pass. A
chapter by Mrs. Hildebrand.
• Arthur Hills, band director,anLemmen, voted overwhelminglyto
field of 31 candidates, later narindecency and his trial was set and Bernie Waterway. 15.
will
call
and
take
the
sample
at
blocking attempt on the big fel- nounced plans for another concert
endorse the proposalto prohibit In other business a contributionrowed to 10. from which almost
Nov. 5. The offense involves a
Sam Althuis, defendingcham- low had been unsuccessful and he course this year. Six concerts no extra charge.
was voted for the community 1,000 men on the campus made
sale and manufacture of alcoholic
15-year-old-boy.Complaint was pion, missed qualifying by one was standing on the line of scrimNativity scene. A letter of thanks
will be given, the first scheduled
liquor
in
Ottawa
County.
their choices in secret balloting.
signed by Juvenile Agent Avery bird. The championshipshoot endfor the CARE package sent to a
mage.
Nov. 4.
President Menvyn Van Doornik
Miss Hungerink will be crowned
D. Baker.
ed the public trap shooting for
John Adams. Hope usual backKorean orphanage last spring was
Both the Junior High and
explainedthat in view of the
next Friday evening at the annual
Frank Osborn, 20. Muskegon the year.
field workhorse, carried the ball Senior High bands will be makread.
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
constant menace to young people
"Sock Hop” in the men’s gymnapleaded guilty to a charge of
Those breaking5 or more out only 12 times. The Scots ga\c ing the train trip to Benton
Mrs. Robert* W. Cavanaugh is
Henry Vander Bie and daugh- it is necessary that the youth of
sium, following an afternoon conleaving the scene of a personal of 25 Saturday in the regular him only 30 yards. Ron WetherHarbor for the Holland High- ter Gertrude from Graafschap the city take a definitestand on chairman of the year's program cert by the "Four Freshmen." She
injury accident and will return shoot are as follows:Roy Strengbce, other starting half, picked up Benton Harbor footballgame. The
and Mr. and Mrs. Mart Vander the problem of alcohol Plans are committee.An original poem, will head the homecoming parada
later for sentence. The charge holt, 21; Whitey Van Wieren, 20;
34 yards in nine tries.
‘‘Seek Growth,’’ written by Mrs. E.
Boosters Club is planningto pay Bie of Holland were Friday evenbeing made to aid those who arc
Saturdayafternoon and reign over»
involved an accident Oct. 2 on Sam Althuis. 19; Ken Vanden
V. Hartman, was read by Mrs.
part of the bands'
S’ expense.
ing
visitors
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
working on this proposal.
the football game with the Univer*'
Mercury Dr . in Grand Haven Brink, 19; Earl Cranmer. IJ;
A school bus from the Grape
Hildebrand, and there was an inMart Tubergen.
Other items of business included
sity of Toledo. Her final royal
township where Osborn’s car ran Henry Siersma, 16; Ken O’Meara,
Belt School district brought about
formal
discussion
of
Tulip
Time
A brother's and sister’s party reports on the film shown at
appearance will be at the Homeinto the rear of one driven by 16; Gerald Riemersma, 16; Bill 30 students to the Hope-Alma Waahazoo Teachers
was held at the home of Mr. and Trinity Reformed Church Sunday plans led by Mrs. Lawrence Wade. coming Dance Saturday night,
Roger J. Baldus, 21, Nunica. Wenzel, 16; Wallay Van Regon- game. High school groups have
Speak at PTA Meet
Mrs. John Posma last Friday evening and a report by the com- Other projectsalso were discussed. when Charlie Spivak's orchestra
Baldus’ wife received lacerations morter. 15; Stan Nichols. 15;
been encouraged to attend Hope
evening.
Attending were Mr. and mittee on deputation. The film, "I
and bruises. Osborn was picked Ralph Van Voorst, 15; Vern Kane, games and tour the campus, Dean
will play.
Introductionof new teachers and Mrs. John De Jonge of Vriesland,
up by sheriffsdeputies four miles 15; Chas DeJonge, 14; Bernie
Beheld His Glory," was shown to Bethlehem Chapter
of Men Milton Hinga said.
short talks by each teacher at Mr. and Mrs. Ben De Jonge of almost 275 young people.This was
from the scene.
Waterway, 14; Harold Waterway.
Dinner Meeting Held
Waukazoo School featured the first Grand Haven, Mrs. George De ^e first of several activities plan- Elects Officers
Lawrence L. Atwood, 32, Conk- 14; Arnie VandenBrink, 12; HarFred Spurgeon, long-time foot- Parent-T>achcrs
Association meet- Jonge of Zeeland and Mr. and
lin, pleaded guilty to a charge of
ned
by
the
CE
Union
for
the
old Door, 12; Gene Van Slooten, ball official, at the Hope-Alma ing held last Thursday at the
Election of officersfeatured the By Philathea Class
Mrs. Joe Huizenga from Beaverindecent exposure,and will re- 11; Don Ebels. 10; Chas DeJonge.
game as a spectator, was put to school. Newly-elected officers were dam Mr. and Mrs. William coming year. A hayride will be business meeting of Star of Bethturn later for sentence. The Sr. 10; R.D. Sheridan, 10; Gerrit
held Nov. 15 at Lakewood Stables.
A dinner at 6:30 Friday evening
work holding the down marker. in charge.
Hieftje could not attend because Committees were appointed and lehem Chapter No. 40, OES, opened activities for the monthly
alleged offense occurred March VerBurg. 9; Gene Denny 9;
Spurgeon came to Holland with
Thursday evening.Mrs. Gerrit
New teachers are Mrs. Gresha of illness.
24.
plans were made for the event.
meeting of the Philathea Class at
John Wise 9; Roger Vander two other officials who were callGlatz, worthy matron, presided.
Mrs. Ernest Schut and daughNorman L. Overway. 19. of 78 Meulen, 8: Jerry Dozeman, 8; ing the Hope game. The trio was Carleson. first and second grades:
Another meeting open to the
First MethodistChurch. The dinMrs. Darken De Hoeg. third and ter Patty spent Thursday with public will be the annual Christmas Elected were Mrs. Charles Van- ner was prepared and served by
East Ninth St. , Holland, who Howard Van Voorst, 7; Earl
slated to work a footballgame in fourth grades, and Miss Molly
dervecn,
worthy
matron;
Howard
her sister, Mrs. Maynard Vtfh Carol Sing, tentatively planned
pleaded guilty Aug. 6 to a charge Boeve, 7; Dewey Ferman, 7.
Grand Rapids Saturday night.
Hendricks,worthy patron; Mrs. Mrs. Bernice Sandahl and her comButtles, fifth and sixth grades. Noord in Jamestown.
of gross indecency, was placed on
the evening of Dec. 5 in Sixth
at tables decorated with tapRay Schipper, associate matron. mittee
Other teachers are Mrs. John
Mrs. James Posma was the
probation three years and requirers and bouquets of mums.
Mert Vander Lind and Bunk Kleinheksel. kindergarten teacher, guest of honor at a gatheringof Reformed Church.
George
Hemwall.
associatepatron;
ed to pay §5 a month oversight
Miss Nita Van Lente, deputation
Mrs. Lowell Blackburn, class
Van Ark. two Hope college half- and William Norlin, principal and several ladies at the home of her
Mrs. Thomas Longstreet, secrefees.
backs, didn’t see action in th*1 teacher of the seventh and eighth daughter,Mrs. Ted De Vries in chairman, reported that a program tary; Miss Margaret Murphy, president, was in charge of the
Admitted to Holland Hospital
Wells Penna, 18. of 23 East 26th
Hoj)e-Alma game. Both dressed grades. Die teachers spoke briefly Hudsonville Wednesday after- entitled ’The Wrong and the treasurer; Mrs. William Clark, meeting. Devotions were led by
St., Holland, stood mute and a Monday were Mrs. Harvey Johnbut were question marks following on what the children are expected noon. Included in the group were Right Way to Conduct a CF conductress, and Miss Vemice Mrs. Harry Olsen and a progrart\
plea of not guilty was entered son, 11 Van Dyke; Mrs. Martha
Meeting." is being planned All
was in charge of Mrs. Florence
Thursday’s workout.Vander Lind to learn during the school year.
Mrs. John Vande Poel. Mrs. Bert board members will take part in Olmstead, associate conductress.
in a bastardy case. The case was Langejans, 490 West 21st St;.
has a leg muscle injury and Van
Installationwill take place Vanden Berg.
Discussion was held on a sex Vande Poel, Mrs. Ed. Baron, Mrs. the program, to be given at all
Rosemary Vice, 180 Gordon St.;
referredto the November term.
Mrs. George Damson reviewed
Ark, a bruised kne*.
Saturday,
Oct. 23, at 8 p.m.
education film to be shown to both A. Brondyke and Mrs Preston CE meetings in churches /pf HolNelson Mulder, 27. Zeeland, Louanne Adkins, 2971 West 22nd
a portion of the book "Mothers
Mrs. Glatz reported on the
who was found guilty by an St.; Ivan Top, route 2, Hamilton; Wetherbee and Kuyers, Hope parents and children at Waukazoo Brunsell.
land and surrounding communities.
of America’’by Elizabeth Logan
year’s activities and projects.Her
Mrs. Jerome Schaap and Mrs.
School.
Ottawa Circuit Court jury last Mrs. Peter Yff, 1461 West 18th
The
Rev.
Ralph
Menning.
pastor
Davis, and Mrs. Jack Daniels enright half and fullback respectivemother,
Mrs.
Harlow
Burrows,
James Townsend, organization Jerome Alderink accompanied of Central Park Reformed Church,
April 22 of a bastardy charge, St.; Henry R. Mast, route 3. Zeely, played similar positionson the
who has been unable to attend tertained with vocal selections.
chairman of the Chippewa Boy by Mrs. Gary Alderink from
was ordered to pay $5 a week land; Mrs. John Sjoerdsma, 227
Zeeland High School team two Scout District, met with fathers of Hamilton suppliedspecial music was welcomed as new pastor coun meetings during the past year Miss Marion Shackson showed
dating back to the birth of the West 18th St.; Winifred Wyma,
selor to serve with the Rev. R.
colored slides of her trip to
years ago.
because of illness, was present.
11 boys of Waukazoo and made at the evening service at the Rechild Feb. 9. 1953, plus $1 a week 68 West Seventh St.; Harmon
Denekas of Calvary Church.
Europe.
It
was
announced
that
Grand
formed
church
last
Sunday.
plans to organize a Boy Scout troop
arrears. Motion for a new trial Marsh. Hamilton.
Gass officers are Mrs. BlackMrs. Ben Lemmen, mother
Chapter is conveningtoday, WedThe Ladies Aid of the Reform- the host, served refreshments.
was denied last Sept. 8. Mulder
Discharged Monday were Mrs. Slight Improvement Noted at the school. Another meeting has
burn, president;Mrs. Andrew
nesday and Thursday in the Civic
been set for Oct. 21 for the purpose ed church will .meet Thursday
had failed to appear for sentence Andrew Zylstra and baby, route
Smeenge, vice president;Miss ElFor Accident Victim
Auditorium,Grand Rapids. Mrs.
afternoon at the chapel. Mrs. John
of organizing committees.
Sept. 29 as ordered.
1, Zeeland; Ray E. Horn, 182 East
na Stocker, secretary; Miss Gara
Glatz will participatein the cerePosma and Mrs. G. Ohlman are Local Couple Honored
William Baker, Jr., 23, Grand 16th St.
McGellan, treasurer; Mrs. Edna
Slight improvement was reported
mony.
hostesses.
Hospitalbirths include a son.
Haven, who pleaded guilty Sept.
Dekker, assistant treasurer; Mis*
Monday in the condition of Janice 0 ARC Names Director
Attendance certificates were Marne Ewald, teacher, and Mr*.
Mr. and Mrs. George Sail from At AnniversaryParty
29 to a charge of breaking and Wayne Allen, born Tuesday to
Mokma, 17. of 74 East 18th St., who
presented to 15 members who had
Jenison were Sunday evening
entering in the night time, was Mr. and Mrs. Haney Hoffman,
To Michigan Board
Robert Gordon, Spirit of PhilaMr. and Mrs. Henry Jacobs
been present at 10 or more meetvisitors with Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
placed on probation 18 months 441 Riley St.; a daughter born was seriously injured in a two-car
684 Butternut Dr., were guests
thea.
At a meeting of Ottawa Associa- Bowman.
crash Friday night on US-31 three
ings during the year. Members
and ordered to pay $100 costs, $5 Tuesday to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
honor at a party given Saturday
miles north of Holland which claim- tion for Retarded Children ThursOn
Sunday
afternoon
Mr.
and
having
birthdays
or
anniversaries
a month oversight fees, leave Cook, 57 East 27th St.; a daughed the life of Warren Nykamp, 17. day evening at Beechwood School, Mrs. Mart Tubergen had as visit- evening by their children and duiing the past month were pre- Dr. Boersma Speaks
intoxicatingliquors alone, and not 4er, Mary Beth, born Tuesday to
Victor Van Oosterhout was elected ors. Mr. and Mrs. George Terp- grandchildren.The occasion was sented a cake with candles.
frequent places where sold. He has Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Tillema, of Holland.
directorto the state board of stra from Holland and Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Jacobs’ 32nd wedding Refreshmentswere served by the At Nurses Meeting
Miss
Mokma.
who
received
a
made restitutionfor three port- 609 Columbia Ave.
serious neck injury,was transfer- Michigan Association for Retarded Mrs. John Burkhart and Ronald anniversary, which occurred Oct. committee.
able radios allegedly taken from
Dr. Vernon Boersma addressed
red from Holland Hospital to Blod- Children.
Murdock of Grand Rapids.
•
the Jim Rogers Radio Shop in
the Ottawa District Nurses AssoThe
party was held at the home
Zeeland
Couple
Feted
Kenneth
Stickney,Coldwater repgett
Hospital
in
Grand
Rapids
a
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Huyser
Spring Lake township Sept. 27.
ciation at a meeting Monday evefew hours after the crash. Hospital resentative, reported on recent and children. Timmy and Mary of Mr. and Mrs. James Gemens, Two Motorists Given
Clifton Butler, 35, Grand Haven, On 48th Anniversary
ning at Zeeland City Hall. His topic
540 West 32nd St.
authorities
said
her
condition
is still gifts to the ColdwaterState Home spent the weekend in Indianawho pleaded guilty Sept. 29 to a
Tickets After Accident
was "The RH Factor in RelationFeature
of
the
evening
was
a
and
Training
School.
polis, Ind. with relatives.
A get-together was held in the fair.
charge of taking indecent liberssu
mock wedding. A gift was pre- Two motorists were issued
tick- ship to the Pre-Nataland Postrecreationprogram for reRuth Bareman, 17, route 2, who
ties with a seven-year-old girl, home of Mr. and Mrs. Abe Van
sented to the honored couple and ets Monday afternoon after their Natal Care of the Infant.”
tarded
children
is
being
held
each
received
five
broken
ribs
and
scalp
was placed on probation three Timmerman Monday evening in
Jaycees Planning 17 th
An interesting discussionfollowed
picture* were taken. A two-course cars collided at 13th St. and Colyears and was ordered to pay Allendale honoring the 48th anni- and chin lacerations,remained in Thursday afternoon at First Methohis informative talk.
lege Ave.
lunch was served.
dist
• Church. Mrs. Victor Van
good
condition
Monday
in
Holland
$5 a month oversightfees and versary of Mr. and Mrs. Harm
Annual Halloween Party
Peter Durkee, 19, of 54 East Miss Doris Wieskamp, president,
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
hospital.The other four occupants Oosterhout and Mrs. William
leave intoxicating liquors alone. Nienhuis.
conducted the meeting. Ways In
The’ 17th annual city-wide Hal- Gemens, Peggy and Jimmie; Mr. 15th St., was issued a ticket for
Unable to provide $500 bond, Games were played, and refresh- of the car including the driver. Roberts are leaders.
and Mrs. Kenneth Mulder, Terry failureto have his oar under con- which NationalNurse Week Is
A
county
recreation
program
for
John
Mulder,
17,
were
released
loween
party,
sponsored
by
the
Butler had oeen confined in the ments were served.
trol and Henry Spoelhof, 51, Lodi, being observedlocally were menInvited were Mr. and Mr*. from the hospital following treat- retarded childrenwho do not walk Holland Junior Chamber of Com- and Vernon; Mr. and Mrs. Jay H.
county jail.
Jacobs, Martha, Nancy, Judy and N.J., was given a summons for tioned. Plans for increasing the
is
underway.
Anyone
interested
is
merce,
will
be
held
Saturday
ment.
. Bernard Kovalski,21, Chicago, James Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs.
scholarship fund were discussed.
Meanwhile,sheriff’s officers con- asked to contact Mrs. Ernestine night. Oct. 30, at RivcrviewPark, Jay, Jr.; Mr. and Mrs. Jay driving without due caution.
pleaded guilty to charges of kit- Harold Nienhuis, Mr. and Mrs.
President Arthur Schwartz an- Scholten,Michael, Rodney and Durkee was northboundon Col- The district is sponsoring two
ing a $34 check to $134 which he Bert Kraal, Mr. and Mrs. Terry tinued their investigationinto the Wall, Box 450, Grand Haven.
David; Mr. and Mrs. James Mac- lege Ave. and Spoelhof was east- student nurses this year.
A panel discussionwas held with nounced today.
cashed at a Grand Haven bank Kraal, Mr. and Mrs. James Stoel, fatal crash and were busy today
Don Gilcrest,general chairman Kechnie, Henry and Kathy; Mr. bound on 13th St. Damage to the Several plan to attend the MichiSept. 15. Kovalski. who is AWOL Mr. and Mrs. John Lappenga, Mrs. obtaining statements from all per- Mrs. Arnold Meinel. Forest Koning
Durkee ’48 model car was es- gan State Nurses Association
from the U.S. Army, will re- Jack Beverwyk, and Miss Phyllis sons and witnesses involved in the and Mrs. Robert Clark participat-of this year’s event, said the and Mrs. Gerrit Boorman, and the
timated at $100, and to Spoelhof’
its vention in Detroit Nov. 1 throu
honored
guests.
evening’*
program
will
include
a
turn for sentence Oct. 18.
Nienhuis. Those not present were accident. Deputy Leonard Ver ing. Refreshmentswere served by
'51 model car at $150, police said. This marks the 50th anniversary of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Brinks of Zee- Schure said he will confer later Mrs. Russell Van Til and her costume parade, clowns, movies
nursing in Michigan.
Michigan familiesN owned $12,and refreshments.
jack-owith Ottawa Prosecutor James W. committee.
The model T Ford was the first land.
Ships float because they weigh
Refreshments were served by the
American car to be produced in
Ml and Mrs. Harm Nienhuis Bussard concerning possible The' next meeting will be held lantern contest and window 942.000,000 worth of life insurance less by volume than water.
Zeeland group.
at pe start of 1953.
painting
contest
also
are
planned.
Nov.
4
in
Allendale.
charges.
quantity with left-hand steering.
livtnn Zeeland.
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Audience Lauds Pianist
At 'Pre-Debut* Concert
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An

impressive preview of
Another "first"was Mr. KooiPianist Anthony Kooiker’i New ker’s presentation of Frederick
York debut was enjoyed by a Werle’s “Sonata Brevis L"
large audience Thursday night
The recital opened with Bach’s
when he performed at Hope "Toccata in G Major," "Paisacaglia" by Walter Piston and a
Memorial Chapel.
Mr. Kooiker,who is associate character piece, ‘The Cuckoo,"
professor of music at Hope Col- by Howard Swanson, the latter
lege and former accompanistfor two contemporary,compositions
the noted violinist, Albert Spald- written in classical form.
Especially appreciatedby the
ing, will make his debut at Town
Hall on Friday,* Nov. 26, at 8:30 attentive audience were the
p.m. His program Thursday night Johannes Brahms and Claude Dewas the same one he will play at bussy groups. The Brahms group

,

4

ym

m

ifek-

E*

Town Hall.
A brilliant young

included three lovely intermezzos,
musician who played by the artist with great
plays with technical finesse and feeling and technique, and a
Flat
emotionalsincerity,Mr. Kooiker livelier “Rhapsody in
gave a program that was not too Major"
familiar: nevertheless interesting The Debussy works included
Etudes, illustrating the
in its diversity.
A program highlight was the modern approach,and a highly
“unofficialfirst" performance of impressionistic “La terrase des
clair de lune,"
Four Preludes by John Lessard, audiences
Debussy’s
young American composer whose painting
works were commissionedby romantic musical pictures.
Climaxingthe recitalwere two
Hope College for Mr. Kooiker.
Lessard wrote the preludes early compositionsby Maurice Ravel,
this year in Rome, wehre he was both in the Spanish mood.
working on a Guggenheim fellow- The audience, recalled Mr.
ship. Modern in naturef,the pre- Kooiker for three encores with
ludes were concise and brief, and its approvingovations which in
not the usual melodic music dicate the young artist’s successYork
which the concert listeneris used ful introduction to
concert-goers.
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Hilton-Disselkoen Rites
ALLEGAN APPLE PRINCESS —

Pretty Helen
Kluck (seated) was crowned Apple Princess of
Allegan County at the 20th annual Fennville
High School Horticulture and Home Economics
Show in the school auditorium Thursday night.

Read

She was selected from a group of five girls
competing. Standing left to right are: Margaret Bishop, Allegan; LuAnn Bryant, Fennville;
Louise Sliwolski, Pullman, and Dixianna Crane,

Fennville.

(Sentinelphoto)

^
Attractive Brunet

Named

Allegan Apple Princess
M

THERE WERE FLEHTT OF SIDEWALK ENGINEERS
hand when the spin of the chapel of the sew Wtitwra
rheological Seminary was put into place a few days
ago. To plan the 50-foot tall spire, construction workers used a steel crane with a 35-footboom. On (op the

FENNVILLE (Special)-

Pretty
^Helen Kluck, appropriatelythe
daughter of a Fennvillefarmer who
grows apples, was named Apple
Princess of Allegan County as a
climax to the 20th annual Horticulture

and Home Economics Show

at Fennville High School auditor-

, ium Thursday night.
The comely, brown-eyed brunet,
was selected from a field of five
candidates.Helen, who is a receptionist at Crown Frame Co. on
nearby US-31, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Kluck of route

Fennville
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
The mild weather of the past
week has confused the regularity
of an Easter lily in the garden of
Mrs. ClarenceErlewcin. After its
regular blooming season last
spring the bulb was planted out
doors. Almost at once it started
growing, coming forth with four
blooms at Labor Day. Now in its
last fling, it has produced twe
mere blossoms.

w

i

spire is a 15-footcross of stainlesssteel over solid steel

Hamilton

welded to • qMpteee Her leet ftelew fte apes of the
spire. The three teee spire eveafeallpwill be covered
with while asphalt shingles which will not change
color. The spire lowers 155 led from the ground. It
wiH be Wuminafed at night.
(Penna-Sas photo)

Herb Magic Illustrated

(From Wednesday'sSentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Funckes
have returned from a motor trip to
Denver, Colo, and other places of
interesten route.
Members of Holland Tulip GarMr. and Mrs. Milton Boerigter den Club had a double treat in
Chib Programs.
announce the birth of a son, Tho- store for them at the opening meet2, Fennville.
Reports were by the secretary,
mas Kim, at Holland Hospital.
ing of the club on Thursday in treasurer,state highway beautificaWalter Hicks and daughter
NAMED DIRECTOR— W. A. Butler,
The '4’’ 18-year-old princess,
Rev.
Isac
Apol
of
the
Christian
Fellowship Hall of Third Reformed
editorand publisher ol The Holland
tion committeeand Mrs. R. A. De
was graduated from Fennville High Marlene, spent the weekend in DeReformed Church recently filled a Church.
Evening Sentinel, was elected to
Witt, junior garden club represenSchool in 1953 and was active in troit. Mrs. Hicks, who has been
preachingappointment in one of
Mrs. Mary Collin of Kalamazoo tative,who explained the project
4-H club work, girl's basketball visiting for 10 days with her membership Friday in the Amerithe churchesof the denomination presented a stimulatingtalk on
can 'Society ol Newspaper Editors
daughter and family, Mr. and
started at Lakeview School for
and cheerleading.
in Canada. A Calvin Seminary "Magic in Herbs" and Illustrated
Mrs. Thomas Farrell and infant at the semi annual board ol direcgrade school children to interest
She will compete with princesses
student
ministered
to
the
local
tors meeting in Louisville. Ky. Tea
daughter, returned home with
her discussionwith the actual fresh them in the planting of trees.
. from throughout the state at the
church.
new members were elected and /.
herbs which she raises, as well as
them.
Hostesses for the day were Mrs.
Nstate HorticulturalShow in Grand
Montgomery Curtis,directorof the
The Women’s Missionary Society the various assortment ef dried
H. Marsilje and Mrs. T. Fred
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Seymour
Wuis
Rapids early in December for the
American Press Instituteat Colof the local Reformed Church 'met
herbs that she also sells.
Coleman.
Those assisting at the
spent
the
weekend
at
Hart
with
title of Apple Queen of Michigan.
umbia University, was elected to
in regular session last Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. James La Verne Hilton
She explained that the Egyptian “sample table" were Mrs. R. A.
honorary membership lor distinOther contestantswere Dixianna their daughter and family, Mr.
(dc Vries photo) afternoon with Mrs. Henry
apothecaries 8000 year* B.C. used De Witt, Mrs. L. E. Towe and Mrs.
guished service to American jourCrane, 21, Fennville;Louise Sliwol- and Mrs. Vernon Hasty.
The wedding of Miss Sylvia edged cap. She carried a white Kempkcrs presiding. Program herbs for medicinal purposes and William Beebe.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
James
Luna
and
nalisms.
ski, 20, Pullman; Lu Ann Bryant,
arrangements
and
devotions
were
Mae Disselkoen, daughter of Mr. Bible with an orchid corsage.
for mummy preservations; the
19, Fennville, and Margaret 10 children east of the village, forHer attendant wore an ice blue in charge of Mrs. Ben Eding, Mrs.
merly
the
Frank
Franiak
place.
The
new
carpet
in the Methodist and Mrs. John Disselkoen of 12
Bishop, 17, Allegan.
E. A. Dangremond, Mrs. Peter Bible mentions the use of herbs
taffeta
gown
and
carried
a
in at least 14 books, and finally,
Burrell De Young of the high Mr. Luna has charge of all the mi- church was used for the first North Centennial,Zeeland, and colonial bouquet.
Rigterink,Mrs. William Ten Brink,
grant Mexican workers in this time Sunday as was the new com
herbs were brought to the United
school faculty, was master of cereJames
La
Verne Hilton, son of
Mrs.
Joe
Hagelskamp
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Dissclkoorf
wore
a
navy
community and areas to the south. munion rail for communion sermonies at the program and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. LaVernt Hilton of dross with navy and gray trim Ben Lohman. They had secured States on the Mayflower and still
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Dorrance vices. The carpet is bright red and
John Pattisonwas at the piano dur700 Sixth SL, Greenville, Mich., and Mrs. Hilton wore a black Mrs. N. Rozeboom of Kalamazoo grow like weeds throughout the
and daughter, Rosalie and Mr. a pleasing contrastto the new
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Screiber
ing judging of the contest. Dean
took place "ept. 17.
and white dress. They had red as guest speaker.She imperson- New England area.
and Mrs. Clark Hutchinsonwere blond chancel* furniture.The pashave returned from a trip around
There
are
many
legends
concernJohnson, playing a guitar, sang
The
double ring rites were per- rose
ated a Dutch Immigrant woman of
in East Lansing Sunday visiting tor, Rev. Garth £mith, was as
the lake and to Baudette, Minn.,
“My Secret Love."
formed in Third Christian Re- A reception for 75 guests was Canada in her new life in that ing the use of herbs and in this
their children Annette Dorrance sisled in the servicesby his brothwhere they visited with relatives.
Mayor A. H. Hogue crowned the
formed
Church
of Zeeland by Dr. held after the ceremony. Assist- country and the work of the modern world they are very riHich
and Clark Hutchinson, students. er Rev. Frederick Smith of Morley
Mr. and Mrs. George Robinson
^ queen. Judges were Floyd AUJ. H. Bruinooge in a setting of ing were Joyce Lorraine, Norma Reformed Church in assisting them in use, she said. Oris Root makes
Pastor Roger Mills of the Bible who had been here for the week' tough, Paw Paw correspondent for
ferns, candelabra and bouquets of Jean, Barbara Joyce and LaVerne to set up churches there. She was face powder cling; caraway is of Grand Rapids were visitors at
UndenominationalChurch was in end.
the Benton Harbor News-Palla- Homestead,Pa., last week supplywhite gladioli.Miss Marilyn De Disselkoen and Doris Schout. attired in Dutch costume. The Rev. has ip ingredient for medicinesto the home of Ada Werner WednesMrs. Ida Martin was in Kaladium, and A1 Bransdorfer and Dick
Jonge
was organistand Gordon Sylvan Disselkoen and Jo Ann Rozeboom family spent a couple relieve nausea; nasturtium oil re- day. Joe Werner is reported feeling a pulpit there. Mrs. Mills and mazoo last week with her daughCollins of The Sentinel.
Bcrkompas
was soloist.
Westenbroek served punch and of weeks in Canada last summer. lieves itching;lavender is used in ing fine. He is still at Philipsconson, Steven visited in the mean- ter, Mrs. Leon Rhodes. Mr. Rhodes
Displays were sold at an auction
In the wedding party were the Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Vugtevecn A hymn, “Whiter Than Snow,” was paint, varnish and lacquer; sage valescent home.
time with her parents, Mr. and submittedto major surgery Mon
after the program with Milo Vesper
bride’s sister-in-law,Mrs. Bern- arranged the gifts. The Rev. Wil- sung by Mrs. N. Van Heukelom, substitutesfor musk in manufacMrs. Ruth Boyce and three chilMrs. Lester Hendrick north of day.
ard Diekema, as matron of honor, son Rinker gave remarks and and Mrs. John Nyboer in the ture of perfumes;mint is used in dren are now living with Ada Weras auctioneer.'*
At the regular meeting
Bay City.
and Anthony Diekema as best prayer.
Display winners were : FFA
ner.
Holland language, the other mem- mouth washes, toothpaste.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles King left Bethel chapter, , O. E. S., held
Club; Harold Stanley, best bushel
For their wedding trip to bers joiningin the chorus. A busi- Any home gardener can have an Mrs. Anna Francis has moved in
Wednesday for a week’s stay at Tuesday evening, the following of- man. Little Marcia Lynn Diekema
of aples; Alfred Pshea, best Kep- Houston,Texas. They will visit ficers were elected: worthy ma- and Keith Disselkoen were minia- South Dakota, the bride wore
ness meeting followed the program herb garden in a 2 by 5 plot and with Mrs. Carrie Volz. Mrs. Volz
Pak tray of apples; Ralph Hollan- Dr. and Mrs. J. G. Burdick former- tron, Mrs. Mayne Keag; worthy ture bride and ring bearer. Bern- black and white two-piecedress and officerswere chosen for the grow all the herbs possiblyneeded is 93 years old and is in fairly
der, project d i s p 1 a y; Belknap ly of Fennville, and also attend patron, Frank Keag; associate ard Diekema and Arnold Dissel- and orchid corsage. They are now coming year, Mrs. Van Heukelom for culinary purposes, Mrs. Collin good health.
School, farm produce (rural the National DruggistsConvent- matron, Mrs. Jacqueline Johnson, koen were ushers.
at home at MO Clover Ave., Hol- was chosen as president; Mrs. said. Most herbs are perennials, Everett Vanden Brink announces
The bride, given in marriage land. Mrs. Hilton is employed at Kempkcrs. vice president; Mrs. but basil, dill and summer savory there will be a Bible study group
school); Peachbelt School, fruit.
ion. They plan to spend at least asociate .patron, Charles Collins;
Pshea gained permanent posses- six months in Texas. During their secretary Mrs. Marion Keag; trea- by her father, wore a gown of H. J. Heinz Co., and Mr Hilton Justin Schievink,secretary,and are annuals. They will grow in any at West Olive Church every Wedsion of the J. Biller Market Cup for absence their home will be occup- surer Mrs. Margaret Sheard; con- white slippersatin with net yoke, is a mason for Five Star Lumber Mrs. Ben Eding, treasurer. Social kind of soil, sun or shade and many nesday night at 7:30 for all wowinning the third consecutive time. ied by Mr. and Mrs. James Er- ductress, Mrs. Cora Landsburg; Chantilly lace bodice with long Co.
hostesses were Mrs. James Koops, of them can well be placed in men. He urges the women to be
The bride’s parents entertain- Mrs. John Bartels, Mrs. Ben flower arrangements.
there for an evening of Bible inCups, donated by merchants and lewein.
associate conductress, Mrs. Carol lace sleeves and lace overskirt
But, of course, the main purpose structionand fellowshipwith their
growers, were presented for the
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Arnold and Jonathas. Public installationwill with scalloped satin binding. Her ed at a rehearsal party and three Lohman and Mrs. John Smidt.
fingertip veil of illusion,edged pre-nuptial showers honored the
winning displays.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Walters took be held Oct. 19.
The Hamilton Discussion group, of herbs is to perk up the taste neighbors.
Beginning Tuesday, Oct. 12,
Howard Bryant, head of the agri- the Newaygo color tour Sundaj
including several farmers and buds and add to the pleasure of
Andrew De Geus has returned with lace, was held by a pearl bride.
culture department at Fennville and then visitedtheir cousins,Mr. home after several weeks spent
wives, held their September meet- eating. This, Mrs. Collin demon- there will be midweek meetings
.High, was in charge of the show and and Mrs. Charles Campbell in Allegan and Kalamazoo hospiing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. strated by preparing samples of for all the boys and girls at West
Local Hairdressers
« aiid selecteddisplaywinners.
at Hart.
tals.
Stanley Klein with John H. Albers herb butter, herb bouillon, herb Olive Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gable anpresiding. This being the annual potato salad, and hors d’oeuvres
Last
See Latest Coiffures
arranged attractivelyon a table nounce the birth of a daughter,
business
meeting,
officers
elected
V-..V !&•
were: Mr. Albers, chairman; Don with a brown cloth, turquoise and Donald Jean. Mrs. Gable’s sister
Holland Unit of Michigan National Hairdressersand CosmetoLohman, discussion loader; Ben brown tureens, with an eye-catch- and brother-in-law and (our chilat
logists Association met Tuesday
Eding, minute man; John Tien, ing arrangement of vegetables as dren were visiting them. They are
evening in the Centennial Room
vice chairman; Mrs. Fred JBillet, a centerpiece, executed by Mrs from the state of Washington.
ZEELAND (Specal) — Zeeland Blue Cross secretary; Mrst John Fred W. Stanton.
Mrs. Gifford of Robinson is
of the Warm Friend Tavern.
Bon Ton won the girl’s champion- Albers, women’s committee memteaching
at West Olive school.
Mrs.
Collin
brought
out
the
InterGuest artists for the evening
were Peggy White and Larry ship and Zutphen the Class C ber; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Billet and esting fact that herbs are so bene- There are 43 children enrolled.
title to wind up the Zeeland soft- Mrs. Ben Eding, sunshine commit- ficial to people on a salt-freeor
Donald Poiich is attending
Stoudt of Muskegon. They are
ball tournament Tuesday night tee, and Mr. and Mrs. John sugar-freediet. They give pep and Michigan State College at East
members of the Michigan Coifat Legion Field. The Bon Ton win Klingenberg, roster committee.
zest to many foods that can other- Lansing. May Ann Prelesnik is atfure Group and styled the
was over Drenthe. 2-0, while Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Koop and wise be dull and drab to dieters. tending Western College at Kala“Americano” coiffure as well as
Zutphen shutout Grandville First childrenwere supper guests in the She gave several recipes from mazoo.
the latest trends with Spansih
Reformed on a no-hitter by Le- home of the former’s parents in her cook book, known from coast
Mr. and Mrs. George Maschewinfluence and Egyptian reminiRoy Brower, 3-0.
to coast, suggesteda number of ske arrived from Germany last
Holland last Sunday.
scences.
week. Mrs. Maschewske is a native
Holland unit Includes hair- In the girl's game, Zeeland Mrs. Robert Van Den Belt of herbs to grow easily In your own of Germany. They were married
scored both runs in the first inn- Holland was guest soloist at the garden and ended her lecture with
dressers from Zeeland, Fennville,
ing after two were out. Wilma evening service of the local Re- the method for drying your own there about four months ago. They
Saugatuck and Glenn.
Meyer walked and successive formed Church on Sunday. The herbs. To do this successfully,cut are making their home with his
doubles by Arkie Vander Kolk Senior Christian Endeavor service the herbs in the early morning and folks Mr. and Mrs. William MasFrank Feikema Feted
and Holwerda produced the runs. was in charge of Eleanor Schievink wash them thoroughly.Shake them chewske, Sr.
Residents of this community are
Vander Kolk was the winning and Howard Van Dyke, studying as dry as possible and lay them on
On 80th Birthday
pitcher giving up three hits and the topic, “Radio Program— Why a cookie sheet. Place in the oven now enjoying two improvements.
A microphone has been installed
Frank Feikema of 305 East striking out 11. Babe Brinks was Pray Anyway.” Headers in the with the heat on as low as 125
at the local church so mothers
Seventh St., who observed his the losing pitcher, allowing five Junior High C.E. service were degrees and leave the oven door
with
small children can hear the
open
at
the
broiler
stop
for
four
hits,
while
sister
Pat
Brinks
was
Lloyd
Hoffman
and
Arthur
Hoff80th birthday anniversaryMonservicein their cars in the church
day, was honored Saturday even- the top Drenthe hitter with a man with Patsy Lugten serving as hours, approximately. Herbc dried
this way will not lose their natural yard. At 9:30 Sunday mornings,
pianist.
ing when several of his -children single and a double.
hymns are broadcast, and again
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brink and green color.
gathered to celebratethe occasion. ’ In pitching the no hitter,
A two-course lunch was served Brower struck out 13 men. His daughter have returned from a At the business meeting preced- at 7 p.m.
Croswell St and 114th Ave. past
and gifts were presentedto the battery mate, Les Nyenhuis,took motor tour through the eastern ing the lecture,Mrs. Harold Van
Tongeren, president,announced Stones to the church has been
guest of honor.
hitting honors with three for states.
Among the children present three. A1 Schutt, losing pitcher, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Sweden that there will be a tour of Mrs. blacktopped.
New home are being built in the
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Teitsma, struck out 10 Zutphen batters and daughter Eva of Florida,have W. C. Ingerson’schrysanthemum
been guests in the home of their garden at 15 Union Ave., Battle community by Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian De Kraker, and gave up six hits.
Mr. and Mrs Harry Weaver of
Zutphen scored one run in the mother and grandmother, Mrs. Creek, on Oct 21 at 1 p.m. It was Theron Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
suggested that members wishing to Chelean,Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Holland and Mr. and Mrs. James fourth inning and two in the Jennie Momparens.
Douma of Grand Rapids. Also sixth frame. Nyenhuis, Junior Mr. and Mrs. Alvin StrabMng see this outstanding garden make Ebel and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ebel
present were his grandchildren, Oukema and Owen Oukema were and sons, Ronald and Kenneth,of up their own groups.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Ver Beek responsible for the runs. Grand- Holland were Sunday dinner guests Mrs. Van Tongeren reminded
and daughter, Joann and Judy.
ville was defending class C cham- of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lugten and club members of the next meeting
i RECEIVE MERIT BADGES Six Troop 35 Boy Scout*
som* a Star Scent. The group all bold tbs First Gass
Nov. 11, which is “Flower Arrangsons.
pion.
[/ received merit bodfM at a ractot court ol honor. The
rank. Pictured left to right, are front row.* Edward MarLOANS
LOANS
President James Monroe was
Several ydung people of the local ing for Christmas and Thanksgiv*LOANS
merit badges were earned by tb* scout* at summer
stile. Tom Marsllje and Bobert Chambers. Back row*
$25 to J500
the last man In public life in the
The poet Alfred Lord Tenny- Christian Reformed Church at- ing” by Mrs. Esther Wheeler, who
camp. These badges will help youths qualify for th*
Richard Dlrkrn. Robert NJcoi and Marty Van Dyke,
Holland Loan Association
United States to wear knee trous- son once used the literary pseu- tended the Young Calvinistsrally is considered “tops” in her field,
Star Scoot rook. Ffv* merit badges art needed I* boers.
10 Wat 8th Street, Holland
and much is demand for Garden
donym of “Alcibiades.” Jheld at Holland Civia Center.

For Local Garden Club
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Merchants’

14, 1954

UolhiL

Hany Arraigned

Group

Av*. Mr. Brown is employed by
Baker Furniture Co.
Daffynitionsfrom the Pontiao
Press:

It’s only October, but already
Mother: A person who hopes her
Harold J. Karsten, the efficient guy son will get a wife as good as his
»
who manager those well-run Tulip father

In Wood’s Court

Reorganizes Here;

did.

More than a dozen persons

ap-

Time band

Middle Age: When we

reflect

on

reviews, has received
peared In Justice C. C. Wood’s two applicationsfor the 1955 band the time when we thought we knew
everything. ^
court during the past week to bg review at Riverview Park. Karsten
Antiques: Articles usually colarraigned on various charges, most said it’s the earliest he ever re- lected by women, as men seem tp
ceived applications.Both, incidenof them involving traffic.
prefer the younger things.
Robert Ralph Ryno, Wayland, tally, are from schools which have
paid fine and costs of $39.90 on a not entered the band review be-

Seek Dues System
Holland Retail Merchants’ Associationis undergoinga reorgan
ization which will be financed by
annual dues assessed according to

charge of possessing and transport- fore.
Oh well, Tulip Time is closer than
ing beer in a car by a person under 21 years of age. The alleged you think.
offense occurredThursday in Zeeup.
land Township. The arrest was An operating table at Holland
Jack Plewes, new president of
by sheriff's officers.
Hospital has provided the setting of
the organization,outlined plans at
Earl Cranmer, of 140 Coolidge plenty of operations the past 25
a meeting here Monday. The
Ave., paid fine and costs of $17.90 years, but this time we were
Myrle M. Spahr & wife to^
on a charge of shooting ducks be- treated to a sight in which the
organization has set up a goal of
Martha V. Nessen Pt. Gov. Lot 9
fore
the
legal
time.
The
alleged
operating table was being operated
RFC. JOHN It VANDE LUYSTER.
$5,000 to finance its program for
9-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
offense occurred Oct. 1 in Holland upon.
son 0/ Mr. and Mrs. Cyras Vends
the year.
Henry D. Dekker & wife to
Township.
The
arrest
was
by
a
conIt
seems
the
hydraulic
mechanluystor. 144 Dartmouth Rdw is now
Plewes’ fivepoint program folLeslie G. Hall & wife. Lot 58,
servation officer.
jfalJontd in Kona following It
ism was faulty and the table had a
lows:
Others appearing were Richard tendency to drop down by degrees. 59, 60 Schileman's Add. Twp. Holdays on III* Pacific during which
1. Provide Christmas street
be encountered typhoons with A. Bolt, Grand Rapids, speeding 70 So a couple of maintenancemen, land.
lighting,decorations and promote
Harry Venema & wife to John
winds ranging up to 90 miles per
miles in a 35-mile zone on Ottawa Albert Johnson and Adrian *(Ed)
activities.
P. Roels
wife Pt. Blk 9
hour
and
wares
40
ftsl high.
Beach
Rd.
in
Park
Township,
$27;
De Groot, took the base to the Howard’s Add. Twp. Holland.
2. Provide well planned sales
Voiunlooring for the draft in DecCornelius L. Priem, route 2, no parking lot behind the hospitaland
promotions and other activities
Ella M. Boyle to John L. De
ember 1953. he was Inducted Into
operator’slicense, New Holland drained the fluid. They found the
such as clearance sales, Farmers’
Young & wife Lot 4 Grand Forest
the Army Ian. 5. 1954 and took bis
Rd. in Holland Township, $8.90; leather valves were worn, and reDay, Tulip Time float, new signs
Resort Sub. Twp. Grand Haven.
basic training at Fort Knox. fy.
Ralph Baker, Saugatuck, no license placements were not availablefrom
on highways bypassing the city to
Raymond Laird & wife to Harry
He was graduatedfrom lank school
on
truck,
M-21
Zeeland
Township,
the firm that no longer manufacinvite travelers to the downtown alter 10 weeks. later being proA. Kraus et al Pt. Sec. 19 City
$14.40; Leroy W. Crouch, Eming- tures that particularline.
business district, inform citizens
moted to tank commander. He reof Grand Haven.
ton, 111., speeding55 in 45-mile
Necessity is the mother of invenof the importance of the share of
mained at Fort Knox until Sept. 1
Arenda Lam et al to Dick
zone, M-21 in Georgetown Town- tion. The two men found some
taxes paid by the downtoun diswhen he was transferred to Fort
Arens & wife Lot 51 Rutger's
ship. $10.
some
valves
for
waterpumps
at
a
trict.
Lewis. Wash., lor a lew days beAdd. Central Park, Twp. Park.
Agnes Russell, 66 East 32nd St. local supply house that served
3. Promote adequate downtown
fore leaving Sept. 3 lor orerseas
Gerrit D. _ Dykstra & wife to
assured clear distance, 32nd and excellently.
parking and work with City Counassignment.His address Is Pic.
First National Bank Holland Pt^
Graafschap
Rd.,
Holland
Township,
cil in securing space and seeing
55442639 C. Co. 73rd Medium Tank
Gov. Lot 2 20-5-15 Twp. Holland.
$12; Harvey J. Aalderink, 218 ReiIt's a famous week we’ve lived
Battalion A.P.O. 7. c/o Postmaster,
that the parking meter fund is
sail aboard the ~PlpI-Quaw",a boat that Gffietfmade
Dale V. Van Slooton & wife to
HIS LIFTS DREAM — /fan GUItff and hit dog. Buddy,
mink Rd., speeding 45 in 25-mile through. Besides National News- Joseph J. Koslow et al Lot 75
San Francisco, Call!.
by himself in bis span time. The ressel was launched
wisely spent
will start "lust as soon as possible''on a cruise Ihaf he
zone, Pine Ave., Holland, $17; Ken- paper Week, it's Fire Prevention
in Holland early In September. (Sentinel photo)
4. Guard against further unfair
Essenburg Sub. No. 3 Twp. Holhas teen dreaming about sloe* childhood. They will
neth J. Rausch, Grand Rapids, im- Week, and guess what— also Natrade practices.
land.
proper
passing,
M-21
in
Zeeland
tional Letter Writing Week.
5. Provide assistance and inforGerrit K. Van Den Berg A
Township, $12; Gerald B. Kooistra, The latter is a promotionof the
mation on city planning.
Rites
wife to Elton J. Corporon & wife
Grand Rapids, reckless driving, Post Office department,focusing Lots 12 13 G.K. Van Den Berg
Under the reorganized program,
M-21 in Zeeland Township,$27.
attentionto the various services in Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
merchants will continue as a diviJack Farmer, Otsego, possessing air mail, first class letters, registry D. Royce Edgerly
sion of the Chamber of Commerce
wife to
alcoholicbeveragein car by minor service and money orders.
but will operate their own finHarry Lanting & wife Lots 15,
under 21, Byron Center Rd., Zeeancial program. Plewes said a
16, 21, 22 Edgeworth Sub Twp.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
land Township, $29.90;Minard De
IncidentallyThe Sentinel’snews- Georgetown.
minimum of $3,000 is necessary to
MUSKEGON -Holland’sWind- assure initial success of the Funeral sendees for Charles H. Vries, of 519 West 21st St., deposit paper display at the Holland Public Harvey G. Palmbos & wife to
Ever since he was a boy, Jim
mill chorus, 1953 state champions, program. In the event the $3,000
garbage on 'highway, Van Buren Library has been attractinglots of Elmer Hulst & wife Pt. W4 SEi
Slant, 71, retired Keller Tool Co.
Gillett has wanted to sail. Now
finishedsecond to the Great Lakes is not collected in time for
St., Olive Township,$9.90; Marvin attention,and Librarian Hazel
33-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
salesman who died unexpectedly Russcher, route 3. stop sign. M-21
at the age of 60. he will soon
chorus of Grand Rapids in compe- Christmas decorations,dues reHayes has been busy all week deDonald E, Bennett & wife to
realize his ambition.
tition here during the weekend to ceived will be refundedto contri- Saturday, were held from the and 88th Ave., Zeeland Township, scribing the various operations in
Russell F. Smith & wife Pt. Lot
select the top barbershopchorus buting members and the entire Kammeraad Funeral home Tues- $5; Bobbie Kellar, 271 East 11th producing a newspaper.
retired building contractor
7 J. Potter Hart’s Sub. Twp.
Admitted to Holland Hospital in Michigan.
day at
p.m. Burial was in St., right of way, M-21 and US-31, Perhaps the secret of the popu- Spring Lake.
program will be called off.
from Eaton Rapids, Gillett launchFriday were Mrs. George Jacobs,
The Holland chorus competed About 25 merchants attended Lake Forest cemetery.
Holland j’ownship, $12.
larity of the display was the fact
Elsie C. White to Robert C
ed his home-built boat, the Pipithat people might handle any and Caldwell & wife Pt. Lot 3 19-8-16F
Slant, who made his home in
Quaw (Indian for Little Hawk) 109 West 30th St.; Mrs. Beatrice Saturday afternoon.
the meeting.
Third place at the annual conall hems, and. these included wire City of Grand Haven.
Ludington,was id Grand Haven Coin Plank Operation
In Holland early in September.
Allen, 58 West Ninth St.; Mrs. Neal
vention of the state chapter of
copy, mats, castings,teletypeFriday night to attend a Keller's
Gillett says that sailing the Huskey, route 3.
Flory Van Schaik & wife to
the Society for the Preservation
writer tape, cuts, plastics, tele- Ivan V. Fosheim & wife Pt. Lot
Old-TimersParty at Spring Lake Scheduled Two Days
vessel may become his life work.
Discharged Friday were Mrs. and Encouragementof Barberphotos, type and photographs. Be- 1 Blk 1 Cutler & Sheldon's Add.
Country Club. He was stricken
He began building it 14 years
A coin plank will be operated by sides that, they could turn the Grand Haven.
about 11:30 p.m. and died at 1:10
ago in the basement of his bam, Justin Dubbink and baby, 455 Cen- shop Quartet Singing in America,
a.m. Saturday.He was born in the Junior Chamber of Commerce pages of a big three-months file of
but the
interrupted his tral Ave.; Hessel Yskes, 564 West went to the Muskegon Port City
Earl Wilson & wife to Allen
Baltimore, Md, and during World Friday and Saturday in front of The Sentinel. The library has a Van Oordt Jr. & wife Pt. Lots 13,
schedule and he did not finish it 21st St.; Bonnie Van Dyke, 166 East chorus.
In
The winning Grand Rapids
War I was a riveterin an eastern Hansen’* drug Store to raise funds full set of newspaper files, but no 14 Blk 2 Borck’s Plat No. 1 Twp.
until this year.
26th St.; Mrs. Gene Beukema and
chorus
will
represent
Michigan
at
shipyardwhere he won a cham- for the 17th annual city-wide Hal room to keep them in the reading Grand Haven.
The Pipi-QUaw Is a 24-foot, baby, 401 Fourth Ave.; David FairGRAND HAVEN (Special)
pion riveter citation from U.S. loween party which will be staged room.
four-ton sloop equipped with 4 16 banks, 141 East 39th St.; Mrs. the national contest at Miami
Charles M. Harris & wife to
Roy Dunn, 31, also known as Ray Navy Secretary Josephus Daniels. Saturday, Oct. 30, in Riverview The only thing the people couldn’t
horsepower auxiliary engine as Merle De Feyter, 342 West 32nd next June.
William C. DeRoo & wife Pt. Lots
A quartet from Detroit,the Dunns, of 163 Manley Ave., Hol- He was then sent around the park. Clayton Ter Haar is
well as nylon sails. She has a St.; Mrs. Joe De Vries, 241 East
touch and handle was a microfilm 6, 7 Blk 58 City of Holland.
land, pleaded guilty when he was country to other shipyards to charge of fund raising.
fiberglass coated hull for good 14th St.; Mrs. Jacob Klomparens, Pitch Blendaires, was chosen the
of the same three months, a little
George Van Klompenberg &
SPEBSQSA’s top quartet in Mich- arraignedin Circut Court Mon- demonstrate riveting techniques
Other chairmen are Don Gil- reel which could be held in one wife to Fred Koetsier & wife Lot
water-proofing In case Gillett 387 West 17th St.
igan while the Onchords of Sag- day on a charge of drunk drivHe was a member of North crest, general chairman; Don hand, whereas even a husky per- 73 Bouws Sub. No. 1 Twp. Holruns Into rough weather.
Admitted Saturday were Ruth
He has no definite plans but Baremen, route 2; Mary Damson, inaw finished second and the Aire- ing. second offense.. He will re- Ottawa Rod and Gun Club, the Ladewig,pack-o-lantemand win- son finds the big file cumbersome. land.
turn for dispositionOct. 18. Dunn
tonics of Muskegon were third.
dow painting contests; Paul De On microfilm, a single newspaper Grace Chiirch of Holland to
will leave Holland as soon as
Elks and Eagles lodges.
595 Creston Dr.; Mrs. Mildred MepJunior champion quartet was was arrested Aug. 8 after his car
possible and head for the Gulf pelink, 640 Plnecrest Dr.; Mrs.
Surviving are the wife, Emma, Kok, costume parade contest;
page is only about a square inch.
John Franzburg et al Pt. Lot 2
of Mexico and
weather John Ten Brink, 232 Wesf 13th St.; the Solitairesof Bay City while collided with ong driven by Mrs. who resides in Richmond, Va. Dyk and Andrew Naber, enter
Mrs! Hayes despaired of keeping Blk 39 City of Holland.
from Chicago about Nov. 1. He is Floyd Fitts, 400 Columbia Ave.; the Treblemakersof Detroit cop- Fannie Van Dyke, of 662 South five sons, William of New Haven tainment; Ed Boer and Avery the display neatly in order. Sentinel Marvin Wynsma et al to Hervague about further ports but Harold Lake, 428 Harrison Ave.; ped top honors in the novice di- Shore Dr. on North River Ave. Conn., Edward of Wellington Baker, park and refreshments personnel reassured her. “Keep it man Groenevold& wife. Pt. W|
His previous offense under the Delu Charles H. Jr., of Birming- Ken Kooiker and Tom Lievensc
vision.
wants .to visit Florida, the Kathy Lynn Olthoff, route 4.
messed up— it looks like a news- NEi 26-7-14 Twp. Allendale. .J
name of Ray Dunns occurred ham, Ala., was was to arrive
awards.
Bahamas and Cuba and he doesn’t Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
Adm. Est. Peter DeJonge. Decf
paper office then.’’
June 7, 1953, in Holland.
care how long the trip takes.
Grand Haven tonight to attend
to Thomas Porter Whitsitt &
Mary E. Ter Vree, 272 Washington; Mail Train Delayed
Norman A. Zimmerman, 47, of the funeral, John of California
Gillett will remove his mast as
Four members of a high school wife Lots 32, & pt. 3? SchilleMrs. Eva C. Hardie, 199 West 10th
97 West 12th St., waived the and Bob of New York City; three Wesf Shore Completes Job
soon as possiblefor the trip down
class of the later 1920's found them- man’s Add. Twp. Holland.
St.; Mrs. Neal Huskey, route 3; By Record Rainfall
West Shore Con
reading of the information, stood
to Chicago. This part of the
daughters, Mrs. E. T. Johnson LANSING
Frances S. Kieft to Ralph Edselves waiting together in Dr. H.
Dennis L. Aalderink, 278 Riemink
structionCo. of Zeeland has com
mute and a plea of not guilty was and Mrs. Julian Broughton
cruise will be a test for his motor
Chicago's record rainfall Sunday
G. De Vries’ office a few days ago. ward Potter & wife Lot 15 Blk
Rd.; Mrs. Herman De Vries and
entered
a morals charge. Richmond, Va., and Mrs. Marjorie pleted work on a $29,355 project
and help him to get the feel of
forced a delay in the mail train
Borck’s Plat No. 1 Twp. Grand
baby, route 4; Mrs. Robert Crane
Zimmerman had previously waiv- McMillan of Providence, R.I.; two that includes 3.5 miles of 20-foot- They were Dr. Bill and Dr. John
the craft.
scheduled to Holland at 4:30 a.m.
Winter, Herman Bos and Margaret Haven.
and baby, route 1, Fennville; Mrs.
ed
examination
and
later
demandwide
bituminous
aggregate
surfacSo far, Gillett has only one
Monday. The train finally entered
sisters and
brother all in
Van Vyven. Herk De Vries also Bernie J. Lemmen & wife to
George Jacobs, 109 West 30th St.;
ed it Bond of $5,000 was not
ing on route 57 from Hopkins westcrew member, his dog Buddy, who
the city at 7:45 a.m.
Maryland,
and
11
grandchildren.
was
a member of the class. There Howard J. Schaubel & wife PL
Mary Damron, 595 Cjeston Dr.
furnished.Trial date was not set,
erly in Allegan County.
enjoys Baling and fishing.As for
Post office officials said the mail
was
some
good-natured chitchatall Lot 2 28-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
Admitted
Sunday
were
Mrs. Harpending result of a lie detector
Mrs. Gillett,she has helped in
Adrian Hubert Pelgrim & wife
was
unloaded quickly and the maaround.
One
was even contemplatvey Bruischart, route 1, Zeeland;
test.
getting the vessel seawprthy but
jority of it distributedto carriers
to John P. Roels & wife Pt. Lot
ing trifocals.
Randall
Lee
Pieman,
127H
West
diaries
Westra,
19,
Grand
Raphasn’t made up her mind yet
7 Village of Cedar Swamp, Twp.
before they left on their routes.
20th St.; Mrs. George Boynton, 235
ids, pleaded not guilty to a charge
about raking the voyage.
Holland escaped the brunt of the
Holland.
Maurie
Overway
was
looking
EaslLNinth St.
of negligent homicide. Trial date
John Geerlings& wife to Al- t
over some used cars in a local lot
Discharged Supday were Mrs. storm but still registered .34 will be set later today. The
len
W. Shaw & wife Lot ll,
inches
of rain from Saturday afterthe
other
day.
He
had
driven
up
In
Holland Reserves Lose
Fred Meppelink, Jr., 640 Pinecrest
charge resulted from an accidwith his brother. Garry, who park- Kymer-Elhart Sub. Twp. Park.
Dr.; Mrs. John Macqueen and noon until Sunday afternoon with dent last May 20 in Tallmadge
To Catholic In Rain
an additional .49 inches recorded
ed his car at the curb. In the
baby, 205 West Ninth St.; Harold
Township claiming the life of
ZEELAND (Special) -Four difrom Sunday night until Monday
course of events, the salesman Divorce Granted
Lake,
428^
Harrison
Ave.;
Mrs.
Mrs.
Raymond
Fish,
18,
Grand
visions
of
the
Zeoland
Community
Holland High’s reserves lost
morning.
tried to sell Maurie his brother's
Elmer
Vande
Wege
and
baby,
138
Chest drive started collecting
Rapids.
A divorce decree was granted
26-7 decision to the Grand Rapids
car.
West
20th
St.;
Mrs.
Leon
Streur
Simon
Gaitan.
18,
and
his
funds
Monday.
G.
Allen,
general
in Ottawa CircOit £ourt Monday
Catholic Central seconds Monday
Is this a variation of buying your
brother, Julian, 17, of 63 West chairman, announcedcollections
morning to Emerson Leeuw of
afternoon at Riverview Park. The and baby, route 1; Mrs. Paul Boven Track, Car Collide
own shoes at the shoe store?
Zeeland from Marjorie Ann Leeuw
ghme was played in a steady and baby, 37 West 21st St.; Mrs. A truck-car collision Saturday First St.. Holland,waived the were initiated in the industrial,
Daniel Meyer and baby, route 3; afternoon at 21st St. and Wash- reading of the informationand professional,outside corporations
now lives in Holland.
downpour.
It's Newcomer time again and Custody of the two minor chilMoving hard and fast on the Mrs. Barry Bailey and baby, 300Vj ington Ave. resulted in a ticket pleaded guilty to a charge of and retail divisions. Collections
City Hostess Huldah Bequette has dren was awarded the mother.
ground, the Cougar cubs scored West 16th St.; Mrs. Robert West to Virginia Wright, 20, of 296 statutory rape involving a 15- will continue throughout the week.
called on several newcomers.
The quota for Zeeland this year
four tim's on runs of five, 15, 40 and baby, 415 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Lakeshore Dr., Tor driving with- year-old girl. They will return for
Newcomers during September indisposition
Oct.
18.
has
been
upped
$50
to
$8,950.
One
and 60 yards. Coach Bill Hinga Jack Kuipers, route 1.
out a operator’s license. Miss
cluded two ministers.The Rev. and
Angel
Roberto
Pagin
Rios.
28,
Hospital
births
include
a
son,
new
agency,
the
Muskegon
Child
of Holland reported Catholic made
Wright was westbound on 21st St.
Mrs. J. Herbert Brink and three
Philip James, bom Friday to the and Marvin Velderman, 18, Zee- of 13 West McKinley St., Zee- Guidance clinic, has been added.
six runs of 20 yards or better.
children of Grand Rapids have
AMBULANCE SERVICE
land,
also
charged
with
the
same
Rev.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Zylstra,
House-to-house
canvassing
will
Displeasedwith the defensive
land, southbound on Washington
moved into the parsonageof the
daughter, Ave. when the vehicles collided. offense, will appear next Monday begin Monday, Oct. 18. District
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
showing made by Holland, Hinga route 1/ 'Zeeland;
Sixteenth Street Christian Reform29 East
Phon« 3693
indicated most of the gains were Michelle Anne, born Friday to Mr. Damage to the two vehicles was to allow time to consult counsel. leaders will pick up supplies at a
ed Church at 172 West 16th St. The
He previously had appeared in kickoff meeting later this week.
made off tackles and around the and Mrs. Jphn Macqueen, 205 West estimated at $250, police said.
Gilbert Vande Water, Mgr.
Rev. and Mrs. James A. McCallam
court on a non-supportcharge. The overall drive will be conends. Rog Ramsey, local quarter- Ninth St.; a daughter, Sally Bea,
Douglas McKay
and four children of Grand Rapids
John
Gulyban.
Jr., 22, route 1, cluded Oct. 24.
bom
Saturtlay
to
Dr.
and
Mrs.
back. made a majority of tackles
Secretary of Interior
have moved into a home at 246
Spring Lake, also charged with
William Wistrate, Jr., 50 East 10th
Don Kooiman is Zeeland chest
in the Holland secondary.
West 33rd St. Rev. McCallam is
statutory
rape
involving
a
15- president while Bruce De Pree is
St.;
a
son,
Mark
Craig,
bom
SaturThe little Dutch were handicapHELP US FINISH THE JOB! «
with the Protestant
year-old girl, pleaded guilty and managing secretary.
i
ped by not being able to pass. The day to Mr, and Mrs. Earl Havewill return for sentence Oct. 18.
Church.
Official
lone score came in a line smash by man. 264 Lincoln; a daughter bbm
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander M.
In November
Ronald C. Ware. 26, and Birdell
Wes Kuyers from four yards out. Saturday 'to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
of 1952, you deIsaac Carr, 36, both of Ferrys- Hadsonville Arranges
Chabe of Benton Harbor have purKuipers, route 1.
The halftime score was 13-7.
cided you had
burg, both pleaded guilty to Annual Homecoming
chased a home at 147 East 16th St.
A son. Steven Lee, born Saturday
hod more than
Oct.
charges
of
breaking
and
enterHe
is
a
teacher
with
the
Ottawa
to Mr. and Mrs. William Donahue,
enough:
ing in the nighttime,and will
County Board of Education. The
HUDSON VILLE (Special)
123 Vander Veen Ave.; a son, Thoreturn Oct. 18 for sentence. The The sixth annual homecoming of
Douglas McKay, secretary of the Chabes have a son 20 months old.
mas James, bom Sunday to Mr.
Of the Trupair allegedly broke into a hard- HudsonvilleHigh School will be Department of Interior,will visit
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Donand Mrs. Claude Holcomb, Jr., 328
man New Deal’s
ware store in Grand Haven Sept. held Friday.
Holland Thursday, Oct. 21, and will ahue and their three-year-oldson
waste, inefficiCollege Ave.; a son, Garry Jon,
27, and took a cash register conency, ond corThe Alumni banquet is schedul- address an assembly in Hope of Hammond, Ind., have moved to
born Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Gerruption;
taining some change.
ed for 6 p.m. in Hudsonville High Memorial Chapel at 11 a.m. and 123 Vander Veen. Mr. Donahue is
rit Heetderks, route 6; a son bom
School auditorium.The football a joint service club luncheon for assistant manager of the Kresge
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Melbourne
Of a foreign
game between Zeeland and Hud- Holland and Zeeland service clubs Co.
Bamaby, 295 West 20th St.; a son.
Horizonette Girls Have
policy which got us into ond kept
Mr. and Mrs. Michael C. Beaudry US' in a losing war;
sonville High Schools will begin at noon in Durfee Hall.
Thomas, bom today to Mr. and
Organizational Meeting
at 8 p.m. at Hudsonville school Secretary McKay served as gov- and their three-year-oldson have
Mrs. Justin Johnson, route 6.
Of the coddlingof Communistsin
athletic field.
ernor of Oregon from 1949 to 1953 moved here from Twin Lakes and
The qu 'est ce que c ‘est, a new
The crowning of the homecom- when he was appointed by Presi- are living at 750 Aster Ave. Mr. Washington, Mile in Korea our men
were being killed by Communists.
to Appeal Municipal
group of Horizonettegirls, met ing football queen will be
dent Eisenhowerto the cabinet Beaudry is a tree surgeon.
Thursday at the home of their special feature at halftime. The post. He will be in Western Michi- Mr. and Mrs. John Dojka and
Now, some Demodtotic candidates
Court Speeding Conviction
leader, Mrs. Lester Schaap. As- band under direction of Bert gan on Oct. 21 and will address a their four children of Ann Arbor for state ond Federal office,pr$#
sistant leader is Mr*. Paul Douma. Brandt of Holland will also take
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
meeting in Benton Harbor that have moved to 120 East 18th St. fessing repentance, claimingthey
Ofifcers elected were Corky part.
Norman James, Casteel, 37,
Mr. Dojka is assistant manager at support like (while sharpening their
night.
kniyes to cut his political throat,)
Van Duren, president; Judy Vos,
Muskegon, was found guilty in
All alumni are invited.
Attendance at the joint service Sears.
are coaxing you to elect them so they
vice president, and Sharon TeusMunicipal Court Thursday after
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reymond
F.
Lucynclub luncheon will be limitedto 250,
may take us bock to the policiesand
Miss Sandra Julie Bosch
ing, secretary and treasurer.
noon of a charge of excessive
according to Carl C. Andreasen ski and four children of Amster- the situation which your patriotism
Mr. and Mrs.' Gerald J. Bosch, Sharon Bird was named repre- Local Men Appointed
speed for conditions,and was senwho has apointed the followingper- dam, N.Y., have moved to 92 West ond your good judgment caused you
of 1075 South Shore Dr., announce
GRAND RAPIDS
Directors
sentative.
tenced to pay $8 fine and $5
sons to work out plans for McKay’s 19th St. Mr. Lucynski is purchasing to repudiatein '52.
the engagement of their daughter.
named at the West Michigan Tourgirls are planning
cost*. Casteel has indicated he
agent for the General Electric Co.
Sandra Julie, to Richard Charles slumber party for the next meet- ist and Resort Association meet- appearance • here: State Senator
Althoughthe 83rd Congress has
will appeal the conviction to the
Mr. and Mrs. % J, Karsten and
Bridgeman, son of Mr. and Mrs. ing at the home of Corky Van ing here last week from Ottawa Clyde Geerlings,State Rep. George
mode
remarkable progress,it has
Ottawa Circuit Court.
Van Peursem, Hope President I. six-year-olddaughter of Ellsworth, but started on the clean-up job you
Charles S. Bridgeman of Hinsdale, Duren.
County are W. H. Vande Water,
The alleged offense occurred in
Mich.,
have
purchased
a
home
at
J. Lubbers, Harold Ramsey of the
gave It in
j
Following the business meet- secretary-managerof the Holland
Spring Lake Township Sept. 13. HI.
120 West 13th St. Mr. Karsten is
Miss Bosch is a graduate of Hol ing. lunch was served by the Chamber of Commerce; John Inter-Club Council and W. A. ButElect
a
Republican
Congress
which
The case was heard before Asprincipalat Central Avenue Chrisland High School and is now 1 leaders.
Smith Urban of Hotel Macatawa ler. The punblic will be invited to
will get rid of the inefficient ond
sociate Municipal Judge Jacob
tian School.
attend
the
11
a.m.
meeting
in
Hope
junior at National College of EduDave Coats of Spring Lake, and
corrupt HOLD-OVERS in the Executive
Ponstein, without a jury. James
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Chism of
Chapel.
P. H. Murdick, Jr., of the Grand
Deportments (many hove been namgd
W. Bussard prosecutedthe case. cation of Evanston, HI. Her fiance Driver Issued Ticket
Kokomo,
Ind.,
have
purchased
a
Announcement of McJCay’s visit
is a graduateof Hinsdale TownHolland High Quarterback
in the Press);,which will, in '55,
Haven Chamber of Commerce.
to Holland was made Friday night home at 141 East 32nd St. Mr. finish the moifumental cleanup task
James Moore, 18, of 94 West
Henry VUscher, »enior....stand*
ship High School and will receive
by Andreasen at a meeting of Re- Chism is a foremaj at G.E.
you gov# it in '52.
a bachelorof science degree in Seventh St., was issued a ticket
5’U and weigh* 150....playing InvestigateBreakin
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Spahr
Two
Cars
publican workers in the Centennial
Saturday
for
excessive
speed
after
electrical
engineering
next
June
fint year on varsity....took
part
Ottawa County deputies today
VOTE A
bumper-to-bumper collision room of the Warm Friend Tavern. of Fort Wayne, Ind., have purin reserve ball two year* ago.
continued their investigationof a from the TechnologicalInstitute his car and one driven by George
REPUBLICAN
TICKET!
chased
a
home
at
742
Central
Ave.
former atate tenni* champion, breakin at a gas station in Jen- of Northwestern University in Albers, 74. of 254 College Ave., col- Sunday morning resultedin an esti- Andreasen, who is county RepubliMr.
Spahr
is
payroll
superintendent
can
chairman,
discussed
plans
for
mated
$100
damage
to
cars
driven
lided on River Ave. near Sixth St.
left handed passer.
ison Park Monday night, the sec- Evanston.
H. M. Boyer, Sec.-Treos.
Damage to Moore's ’49 model car by Oliver Thomas, 51, East Chica the forthcomingelection Nov. 2. for G.E. They have a seven-yearond time it was entered within
Republican Congressional^
the group watched TV for old son.
l
The average wooden match the last two weeks. Deputies said Diamonds, coal and the graph- was estimated at $200 and to go, and Lyle Vander Ploeg, 27, Later
Pol. Advt.
Committee.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
E.
Brown
of
route
1.
The
cars
collMed
on
Eighth
for
Preside/it
Eisenhower’s
speech
burns at a temperatureof 2,700 nothing appeared to be missing ite used in pencils all are forms All>ers '50 model car at $250, police
Tennessee are living at 432 Central
St. near the railroad crossing. I from Denver, Colo.
after an early check today.
said.
degrees Fahrenheit
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